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thon do pinrlktivonru~ fish which, in turn, opemte a t  larger aeales and slower rates 
than plankton. The formal recognition that complex ?,stems in general, and 
ecosystems in particular, usually enclose a hierarchy of lweis of organization. each 
with its ehnraeteristir rates associated with a given scale of observation, dates back 
to Simon 119621, has bee- formalized into a mnsiatsnt body of pt indpls  by OTUeiii 
et al. 119861 and can be understood within s much broader, dialectical view of the 
world (Levins and Lewontim 1985). More than just ta pmvide a con~eptval 
framework however, considerations of scale are increasingly impaMnt in ecology 
1ONctll 19891 and the questions that they d a e  shovld be dealt with a t  the 
beginning of any sensibleeommunity study (Underwood 19861. 
This thasip has been arranged in three parts that are suggested to fallow a 
lclgicd order of approach in community emlogy (see 81.0 Sugihars 1983). Chaptsr 2 
is m nttcmpt to define I spatial scale for studies a t  the mmmunity level on the 
Grand Bnnk of Newfoundland. I have used a large data base (section 2.21 made 
avnilnhle by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) to define faunistically 
homogcncous areas that, year oiler year. am ahown to form a regular mographis 
pnltcrn on the Grand Bank (section 23). Some of the most abundant (and 
mrnmemally important1 fish species on the Bank nre highly mobile and exhibit far. 
ranging movements. The areas defined are very large, in order to enmmpass these 
yeor-mund movements (section 2.41, but their species composition remained 
reosonnbiy persistent over a period of 17 yeas  (section 2.5). I t  is reassuring that 
there seems to be some uniformity in major ph,vs~eal variables within each 
roogagraphir oren identified. Section 2.6 provides evidence that these areas are not 
unly aligned with the bottom depth of the Grand Bank but also with the major 
features of oceanopphic circuiatian in the region. 
Onec the most abundant species within each zoageographie area are identified. 
it becomes relevant to know how they interncL Chapter 3 syntheeizes the most 
important features nf feeding interactions on the  outh hem and northern Grand 
Bonk (sections 3.2, 3.3, 3.41 as inferred from available litsratvre on species' diets. 
The static food web structure emerging from this review em bc compared with othcr 
marme food webs (section 3.51 hut unfortunately static atl.ucturc prnvidrr lillb 
insight into the dynamicai aspects or speder intcrmtions. Fcadin~ belmritna 
ahselved a t  the individual level does not trnnslote directly iutu grc>wth mtcr ;kt the 
population level which, in turn, determine patterns of distrihutinn and nbund:mce. 
There IS considerable uneertainb about the mnjar determinunla of pop!>Ilation ~ond 
community dynamics on the Gmnd Bank. I hove handled this problem Ihy buildil>l: 
alternative topological con8guratinos of the mmmunity, eneh mcnnt tu e;tpturr. 112,. 
main features or year-round community dynamics (scction 3.71. These nltrrnnl8vc 
models ore all simple a d  bialogicaliy aceeptnble, but them is m# inhrmslinn 
available to decide an which one is "better', i.8. morc nccuntlel? rcprcsenlr tit. 
major determinants ofmmmunity dynnmics in tho field. 
Community structure, however, is not the only sourco sf unccrt;tinty wi3t.n 11 
comes to predicting dynamics. For each given structure, therc is alrcr alnsidenhlc 
uncertninty concerning the vnlues thnt pammcters of pupuiatia>n intrraet~c>n ~b<>uld 
take. For ernmple. what values should he ntttihu1.d to the eNoct of cod density on 
the  growth rate of capelin ? At the mmmunity iavol of observotinn, i t  is unlikcly 
that we will ever he nble to do hcticr than tnkc s prabahilirtie apprclneh UI thix 
problem (Moy 1975, Yodzis 1989). Chapter 4 is aimed at  investigating how tllclo twu 
main sources of uncertainty (mmmunity structure and populution pnruimolerxl infrwt 
our ability lo mnke long term prebctions on the Grand Bank. Are thcm limib 10 
knowledge when it comes to long term predictions even in wcll-defined simple 
aituatiana ? To answer this question I simulate press cxpcrimcnts, n melbldoll~~y of 
Bender e t  al. (1984), to represent the eflect of cnvironmenlnl porturh:~lions ui>on 
simple models of the Grand Bank community. Rcsa cxpcrimenls mnxist tn 
remwing individuals out of s population through a continuous period of time 
(section 4.3) and then examining the long term erect on all Rpecles in the 
community. I t  is shown thnt long term predictions a b u t  community dynamics are 
usually very sensitive to uncertainty in initial mnditions (section* 4.6. 4.71 and 
therefore community behaviovr is, to a large extent, indeterminate over time. The 
implications of t h s e  findings for the management of Living resources are addressed 
in the discussion of Chapter 4 (section 4.81, although it is acknowledged that they 
extend far beyond the original scope of this thesis. 
Chapter 2 
Fish Assemblages on the Grand Bank 
2.1. Purpose and History 
2.1.1. S p a t i a l  scale, temporal scale, and fish assemblages  
Whatever standpoint one ndopk in the eontmversy about tho rcintivc rdc  
played by biotic and abiotic factors in delemining species dirtributicma ISaurincu 
1982. Melntosh 1885). any sensible approach ta a lrialadcai community should slorl 
by defininga spatial and temporal scale for the study envisioned (Underwod i9861. 
The purpose of Chapter 2 is lo define an appmpriato spatial acnlc fur sludies n l  
community dynmies on the Grand Bankaf Newbundlnnd. A$ Powell ~19891 paink 
out, the spstid sede of a problem can he defined on the bnnis of the sirrnificnnt 
variation of same quantity of interest. I f  we are inkrested in the biollc campllnent nf 
a continental shelf ecosystem, then n I>-asonable initial oppmnch is to identify 
roopagrsphie areas on the shelf that am ebcmeterized by o relntivoly hnmngenec~us 
and persistent species composition. In this study, scale definition on the Cmnd 
Bank will be based on the idenlification and description af8ueh nreos. They should 
encompass the main year-round movements of the species thcro cnciusod, and tboir 
boundaries should have some geographic mnsintency yeor &er year. I map the 
areas, describe their species mmpasition and, following common pmeticc, identify 
the gmups of species inhabiting them as fish nssemblopes. The criterion adopted for 
the definition of a fish obsemblage is therefore "solely on the basis of geographic 
distribution" (Tyler e t  al. 19821, irrespwtive of whether rpecica within the sum= 
assemblage area influence each other's gmwth mte or not. 
The  denti if lea ti on of fish assemblages and the study of their structure is 
heavily dependent an the choice of m appropriate time atale. There sre two main 
rearulna for this. The erst has to do with statistical validation of the assemblage. 
The techniques of multivariate analysis used to identify fish assemblages eventually 
involve less ahjedive decisions. far example in the choice of clusters in a dcndrogrsm 
or in the  number of axes ta be retained alter a factorial method han been used. 
~ h m c  dedsion~ can influenee conduaions in terms of reported assemblages and 
respective gengrsphic contours. One wmts to mnke sure that the pattern of species 
m-ornumenee observed one year is not s mere artifad of the methods wed. A 
rational way of checking for the authenticity of the observed patterns of o e  
occurrence is to examine if they recur over a period of years. In this study I nnalyss 
a time period extending over 17 years, a time span that ehould be aufiicient to  gvnrd 
ngninat thia sort ofsituation. 
The wmnd, perhaps more important resson for using an adequate time fmme 
stoma from the need to validate the assemblages themselves, If two species m-occur 
in o given area only during n short period of time. say one or two years, and U ~ e n  do 
not, them io usually IitUe sense in including them in the same assemblage. 
Persistence, that is lhe ability of an ssemblsge to maintain its species composition. 
is m important requirement for assemblage validation. Persistence is not to be 
confused wilh stability (see a review of definitions in Pimm 1984) and the time scale 
required to deem an assemblage persistent is not necessarily the same needed to 
deem it stable. A ritriet interpretation of the definition of stability (8.g. Lewontin 
1969) would require lollawing the assemblage over s t  loaat twe mmplete turnoyers. 
one to check if i t  is a t  equilibrium and the other tc foilow how it respond8 to 
perturbations (Connell and Sousa 1983, Sutherlmd 1990). The time period reqvid 
ta deem an assemblage persistent appears yet more pmne to subjective I 
interpretations, but should pmbably ensompass a t  leant one mmpleta turnover of j 
the ansemblnge. If one defines this lime period aa being the longwity of the species i 
with the  longest life span in the community, then wen the 17 ye- mvered by the I 
t 
1 
i 
preen1 study might not be long enough to gusrnntee ant mmplolc c<m~munity 
turnover. However, if the time scale requirmd to estnhlish pmiatcnrc IS thc 
generation time of thespeeiea in the community, then 17 ycnrn should bc cnnush. 
2.1.2. The past experience 
Before the 1970'6. studies embracing entire fish naxcmblngcr and urtcnding 
over vast aeeanie regions were uncommon, and m l y  went beyond the cumpilntir>n 
of species lists lor given areas. By the end of tho 19fiVs. the armmuliltinn of dialn 
eolleeted on eontinentnl shelves by fisheries-related octivitios and by aeicntifie 
surveys, allied to the inmaslng availnbility of eomputa1i~~n;ll menns. crc;itcd 
mnditions tor the beginning of n eomprehcnrivc nnnlysir of disttihutit>n p:nttan>r (4  
fish assemblages aver all the wurld ocean. The pnpom by Pager ;md lrllighurrt 
(1968) and Day and Pearey (19681 should be mcnllnncd or pinncer landmarks ia the 
introduction of objective mnthemntienl tools for the idcntificntion 111 I;~rgo xcnlc 
petterns of species m.oeeurrenco on continental shelves. 
In the past twenty yeam an increasing numbcr or outltnm U R E ~  different kinds 
of multivariate methods to identily domemnl fish asrmblngcs (Hacdtieh ,and Krom 
1978, Gnbriel and Tyler 1980, Gabriel 1983, Ovcrholtz I98:3, Colvocsrcascr irnd 
Musiek 1984. Mahan et  d. 1984. Gomes 1987. S e m n  19891. These methods rely 
upon the initial eonstruetian of a proximity matrix bctwecn rites ""&'or species and 
range from simple Trellis dingrnms to Cluster hnalysis and various kinds sf 
pigenvalue analaes  (Orloci 1966. 1975: CliNord and SLephenrun 1915, Chi~ndon et 
Pinsan 1981, Lehart et al. 1982, Gsueh 19821. The data onitlacd have been either 
csmmemial catch statistics or sampls  fmm research surveys. 'I%c gugraphic nreor 
covered have usually been Inrge, extending over eontinantnl shelves and Ule upper 
part of the slopes. 
Overall, multivnriste techniques have proven to be uscbl toall in rcvcaling the 
existence of relatively hamogeneaus fish assemblages coveling large areas of 
conlmncnwi shcives nnd slopes. Most of there studies mneentraied on shart-tern 
aspoets of fish assemblages lone to three years), but a t  least three studies covered a 
time period with the same order of magnitude as the life span of most fishes in the 
nsscmblape, presenting evidence af an overall mnstaney of the assemblages thmugh 
time Colvoeoresses and Musick (19841 dealt with a l o r e a r  period of surveys. h 
spite of same ehangesin amembinge mmposition and distribution from year to year. 
they found it Lo be very consistent in time. Mahon at al. (19841, dealing with 12 
y e m  of surveys on the Smtian Shelf, pointed out the dependence of the distribution 
patlerns emerging on the scale of appmaeh used to cluster their data. A larmresle 
approach re8ulted in r division of the Smtian Shelf into three redo-. 
Discrimination ofsmaller regions wilhin the larger ones remained the same thmugh 
lime. At o finerscale, 15 groups muld be distinguished althoughwith less mnstency. 
Overllnltz 11983) analysed a 15-year dote series and stressed the importance of this 
Inng.lerm investigation for eeniogieal and management purposes. He identified five 
main fish assemblages on Oearges Bank whose spatial distribution remained 
mmorknbly mnstant despite stmng variations in species richness and relative 
abundance. 
As in most applications of multivariate methods, the question of duster 
validity remains on important one. Any disrimilarity level can be chosen for 
establishing elustern in a dendogmm. The delimitation of douda of points in 
lodorial planes may be a rather subjwtive matter as well. Some authors have 
resorted to apedsl techniques aimed at  lessening the subjectivity involved. Gabriel 
and Tyler (1980) partitioned their dendogram ofsite dumps into 12 groups based on 
the geographically contiguous location of the clumps. Colvocorssses and Musick 
(1984) used n method in the same spirit of mapping plots to obtain more objrtive 
pnrtitianingdeeisions. They defined minimal gmupe in the dendo- ofsites, then 
mapped and fused them if no significant dilferenees in geographic distribution were 
found. Another posdible methed is the use of longer time series of data, allowing for 
n better judgment of the objwtivity of the clusters identified. Both idena have been 
applied in thia study. 
Most authors have attempted to relote enuirunmcnloi raelnm tu ti. ~hserv~.d 
distribution a1 fish srsembiages. Deplh was almost unnnimourly rolt~~l 10 h~ 
mnsiatentiy naaoeiated with the greatest pmportion of biulugiroi vnriati~m. In nxml 
instances deplh is mare or Less asaerated with other envimnmentni vnriidlcs. sumc 
of which are routinely measured both in fixed stntions ~ufsmnii arcas ond in tmrl 
surveys. Variables like temperature (Pager and Longhurst. 1968. Hi~odrieh itnd 
Kreflt 1978. Mohon el ol. 19841, salinity IMahon ct d. 1984. Ovorhnltr IBRJI. t y p 1 1 1  
bottom sediment (Day and Peamy 1968, Mahon et d. 19841, or wen intitodc (Fngrr 
and Longhurst 1968. Gabriel end Tyler 1980. Overhoilz 1983. Onmes ll187. Scrnw 
1989). were found to be nssacioled with ob~ervpd biological ehunyc. 
2.2. Data and Methods 
2.2.1. Data 
Since I971 the  Deparlment of Fisheries a n d  beans (DFO) has been 
conducting Spring gmundfish surveys ollNewfavndland and Labrador in sub-mas 
2 a n d  3 of t h e  Northwest Atlantic Fishetie OrgsnizationlNAFOl. I have andyaad 
d a t a  milccted during thee Spring s u l v c ~ r  ( m o d y  April.May) in the three divisions 
of NAFO suh.oran 3 that cover the Grand Bank of Newfoundland, division8 3 L ,  3N 
nnd 301i.e. 3LNO - eec Fig. 21. The time periodmvered by my study opsns 17 yese  
(1971.1987). although only 18 years of d a t a  were analysed (1971-82, 1984.87) 
because no poundlah surveys were mndvcbd in 3LNO in 1 9 8 .  Table I 
~ummnrires. ycnr by year, the sources of t h e  inlormatian analyaed i n  3LN0 with 
respect to t h e  research vessel.. the time of the  year, snd the number 01 -piing 
stations. The reaenreh vessel "A.T. Cnmemn" conducted moat of the surveyn 
nnnlyscd u p  until 1981 (Table I), s t  which time it was replaced by t h e  "W. 
Tempicman'. The =ampiing plan of the groundfish surveys lollows the stratifid 
random method with $tratilention by latitude, longitude and depth. Sampling 
stntlonsare olincnted tostraw accordingto ares, with all s t ra ts  containing at iemt 
two stations. Towe are for 3 0  minutes d 2 . 5  knob a n d  rater  temperatures laurfan 
nnd ballom) nre r e e o d d  a t  each dation.Teble 1 s h a m  the to td  number of stations 
eonduclod every spring i n  divisions 3LN0, and t h e  number of stations actually 
anaiyacd. Some of the ststions had to be discarded because they hnd null catehe$ d 
all the poundlah species selecbd for the study. 
Every survey yields a twsway dnta rnavir (stations x species) whore entry ti, 
jl i s  Ula entch in weight of species j a t  station i. For every year (1971-82, 1984-871 1 
have pmied the d a t a  01 all surveys conducted during the corresponding Spring into 
o n e  single matrix of poundhh eatcbrs. Speciea were ineludd in the analyak if 
their biomass mmprird a t  iemt 0.1% of t h e  tala1 ceteh in a given Spring survey. 
T h e  number ofapeci~s varied between 29 a n d  I, with 30 s p d e  (Table 2) almost 
alwoysincludcd. 
TmLE 1. Data so-s year by yea, in the three NAFO divisions mvered by this study (SLNOI. The data were collected 
by the research d t e r  trawlers "A.T. Camemn" (Cam), "Gadus Atlnntics' (Gaduol. *A Needlei (Need), and W. 
Templemad' (Tempi). Underneath the velsel's name. ore the months (roman numbers1 during which surveys were 
condusted "Stations' are the number of stations analysed each year ( d l  divs. 3LNO pooled). 'Total- is the total number 
of stations actually done during the survey. Some stations were discarded due to null catches of the specie. selected far 
each panicula, year. 
3L camrmn csmeron cnrncmn pmcmn camerm cem*ron c a m  Cedu. 
VI 1v.v I.IV.V IV, Y v IV. J 
3N Cameron p Cntnaron pmn Camemn Cameron Cameron Camemn 
V I  IV. v v 1V.V Y, VI V.VI 
30 Cnmcmn $m-on Cameron Carnsron C a m e "  Camern" 
V I  1v.v IV v. VI v, VI 
Stations 1% 80 110 125 111 146 192 187 
Totll 83 125 I27 11? 152 193 188 
NAmdiv 1979 1980 19.31 1982 1981 I985 1986 1987 
3L Cnm. Gadus Cam. Gndus Cameron Carn~ron %,,dl,, N~edler Tern I Tern I 
V.VI IV.V,VI IV. v II1,IV.V 1v.v n. B IV. B 
3K fernn F;,? Gadus Cameron Camemn licodlcr S d , T e m ~ l  lv. v IIr,w,v v 1v.v %PI T V 1  
3 0  Cnmcron Cam Grdur Cameron Czmeron iVerdler d l  Tern 1 Temp1 
1v.v 1v.9 1v.v III.I\~.V I\,. v IV Is. rP IV. \ 
Stations 9 9  ?&1 152 251 155 377 4 393 
Tam1 338 261 165 156 158 377 423 399 
ThR1.E 1. L t r l  of species used in the analysis of g m u n f l t r h  surveys. 
convnon name Scient i f ic ..me 
Angler. Common Lophiur amerimnu. 
Aqantine. Atlantic Alsr"ti"0 szivr 
Cspclin Moiiolu8 uilloaa8 
Cod,Atlsntir a d u s  morhuo 
Eelpouts Ldrcadrcad sp. 
Eelpout. Vahlllr Lymdrn "nhlir 
Eelpout. Antic Lymdn mtieuiorus 
Glcenland halibut Reinhadtius hippyglalalai&8 
Haddock M~ionoprommuloe~lef inu~ 
Ilake, Longlin Umphyos e h r l e r ~  
Rnke, Sllvpr Meduccius bilinear& 
link.. Whii. Umphyeis tmurs 
Halibut H i p m h s u a  h i p p w i o ~ ~ ~  
Lumpfish. Common Cycbptplrrus lumpus 
Marlin-.p+. Nezumio h a i d 1  
Pln~n.Amerirnn I~ ippagb~soidmplaL~~~ i&rb  
Pollock P<,lloehius virrn* 
Rndfiah Sehnsis sp. 
llnvghherdsnnndier Macmurus bergla 
St" raven Hen~ilr ipleruaamanmnw 
Sculp~n. Longhorn Myomnphoius oetod~eemlipinodus 
Sculpin. Shorthorn Mymmphniuaamrpiua 
Skni.. Srnoolh Rojo renro 
Skate. Thamy Rola mdroto 
Spiny da@nsh Sguoiun ocanlhior 
Witch flounder C i y p l ~ p h o l u n  cynoBlm1~8 
Wolmah. Blosdheod h r h r e h o s  drnlrcuiatvr 
Wolfish. Spolled Anorhtchas minor 
\Vol%rh. Striped Anorhtchas lupvs 
Yellowtail flounder Lin~ondo ferruglnaa 
2.2.2. Cluster analysis 
Ciuste~ analysis was applied lo  tnvestignto i f t h e n  wcre gnluya ofrpceica that 
tended to omur together i n  the catches of p u n d f i s h  surveys ycilr uRer ysnr. l l l r  
each of the 16 Springs (1971-82. 1984.871, the dotn i n  the mrrespondinp xlationl.lq- 
species matrix wns transfarmad lstep 1). two olgorithma of clualnr nn;llpr;la 
applied (step 21, and three techniques were used to validnto the elus~en G,und (*tal> 
31. A step-hy.step description of the opemtions follows, na well arjustifiri~linns fir 
the methods wed. 
1. The biological deto(cateh ofspecies j a1 station i) were io~tr;msfumed I l,#t+l) I 
before even, cluster onolysis. Thc tmnsformotian is not simcd 01 ial!i,.r.mnu 
multivnriatc somalizntion, nn ambilious poni with matrice% usually n, htil af n.n, 
entries. As Geuch (19821 points out, dihrenms in  populotinn i~hundnnep tend lo LC! 
of on erponentiol nature. The variance of the most ohundml ~pcciex r.:m cosily 
dominate the results of muitiuuriotc analysis i f  the dnln are not tmnrllrmed U, 
mrrecl for the lnfluenw of these species. Prenous expericnee with blcatt!dfish d;~ l :~  
(Comes 1987. Serrno 1989; see d r n  Cnueh I9821 indicated that the raduelb~n of 
infomatian to one-digitvnlues lnRer the logarithm trnnsfnrmnli~~nl did not ;niter lhe 
results signilienntly. 
2. Ail computations in  this step were camled out using the CLUSTzW pi~ekan#e 
(Wishart 19781. Stations were clustered using two agginmemlive nignrilhmr of 
cluster analysis. Two crueid decislnns have lo he token o t  the oulret of overy 
ciuster analysis (Chandon ct Pinrnn 19811. The Awl  (step 2.1) eunmrns the 
definition of a measure of pmximity iaimilorily or d'rs~milnrityl hotwocn the 
members of every pnir o f  ohsowationa. A square matrix of proximilies hetwoon 
obrewaliana is then built based on this measure. The sen,nd dccisiun (rtcp 2.21 
mneerns the choice of a proteas of oulomotic clustering that hegins wiUl the 
prodmity matrix andderives s clnssikation from il. 
2.1. The semi-metric distance of Bray nnd Curtis, athclurise known na 
C2akonow.ki's quontitn,ive index, wna used ss s measure of diwim,lnri,y between 
entehn at any Lam fishing~tation3: 
whcm D,k in ,he dinrimilnrity hetween fishing stations i and k; xu iis the catch of 
speeics j in atation i and r*, is the calrh of the same spoeies in station k: p is the 
tot01 number of species in the data matrix. Notice that  the denominator quala i s  
or the mtai in the twoatarionl.  hi. caemdent ranges ~mm rsm (identied 
ntntlona) ta u n i s  (totally dissimilar stations) and has prrviaualv been used for the 
nnolyrir of graundfish surveys (Gabriel 1983, Ovsrholtz 1983, Comes 1987, Serrau 
19891. A p m  from performing well in measuring overlap in simple almulatad 
aitvntinns (Bloom 19811 t h e  coemeient has some appealing propeltics m the 
liahenm context, namely ite senrilwity La abundsnt species. Since the denominatar 
is conatont Tar m y  pair of stations. the valve of tho eoefident is ultimately 
dotermlnd by species that gin rise ta outatending differeneea in the  numerator. 
one might then expect a clustering oratations mainly driven by abundant species, 
which nm stso the one6 ususlb important for the fishen. However, theae do not 
overshadow the less abundant species completely, given the balancing effcet of the 
locnrithmic tmnrrormation. 
2.2. Observations (i.a. fishing stations) were clustered by two agglomerative 
polyihclie methods: Orovp Average and  ward'^ Minimum Error Sum of Squares. 
Gmup Averagp ISokd alod Mitchener 1958, eit. ia Chandon e t  Pinaon 19811 begins 
by Joining the psL of stations with the lowest disrimilanty vdus in the matrix of 
BrayCurtis distances. The matrix is then rebuilt by ~valuatinr the Bray-Curtis 
dislanee between a n y  stntian and this new clustu as the everaga of the diatansea 
batween the station and each comtituent of the  ciuater. The same rationale is used 
when mensuring t h e  distance between any tam elusten i n  furiher atepa of the 
eluatating process. Ward's method of E m r  Sum o f s q u m  (Ward 1bYl31 fuses those 
clustera lor station a n d  station. or stofion nnd clustcr) tha t  yield the ~ n > u i i n t  total 
error aum of squares possible in each step of the  dus tedng  process. This erwr sum 
olsquans i s  defined a. the sum of the  Bisy.Cunis distances From each ohanmation 
(Fshing station) te the mntmid of its euneot cluster, therefore ilia B totcti wilhcn- 
clusters r u m  of squares. Sincc the total sum of squares is cnmtont, o nlinimnl 
xithin.clurtera sum of  aquares implies o marimnl b~tween.eiustam sum ofsquorcn. 
Even  though W a s =  method was originally developed far uac with Buelidlnn 
distances, eonsidersble ~mpirieai and formal evidence suggests that it perbrma wall 
even with non-metric distances (of. Batageg 1988) such as the Brny- Curtis. 
3. T h e  validity d c l u ~ t e m  of stations identified by ciuat~rilnnlyaia woa ixaacarcd hy 
three methods: 
i Mapping the d u s t e m  a n d  checking for g e o ~ o p h i e d  FonllnulLy ~l"ti""l 
belonging to  the  same cluster. 
ii. Vbonl confirmation of clusten coherence m Lbe two-way Lnhlc yieldud hy 
TWWSPAN (see helow). 
tii. Matrices randomly chwen were snnlysed by us ing  Lhc rclucntion pmccdum 
ava i l sh l~  i n  procedure RELOCATE of CLUSTAN ond results wcm cnmpurcd wilh 
those previously found  by Group Average a n d  Word's method. RELOCATE wux 
initiated wi th  s mndom allocationof stations t o  10 cluatcm. TL1c mclhod rcpcolcdly 
seam these cluatere by measuring t h e  di~simiinrity or each s t n t i ~  to cvcw eluater. 
Eventually the slation is relocated if it is found doser to n cluster other Lhon its 
o w n .  eauring a d e u l a i i o n  of the e1ustel"j centmids Once mloentiunr SLOP. the lcav 
dissimilar clustem a r e  r u e d  and the seanninp pmr.8. starts ngnin. C o n m r s n c e  of 
the results of th'l technique with those of Gmup Average and Wod's mathod wra 
taken as m o d  evidence that a global optimum h a d  heen found (Wiahnrt 1WRI. 
Usually considered '"well-behaved' methods. G m u p  Averago ond Error S u m  of 
Ssu- have  significant diiferances in duslaring "intensity" (for a thornugh 
discussion see Ciifford and  Stephenaen 1975 end Boerch 19771 t h a t  w o r  also 
orpiorcd far purposes of cluster validation. Joint use of the two methods was 
conducted by firat identifying cluster. yielded by Omup Average that were 
geographically contiguous. The eons~wativs pmperties of this method resulted in a 
considemble number of stations "laid-off by chaining erect. These stations w e e  
onen atypical, but s quick inspection of the tight eiusters of Ward's dendrogram 
(with its relatively few iay.aIX1 pmvided a clue to the similarity between thoae 
stotinns and eiuatcrr in the Group Average denhogram. 
2.2.3. Interpretation method 
Diflercni techniques have been suggested for the interpretation of results of 
clurtcr analysis. Examples nre inverse clustering af variables followed by nodal 
nnoiysia ILombort and Wiilisms 1962) and the computation of duster diagnostics 
lpmeedura RESULT of CLUSTAN, Wishart 1978). However, inverae hierarchid 
clustering of species held little attraction hecause of the diemete nature of exdvsive 
cimsilicatians that lead to the inelusion of each species into s single duster, no 
matter how ubiquitous thet species may be. Moreover, ecologiata have defended the 
prnetienl end theoretical advantages of using polythetic divisive methods as opposed 
lo agglomentive ones (Lombert e t  al. 1973. Boweh 1977. Gsuch and Whittaker 
1981. Gaueb 1982). "Polithetic divisive methods have theoretical advantages in that 
all the nvniinble infomatinn is used to make the mitical topmost divisions" 
(Lnmbert et el. i973i, resulting in a classification less aensltive to influence by the 
random "noise" eommonly found in eeologieal samples. 
Hill, Buncs et al. (1975) proposed a polythetic divisive method based on an 
ordination technique under the name of "indicator species analysis'. This method 
hos been refined and computerized by Hill 11979) as TWINSPAN. The method 
mnkcs nn anilinl ordination ofapcies and samples using correspondence analysis A 
mugh division af samples ia done based on scores m the rust factorial ads and 
"diiTcrentinl' species are identified by their preference to one or the other side ofthe 
dichotomy. A second, '"refined', ordination is then achieved by using "differential" 
species nnd the new onlinntion is divided to derive a fixml d~ehstom~.  Yhc plucasr 
proweds in the same way over the two sides of thie dichotomy. 
The final results of TWINSPAN ere displayed in o two-way toblc thot Rollillr 
requirements ofnoo-cxdusivity. An vhiqvitous speeiea a n  therefore be nxanciated 
with more than one cluster ofstations by simple visual inspection. lnspcetinn nlaaeh 
two-way tables allowed the remg-r~ilion of biolngicnl Rnturcs of coch d l i~e  nlilmn 
atation clusters previously identified by duster snolysis. Such fenlurca included not 
only actual differential species (i.e. species having clear preference hrr a given 
cluster) but also the presence or absence ofn very widespread species in n clurtcr, or 
anomalies in cluster richness (number ofrpeeies presenll. These feulures wcrn uxcd 
to classib ststiona laid off the main cluster. or to ratify the einnifienl?sn d Lhnx<! 
ambiguous stations usudly lomted on geo~apbienl boundaries ~,f the nmnr l~ceupirrl 
by the main station gmupa. 
2.3. Results 
23.1. Fish assemblages: A global p i c t u r e  
Four major clusters of stations recurred conslatently in the dendrog.ams 
computed for each Spring of the lbyear time series. When these dusters were 
rnnpped, they worp closely associated with the botbm topography of the Grand 
Bonk. The geographic contours of the areas comprising three of the  clustetera 
appmrimntely fallowed isobaths near the edge of the Bank. These three groups were 
therefore named according to their most common depths: Shallow Gmue (stations 
shallower than 80 m). lntermedlate Gmue (ststions between 80 and 200 m). and 
Dcep G ~ o u e  (stations deeper than 200 m). The fout:h major cluster comprised 
stations just to the east of the Avalon Peninsula and therefore was called 
(swtions bctwcen 70 and 180 m, in the Avalon Channel area). Fig. 1 shows 
two dendmgrams (for the first and last Spring) yielded by the group average 
algorithm. Although the major dusters could usually be identified at Be higher 
levels of tho clustering hierarchy, their Brsy.Curtis distances in the dendropam 
were rather variable from yesr M year and no special meaning wsa attached to 
them. 
Both the Intermediate Gmup and the Deep Gmup could be further subdivided 
on the basis of faun01 differences. Stations in each of these subdustera were located 
in continuous strips encircling the Bank in a way that was geographically wsis tent  
from year M year. Following their geographic location, the Intermediate Gmup was 
subdivided into the NE Intermediate Sub-Gmuo M the northeast and the 
Intarmediate SuhGmue to the southwest. The Deep Gmup was subdivided into the 
NES Deep Sub-Groucnmund the north, east, and south ofthe Bank slope and the W 
Deep Sub.Grouv to the weet. 
Sprlng 1971 
Q~OUD Aver 
1I.estI f shdlw Inarm.aat# wo-BP NES 0 . m ~  
A".,*" D.(IP 
Sering 1987 
W 0 . 0 ~  N E I  O8.D NE SW pnal,w Mlon 
Rmre 1. h u l t s  of cluster analysis with the Gmup Average algorithm Inr Spring 
1971 and 1987. The dendrogrnms shown are cut at high hieromhicnl levels whcre it 
ie possible to distinguish the major recurrent dusters ofstntions. 
Fi& 2 shows the major physical features or the Gland Bank and the major 
NAFO fNorthwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization) divisions that will he mentioned 
in the forthmming text. Fig. 3 portrays an "average' picture, the mast typical 
geogmphical extent of the air main dusters of stations LAvalon, Shallow. NE 
Intcrmcdinte, SW Intermediate. NES Deep. W Deep) idenmed on the Grand Bank. 
The m a  defined by each cluster has a characteristic mmposition of gmundf~sh 
species that recurrently eo-occurred therein, i.e, a fish assernhiam. Table 3 lists the 
compn~ition of these fish assemblages lor every ares, and the most abundant species 
in each area are shown in Fig. 4. I have ranked the species according to their 
relative abundance in the trawl catches, with stmight lines separating groups of 
species that have different orders of magnitude in abundance (Table 3 and Fig. 4). 
This is only o rough ordering bxause assemhiages underwent quantitative change8 
in their rumposition during the time period annlyzed (see section 2.5 for details). A 
global description of the main characteristics of each af these zoogeographic areas 
fnliuws. Section 2.3.2 presents an account of the year by year charactelistics of each 
nrcn. 
Figure 2. Bathyrnetry and other physicd features of the Gmnd Bank ndon, l'hc 
straight linen eountaur NAFO Divs. 3L. 3N, 30, and 3M. 
Figure 3. Gmgrnphio position of the main clusters of stations defining the fish 
assemblages of the Grand Bank. The contours presented were pooled out of 16 
Spring situations analysed. They represent the most t yp id  situation found, rather 
than nny particular year. Different patterns aver are- with different fish 
nssemblages. The Deep and Intermediate areas am subdivided in two sub.gmup 
(see text). 
I 9  W S J W  S O W  I I W  4 4 W  
Figvre 4. Main spdes in each af the dr fish nssernhloges considered. Spocies ore 
ranked by approximate dwrsasing order of  abundance in the hauls. Stmight 
horizentnl lies separate groups of species having dilTeront orders o l  rnnmitudc in 
the catches. 
TABLE I. Species composilion of the pundbh sraemblwer on the Grand Bank. 
Nnrizontnl lines scpsrole sets of species with decreasing orders of magnitude aa 
cilprrssed by kgltow in hauls. Within each order of magnitude, species were ranked 
by appmximntc decreasing order of abundance. Species without asterisks were 
found present throughout the ares of the correspondent assemblage a t  least 13 out 
of 16 yews. Spccios with ( r )  showed up in a t  least 13 out of 16 years. although in 
mare or less restricted regions within the mrrespandent assemblage area. Species 
with 1- .)showed up belween 7 and 12 years out of16. 
- 
Shallow Arsemblsge 
Plaice, md, "ellowlail flounder, thorny r k n k  
Striped wolffish 1.1, aan raven, longhorn seulpin 
In te rmed ia te  Assemblage 
NE Intermediate k.scmblnge 
Plaice, cod, thorn" .hate 
Aletle eelpout. Gmenlnnd hnl#hut, spatted wolmrh 
SW Intermediate Arscmblnge 
Plaice. cod, thorny skate 
Witch flounder, striped wolfish, nrct1cec1pnuli.1 
Decp&semblnge 
NES Deep Assomblnge 
RedRsh. cod. thornvsksu, plsice 
Greenland h ~ l i b u h  rauchhesd mnndler,  witch flounder, atrilrtcl wolfish 
Vahl'seelpoutl. 11, sported wolfish 1. .I, broadhead wolfish I *  r! 
W Deep Arsemhlsg~ 
Redfish, haddakl.  r l  
White hake, md. halibut. thorny l a t e .  ~ la iee  
Witch fiaundar. sdver hake, lonfln hsks, ovenline, angler, mnrlincpike 
The Shaliow Group occupies a major shallow area an the southeast Grand 
Bank (Pig. 3). Its species composition was remarkably constant over the time period 
molyzcd (section 2.5). The eastern, southern and western bardem of the Shallow 
Group lie near the 90-m irobath. The gmup extends to the Whale Bank in the west 
and mcols the Avalon Group to the north. Stations in the S h d o w  Group had d e p t h  
ranging 1mm 10 to 1W m, with avernge values around 70 m and standard deviatiana 
01 12 m or leas. Bottom temperatures were usually between - 1  and +P C. 
Four species dominate this gmup: American plaice, cod, yellowtail flounder. 
and thorny sknle. Yellowtoll floundsr was the key spffies used to identify stations 
belonging to this group. Three other species also recur in the Shallow Group, hut in 
much lower abundance: rtriped wolfish. sea raven, and longhorn sculpin. Striped 
wolfish wns usvnlly restricted to samples taken south 0145' N latitude. 
Avnlon Omup 
The Avnlon Group occupies the zone smund the Virgin Racke, most of the 
Avoion Channel, end the southern Dawning Basin (Figs. 2 and 3), with baundnries 
that ehonged position considerably fmm year to year. They can be expected to lie 
between lines o end a' of Pig. 3 to the east, and lines b and b' 01 the same figure to 
the weat. Station depths varied between 70 and 180 m with average values around 
120 m and standard deviations between 25 and 40 m. Bottom temperaturea were 
usually between -1.6 and 0' C. 
The Avalon Group has two strong dominants: American plaice and cod. The 
third characteristic species is the Arctic eelpout, almost always present although i n  
very low amounts. The gmup is remarkably poor in regard to number of species 
relative to the other areas of the Bank. Stations of this group were distinguished 
fmm Shallow Gmup s t n t i m  to the south by the disappearance of two important 
speeies: thorny skate and yeilawtail flounder. These two species were not usually 
fwnd north of a line between Whale Bank and Vlrbqn Raks. Ycllt,wtnil wt~r onen 
caught further north than was thorny skate, mvinly in the Virgln Rucks aran. Thc 
diNerentlal distribution of Lhese two species suggested the exirtcncc of nn 
intermittent narmw transition zone between the Avnlon Gmup and the Shall<,w 
Group, indicated in Fig. 3 with a dimrent shadowing pottern, witon, t.vpiclll 
dominants are md, plaice and yellowtail with eelpouto in vcly low nhundimcc. The 
Avalan Gmup was distinguished fmm the lntcrmediilte Group by the uirsoce tnf 
thorny skate and lower species richness. 
Intermediate G m u p  
This gmup occupies n transition zone between thc two rihnlluw wi11c.r goups 
(Shallow and Avnianl and the Deep Gvoup. Three spcetes dominute: Arnrrionn ~,l;~iee. 
cod and thorny skate. Other species, much lower in nbundonec thoupi1 orn?it;tnt in 
their presence, pmvldcd n hosis vpon which to suhdividc the lntcrmcdii~tc Cnlup 
into aNE Intermediate Suh.Group and a SW Intermedinto Suh.Gmup. 
The NE Intermediate Sub-Croup occupies r vast amn ce~mpriaing thu Iklwning 
Basin and much of the northeast Grand Bunk (Fig. 31. ito southwest limit crtcndx 
to near Carson Canyon. The deeper boundnnes of this Sub.Group lie batwccn thc 
200 m and 280 m isobaths. These boundaries were mlntively vnlinbls in daplh frum 
one year to another (section 2.3.21, their exact plnccment depending on the uppcr 
distribution limit of red'lsh, the dominant species in the NES Deep Suh-Gruup 161. 
below). The shallower limits olthe NE lntermediolo Sub.Gmup wcrc near the 90 m 
isohath, with average depths amund 150 m and standard deviations clore In 60 m. 
Bottom temperature. were usually between - 1.2 and 2.3" C. 
The NE Intermediate Suh-Dmup indudee American plviee, cad and thorny 
$rate. Other spedea usually present in mlalively low abundance were Amtie 
eelpout, Greenland halibut and woltlish~. (especially spotted mllliBL Arctic 
ceipaut was usually the more abundant of these l s s e r  species, with a distribution 
mainly to the north and northeart of Camon Canyon but also oRen found in the 
Hayles and Kettie Canyon region. 
SW lntermediate Sub-Gmup 
The SW Intermediate Sub-Gmup o m m  along a narmw strip an the muthem 
and wstern upper continental slope (Fig. 3). T y p i d  depths of stations belonging to 
this Sub-Gmup were between 90 and 200 m. with average values around 110 m. In 
lhe Whale Bank area, some ineludod stations were shallower than 90 m. Difficulties 
arose for almost every year in determining the deeper boundary of this Sub-Gmup, 
not only due to yearly changes in the actual depth of the boundary but also because 
of imprecision in depth determination arising from the steep slope in the area As 
with the previousSuS.Gmup, the positionofthe deeper boun2nry was set depending 
on the upper limit. of typical s p w i e ~  in the Deep Gmup (see below). Throughout the 
yewby-yeor analysis hakes and d f i r h  from the W Deep Sub-Gmup appearedmore 
prone l o  move above the 150-200 m depth zone in the southwest than to the north 
and east of the Bank. 
The SW Intermediate Sub.Gmup comprises American plaice, thorny ekste and 
cod. Spmiee recurring in much amailer amounts are witch flounder and striped 
woilfiah. h a l i z e d  invoaion by species fmm deeper waters, especially redfish and 
hAes, was n frequent phenomenon. The SW Intermediate SubGmup includea the 
Whale Bank and the Whale Deep to the weat of the Grand Bank (Fig. 2). This region 
is relatively unstable in species composition, campared to the reet of the -a 
occupied by the Sub-Group and might justify separate treatment. The core sf the 
Whale Bank and Deep region seems to be fairly constant in regard to the dominating 
presence of cod, thorny skate and American plaice. Mast of the area, however, is 
prone to invnsion by species typical of other assemblages. Stations to the north o k n  
resemble typienl stations fmm the Avalon Group in that they lack thorny skate 
andlor may indude Arotie eelpout, which has extended ite distribution all along the 
Avalon Channel. YeilaMail flounder, n typical representative of the Shallow Gnlup. 
is oiten found to the south in the Whale region butahnllower thnn 90 m. Lumpfi6h. 
whose main distibution is further to the north on thc SL Pierre nnd Crccn Bonks. 
is also sometimes found in significant Rmaunls an Whale Bank. One other rpccies 
omasionally found in the Whale region as well as the rest of the SW 1ntarrnt.dintc 
Sub-Croup is the witch flounder. 
Deep Croup 
The Deep Group eneireles the Crnnd Bank below 2M) m (Fig. 3). The vppcr 
depth limit is rather vnrinble. Boundnries between the Deep and the Intermcdinrc 
Cmups tend ta become shallower as one moves south and west ubtng the u p p r  
cantin~ntal slope. To the west of the Crnnd Rank the buundary frcrluentiy lice 
shallower than 150 m. The absence of deeper samples precludes n full osscasmcnt of 
the Deep Gmup distribution limits. The outside depth limits are expressed by :t 
dashed line In Fig  3 which is drawn to include all samples taken nn the upper alnpc 
by the pmundlbh surveys analyzed. The Deep Group is dominated by rcdflsh, but ir 
also distinguished in being the richer group in terms of number ofdiNoronl spccic*. 
Differences in the relative importance of species other than redfiah lcod to n 
subdivision of the gmup into n NES Deep Suh-Group and a W Deep Sub.Gmup. 
NES Deep Sub.Gmup 
Thissub-Gmup ocmr. along the northern, eadcm and southern bordcrs nfthc 
Grand Bank Its boundary with the W Deep Sub.Gmup is in the Tail of thc  Bank 
region, lying in s relatively unstable position between Deny8 and Jukcs Canyons. 
The shallow limit of the NES D ~ e p  Sub-Croup to the north and east of the Crend 
Bank ranged between 180 and 280 m fmm year to year. There vnriotit~ns were 
mostly caused by irregular invasions of shallower waters by redfish. In somo ycnrs o 
transition strip between the NES Deep Sub-Gmup and the NE lntermediote Sub. 
Gmup was identified, with r e d s h .  Antie eelpout, cod, thorny skate nod plaice the 
impartant species. To the southwest, the upper limit of the NES Deep Sub-Group 
bsrames pmgrersiveiy morn indeterminate, but  it seema to bemme somewhat 
abnllower. Stations in the NES SubCmup had average depths around 280 m and 
standard deviations around 50 m. Bottom temperatures were warmer than in most 
other groups, ranFing from 0 to 4 O  C. 
Three species dominated the NES Deep Sub-Croup by abundance and constant 
presence: d s h ,  cod and thorny skate. Five other species and speeiea.gmupa were 
found on a regular baais; in appmdmste vank order they were American plaice, 
wolmshes (striped, spotted and bmadhead), Greenland halibut, witch flounder and 
roughhead grenndier. Vahl's eelpout was often present. although its abundance was 
nlways verylow. 
W Deep Sub.Graup 
The W Deep Sub-Group ocevrs along the western slope of the Grand Bank (Fig. 
3). h a  mentioned, its boundary with the NES Deep Sub-Gmup lies between JvLes 
and Denys Canyons. The upper depth limit of this Sub-Gmup can be as shallow as 
100 m, somewhat shallower than the upper limit of the NES Deep Subdmup. 
Variability in that limit is mostly due to oeessionai invasions of shallower waters by 
redfish ond hakes. Average depth ofstations was amuod 250 m and there were high 
annual s tadnrd deviations, randng from 60 to 90 m. Bottom temperatures were 
nlmcst alwnys greater than 0 and could reach +9' C, the highest temperatwe 
recorded a t  the bottom during the  surveys analyzed. 
Ooe species dominated the W Deep SubGroup - redfish. Haddock (since 
1983). haliblit (since 1978). cod. white hake and thorny skate followed in 
importance. Nevertheless the abundance of these spedes in relation la r e l a h  was 
much lower than in the NES Deep Sub-Group. Other species usually present in low 
abundance were American plaice, other bakes (silver and longtin) and argentine. 
h p l e r  and rnarlin.apike were almost always present though in very low abundance. 
8.3.2. Fish assemblblages year by year 
This section is an neeaunt of nppnrenl nnomnlics in the year-byyear 
distribution and temperature conditions of the Bsh nssemblnge areas on the Or;>nd 
Bank (Figs. 5 to 20). This information is included for eomplctcness, but tho mottcr 
of annual variation here described will not be an issue in the ehnptcrs which follow. 
Those readers wishing to pursue the central themes of thc thesis can skip to tho 
Bscussion ofthe overall coherence ofthe fish nssemblage~ identified (sectloo 2.1). 
The ritttation described for each year should be eompnlrd with rhc ''nvcmgc'' 
pictured portrnyed in Fig. 3. The hatching patterns representi!tp eaeh nmj<,r fiat, 
arsemblage in Figs. 5 to 20 (the same uscd in Fig. 3) cover only nrails thnl wcm 
sampled, leaving blank thosc that were unsnmplcd. Tho usscmblnges arc eupnnltd 
by a continuous thick Lie  that is not to be conft~scd with thc isohatha of thc C~ond 
Bank (Fig. 2); in some areas this line ir dusltsd duc to uncorlnintics obnut its 
location. The line is not drawn when the limits urn given urea urc unknown due tn 
lack of sampling stations; n typical example was the outward limit ~rf tho Dcap 
Cmup, olworj unknown because sampling stations seldom went beyond thc 100 m 
isobnth. Figs. 5 to 20 also show the number of sampling rtntinns on which the 
hatching of eaeh area is based. Surface and bottom tempernturc nnnmuiior will 
sometimes be mentioned for specific areas in ~peeifie ycim;. Fur avory urcn, thc 
anomalies refer to major deviations fram the mean of the 16-year Lime relic. in tho 
area. 
Figure 5. Areas covered by each major cluster of stations? in Spring 1911. 
Spring l97l 
The number sf sampling stations was relatively low in the  first half of the 
1970's, usunUy oat covering the west or the Bank and the Avalon Chaonel area. In 
Spring 1971 yellowtall flounder (and therefore the Shallow Group) appeared to 
extend unusually far to the north, along the 90 m iaobath, entering an area that is 
ususlly Intermediate. The Intermediate Gmup appeared to extend deeper than 
usual ta the north, almwt teaching the 365 m bobath, basically meaning that the 
northern limit of redlish distribution (the main indicator of the Deep Gmup) was 
deeper thon usual there. Aversge surface temperahlres were abnormally high in the 
Shalloar Gmup 16.95' Cl, in the Avalon Gmup (6.81' Cl. in the NES Deep Gmvp 
(4.64' C), and in the NE Intermediate Gmvp (6.73' C). There were no such 
momsliea in bottom temperatures. 
Figure 6. Areas mvered by each major cluster ofatations in Spring 1972. 
Spring 1972 
This is the year with the smallest total number of snmpling stations lonly 801. 
As in 1971, yellawtail flounder land the Shallow Gmup) sppenrs to extend up LII the 
north into an area that in mapt of tho years wap NE Intermediate. 
Figure 7. Area. mvered by each major cluster of stations in S p M g  1973. 
The major anomaly in 1973 aeema to be an unusual extension of the  SW 
Intermediate Sub-Group to shallow waters amund 5P W on the SW shellbreak of 
the Bnnk, which muld have been caused by sn intrusion of warm waters fiom the 
south. Bottom temperatures of five stations in the area averaged 3.0E0 C (st. dev. = 
0.8). which is warm relative to  the -0.16° C (st. dev. = 1.08) average for water close 
to the bottom in the Shallow Group as a whole. Witch flounder was partimlarly 
abundant in the SW lntennedinte Sub-Group this Spring, mom abundant ths. 
thorny skate and cod. Overall 1973 appeared to be a very mld year. The average 
surface (0.55' C) and bottom temperatures (-0.16D C) in the Shnllaw Croup r c m  the 
coldest in the 16-year time-series of this Group. The same applies to the average 
surface (-0.33' C) and bottom (-1.37* C) temperatures in the Avnlon Gmup, and lor 
the bottom temperature (-0.99 C) in the NE lntermedinte Suh-Gmup. The SW 
Intermediate Sub-Group was not partieulsrly cold near the bottom (averngc "lo. 14" 
C), but had the Ulird coldest average surface temperature (l.l1° C) tn this Suh- 
Gmup. 
Figure 8. Aresacovered by each majar cluster ofslations in Spring 197.1. 
Spring 1974 
The sampling plan in 1974 was geogrnphicnlly restricted hut still mvenlsd 
what appears to be an anornolous situation. The Avalm Gmup was unusually 
exlanded to the NE, entering an area of the Downing Basin that in other ye- is 
typically part ofthe NE Intermediate Sub.Group. This means that thorny skate was 
not abundant in this ares and that the distribution of eelpoute extended NE along 
the Avolan Channel. Unusually low temperatures are a paasibis explanation for this 
o k m t i o n .  The average battom temperstvre of 11 stations Ulere was -1.2a9 C (st. 
dev. = 0.161 which is nletively mld if mmpared with typieel bottom temperature. of 
rha NE lntemediote Gmup this Spring (average of -O.ORe C, st dev. = 1.141, but 
not sn dicerent fmm typical bottam temperatures af the Avalon Group (usually 
below 0' Cl. Along the NE slope, the deeper limit of the Intermediate Group staye 
clone to the 365 rn irobsth. suggesting that the  upper limit oftha redf~sh distribution 
IDmp Grnupl was deeper than usual this Spring. This year nppears to be relatively 
cold an the Grand Bunk, but spporently not as mld as 1973. Average temperatures 
in the Avalon Group were -1.25'C at  the bottom and 0.65' C close to the surface. In 
both eases these were the third coldest averages in the time series of this Gmup. 
Surface temperatures were also relatively low in the Shallow 11.6Re Cl and in the 
NE intermediate Sub-Gmup (0.55' Cl. 
Figure 9. Areas covered by each mnjnrelusler of stotions inSprlng 1975 
Spring 1975 
The distribution of ydiowtml flounder oppenrs to have extended n litllc more 
Lhsn usual onta Le Whale area and the western Avdon Channel in 1975. Another 
diatistive feature is the appearonce of s trnnsition m a  to the south of thc Virdn 
Racks, intruding onto the m t m l  Gmnd Bunk. This m e n  haa the chnracterillics or 
the Avalon Group (low species richness, absence or thorny skate, eelpouta present) 
mired with the mnjor characteristic of the Shdiow Gmup (i.e. high entchea nl  
yeliawtail). 
Fipvre 10. h s s  covered by each major elustPl~fstations in Spring 1976. 
me Spring of 19'76 appeared to  h w e  rathsr 'average" conditions insofar as the 
distribution orbh assemblages is concerned. 
Figure 11. Areas covmd by each major duster ofstntions i n  Spring 1977 
Spring 1977 
The Avalon Group mvered a n  unusually lnrge arm this Spring. Bosiedly this 
means that thomy sknte was uncommon i n  the area extending fmm the NE or the 
Avalon Channel u p  to L e  Downing Baein and there were  row yellowtoil on the 
Virgin Racks. The average bottom tsmperntum of four stntions a t  Lhe NE limit of 
the Avalon Gmup was - 0 . 7 4 O  C (st. dev. = 0.19) which might not be cold enouB to 
explain Be abaence ofthorny skate to the north. The nvernge bottom temperatun. of 
six ststions at the SW limit of the  Avalan Croup (elore ta the Whd. Deep, but 
within Be Awlon Gmupl m s  -0.8' C (st. dev, = 0.61) which is relatively cold in 
that area and suggests an intrusion of mld water along the Avalon Channel. 
Average tempraturea were relatively high s t  the surface in Borne of the aress (5.88' 
C in the Shallow, 4.76 C in the Avalon. 5.08' C in the SW Intermediate, and3.34' C 
in the NES Deep), but not so at the bottom. 
Figure la. Areas eovered by each major duster of stetioDs in Spring 1978. 
Spring 1978 
Perhaps the mast unusual feature of this year was the apparent intrusion of 
redfish onto the  SW ahelfbreak of the Grmd Bank. White hake followed r e l a h  i n  
nbundsnce in that  area, although one or hva orders of magnitude lower. Bottom 
tempemlure. or seven stations located in that particular m a  averaged 7.9' C (st. 
dev. = 1.43). which suggests an intrusion of warm water onto the shell. In the  
Shallow Gmup as a whole, nvrsge bottom temperature was the highest of lha Lime 
series in that Group (1.58' C, along with 1979): i t  was also tho higheat in the Avnlon 
Gmup (0.47' C) and in the NE Intermediate Suh.Group (0.71' C). Avsrngo bottom 
temperature w s  the second highest of the series in the W Deep Sub-Gmup (8.26- 
C). 
Figure 13. Areas mvered by eneh major cluster of~la t ions  in Spring 1979 
mi8 yea. had the  beat sampling coverage of the 1970's and early 19?A'6. The 
Tih assemblages appear to have an 'svernd' distribution with tho only 
ehantetedstie feature being perhaps the intrusion of yellowtail onto the oarth of the 
Whale Deep. The Spring of 1979 ww warm. Both bottom end swfaee average 
temperatures hit high valuca, relative to the 16.year time series, within all Groups 
and Sub-Gmues of atations wer the Bmk. 
Figvre 14. Areas covered by each major duster ofstatim in Spring 1980. 
Spring IDSO 
This Spring thorny skate was relatively abundant to  the NE of the Avdon 
Channel, apparently spreeding Bom the Downing Baain area. Redfish appears to 
have intruded onto areas shallower than usud at the north ofthe B d ,  reaching 
the 180 m isobuth at the northern outrldrts of L e  Doming Basin. There were no 
mior tempcrntunt anomalies. 
Figure 15. Ares covered by each major cluster orstations i n  Spring 1981. 
Spr ing 1981 
The NE Intermediate SubGroup exhihitad an unusually wide distribution thin 
year, intruding into the Avalon Channel and the Virgin Racks. This wns due te nn 
apparent southward extension of the  distribution of thorny skate. Specice richncnn 
i n  thoae aream was also mom chamcleristic of lhe Inlermedinte Croup. I t  wnn 
possible to di~tinguish a transition ares to the south of the Virgin Racks (with 
yellowtail. md, plaice, and no skntel. Aa in 1915, the  sample size is too amnll(3 nnd 
4 stations) in this transition area. In the Shallow Gmup, average bottom wntcr 
temperature was t h e  highest of the  time series 11.73" Cl, and it was relatively 
high st the  surface (5.5' C). 
Fimrc 16. A r e a  covered by each major duster of  stations in Spring 1982. 
Spring 1982 
Perhaps the main anomaly in 1982 was the apparent retreat of yellowtail 
flounder lrom the area to the south and SW of the Whale area, along the SW 
shelmrenk of the Bank. The area was nevertheless relatively well sampled (about 17 
stntions), but yellowtail was cnvght only in a small area inside the Whale ana 
(Shallow Group hatching inside the Whale area). The average bottom temperature 
of 9 stations located along the SW of  the Bank, close to the break but  above 90 m, 
wns 0.7S0 C (st. dev. s 1.02). which does not appear unusual for Shallow Gmvp 
stotio~~s, nlUlough ycllowtnil was not caoght there. T h m y  skate appeared to be 
relatively abundant to the NE of the Avalon Chnnncl, imd thcrcforc the Avnitln 
Gmup is relatively restricted. Bottom temperatures nf five stalanr 31 the hnmirr 
between the Avalon and the NE Intermediate Sub-Gmup (but inaidc thc Inltr.z.1 
-0.44' C which seems to be a transilion temperature belwoen thr NIS 
Intermediste (with a ~ e r a g e 0 . 1 9 ~ C l  and the Avdnn (average -0.59'C1. 
Figure 17. Areas covered by each mnjor cluster of stations in Spring 1984. 
Spring 1964 
The distribution of fish asaemblnges an the Gmnd Bank in 19% did not exhibit 
any mqinr anomalies. 
Figure 18. Areas m e r e d  by each major duster ofstations in Spnng I985 
Spring 1986 
The Avalan Gmup appeared to have shined its usual ccnter of &~nvlty 10 Lho 
NE, basically beenuse thorny skate wne fairly obundont to the SW of thc Avvlon 
Channel. However, bottom temperatures in 5 stations lorated inside the S W  of 
Avalon Charnel, where thorny skate war caught, averaged -1.4C C (st, dev. = 0.11) 
which is cold even far the Avdon Channel. A transition area was nppnrcntly prclent 
to the south of the Virgin Rocks, with cod, plaice. yeilowtal, and very few thclrny 
skate. The Spring d 1985 was mld. There were same particularly IOU, tompcrnturos 
doe to the bottom (werages of -0.0Z0 C in the Shnllm Gmup, -0.81" C ~n tho NE 
Intermediate. -0.61' C in the SW latermediate) and at the surface (averages of 
0.670 C in the Shallow Gmup, -0.15' C in the Avslon. -0.4 ' C in the NE 
Intermediate. 0.29 ' C in the SW Intermediate. -0.52' C in the NES Deep. and 1.96' 
C in the W Deep). 
Figure 19. Areas covered by each major cluster ofstations in Spring 1986. 
Spring 19% 
Spring of 1986 wns n well.snmpled year with conditions that appear elose ta 
lhe "averope". 
Figure 20. Areas covered by each major cluster of slntions in Sptine 1987. 
Spring 1981 
The Avalon Gmup in 1987 intruded eastward into the NE lnkrmediolc Suh- 
Group, mostly due to the absence of thorny skate in the area. I hnvo averaged the 
bottom temperatures of6  stations located in the nren of the intrusion lnround 17.5" 
N, 50.5* W) but the value appean too high Lo he reliable (4.3- C, s t ,  dev, s 1.2LJJ. 
Practically no thorny skate war caught dong lhe Avdun Chnnnei this yeor. 
Yeliawtail flounder appeared to be less abundant than usual close to the ahslfircnk 
ofthe Bank in the C m o n  Canyon and Ketllc Canyon nreos. 
2.4. Biological Coherence of Assemblages 
Multivaliate techniques are useful tools for mking s fimt exploratory step 
towards defining faunal ~h~ nelt step is to identify those that are 
bblogically coherent. A biologically coherent asaemhlsge is one in which the 
armponent fish stoeks are totally enclosed within it, as opposed, for example, to a n  
assemblage whore area encompasses only a n  ontogenic phase of a given stack with 
the other ontogenctic phases in areas of other contiguous assemblages. A mherent 
nssembiage is most easily recognized when its species are erelwively found in that 
nssemhloge. For example, yellowtail flounder seems erdusive ta the  S h d o w  
As~cmblsge of the C n n d  Bonk. Regardless of whether it is composed of one or 
rcvcrnl stocks, the Shallow Assemblage is coherent with respect ta yellowtail. The 
same is not true with regard to the cod, s species that was important in all 
nrscmhioges identified. 
Whcre ubiquitous recurrent species are responsible for a part of the ovedep 
between assemblages, further investignlian is required to judge how coherent and 
natural arc the assemblages yielded by the multivsliate analysis. One might end up 
fusing nrens belonging to initially separated assemblages if they share s t o h  
comprising an important proportion of the total biomass. A brief literature review 
was cnrricd out for the dominant gmunfltsh species in order to confront the 
assemblages hcmin presented with biological information on their populations. 
Atlanlic m d  
Cod populalians in NAFO div. 3L have been integrated in the 21 3KLnorthern 
stack complex far management purposee. whereas cod in SNO haw been managed 
on its own as o single southern s t a k .  There are, however, diferenees in the 
ehnmrtelistica of cod in div. 3L (her 19861. There is evidence that deepdwelling 
cod (350-450 m) in div. 3L (my NES Deep Suh-Group) are more similar to those hom 
21 3K diviaians in vertebral numbers and allele frequency a t  a studied 1-8 than 
a d  caught in shallower depth (180 ml of diu. 3L. The latter are olnrc aimiinr to cud 
in div. 3N0. Analyria of tag data, studies of growth rates and pnrnsitie inferticm 
rates (Templeman 1974; Lear 1985. 19861 suggest thc porsible cxietcnce of n 
northern Gland Bankstockcomprising the areaof thc"noje ofthc Bnnk'(i!)dde my 
NE Intermediate areal. the Virgin Racks area and the \valnn Chmlnel nren. 
separated from a Labrador-Enst Newfoundlmd complex ldiv. 21 3K and deep :I],) 
and fmm the 3N0 rod lo the south. This hypothetical cod stock ov~twintcrp cm the 
northern Grand Bank, is bnaialiy limited to div. 3L, and cnntnbutea tcl insianrc 
fisheries from Tdnity Bay south to St. M q ' e  Bay in summer l h n r  1981;). 
Templeman 119741 called this gmup the Virgin Racb population or x t t ~ k .  A m o t  
deal of cod in my NE Intermediate Asscmhlngc, as well nr ~n the nunhcrn pan #of 
the Shallow Assemblage, would beioug to this sbck. Cod fmm the NES ilasp 
Assemblage would he portoIthe northcm complexlzl 3K1, In thcnrer nfthe Avillsn 
Assemblage is the Avalon.Butin sbek cnmplcrr (Templeman 1962, i9741, locnlizcd 
close to the Avalan Peninsula. The area h nlso visiled in summer by individunla 
from the Labmdsr.Newfoundlond complex end fmm the Virpin Racks group. It ts 
also espeeialiy visited by migmnts fmm the 3NO urea lTemplemnn 1974, I.e,tr 
19861. Overall, it is obvious that there is little ~ c n s c  in keeping thc Avnlun 
Assemblage distinct from n ''cod's point of view", but it is nut so clear with which 
other gmup it should be merged. In keeping with current prnetice, I will naaumc thnt 
this gmvp ha. more asaaeiation with the NE Intemedtntc As8emhhnge lNAFO dl". 
3Li t h m  with the Shnllow Assemhinge, hut I neknowlcdgc that "cane could be miade 
for doing the opposite. 
Yellowtail flounder 
The Shallow Assemblage encompasses tho hulk of the ycllowtnil distribution 
on the Grand Bank. This species is found in all rhsllow wntcm of NAFO div. 3LNO. 
although the majadty of the commercial catch comes from 3N (Bmdie end Wnlsh 
19881. Yellowtail was also found in small amounts on St. Pierre Bnnk and in 
inshore areas amund the Avalon Peninsula lPitt 19701. Yeilnwloii is o shallow 
wntcr apctics with relativciy restr~ctedmavements as shown by taggingexperiments 
(Lux 1963, Wdsh 1987). Stock delimitation within the Shallow krsembisgs area, if 
my, is not known. Yellowtail has been managed as a single stock in NAFO div. 
3LN0 m d  there seems to be no good reason to join the Shallow Asremblage with 
any other assemblage based on this species. 
American plaice 
American Plaice has been managed as a single ateek on the Grand Bank 
1NAFO div. 3LNO). its distribution on the Bank is b idy wide, ranging fmm deep 
wntor mncentrations 1520 m) in the northern part of our NES Deep Assemblage to a 
juvenilc nursery in shdlow wators of the Tail of the Bonk (Walsh and Bmdie 1988). 
The majority of the plaice biontara is in the ihailow-intemediate waters 155-183 m) 
of 3L and 3N 1Walsh and Bmdie 1981). Fish appear to move little once settled, and 
little intermingling is expected m o n g  adults. The stmngest suggestion for merging 
assemblages fmm n "plaice's point of view" is between the Shallow and NE 
Intermediate Assemblages, but existing evidence was not considered stmng enough 
to take this action. 
There are three refllsh apetier on the Grand Bank. the abundant beaked 
redfishes (Srboalca mcntello and Sebsles roneinlua) end the mme s p a d i e  galden 
rediish (Sebo8lcs mrinus) .  Ni (1981a,b) presents evidence that S. fosciotus is 
dominant in the shallower range of re#>sh dhMbution 1200-400 m in 3LN, 2W.5W 
m in 3 0 )  and S. menhiin is dominant in the deeper parts, with transition zones at  
400-500 m in 3LN and more than 5W m in 30. Sampling stations during the 
surveys analyzed in this work seldom went deep-  thm SW m and in most cases 
were shsllower than 400 m. The r e d s h  in my Deep Gmup is therefore assumed to 
be mostly S. fos~iolar. The usual NAFO practice of separating res ish  in 3 0  from 
3NL far mnnngement purposes will be followed here. 
There is evidenee thsl some of the groundfish stocks whlch make up itu 
important percentage of the biomass in the Grnnd Bnnk nsremblnses cxicnd their 
geographic distribution over more than one assemblage. For example, the cud in llic 
Shallow Araemblage pmbably bplong to the same stark na the cad in ~ n u l h c r  
contipuous assemblage and therelore it maker little sense lo eunsidcr the Shallow 
Assemblage a s  a relatively independent compartment in the G ~ u n d  Bunk eeosystcm. 
This rationale undediner the need lor refamuloting assemblogea when eerlilin sorts 
of emlagiesl investigation are intended, namely to analyze gmundRxl> biomass 
trends in bialogieally mherent arens or to mnduct eeolobicul rnodclling. 
The Deep Gmup is dominated by beaked redfish, a dwp-wntcr speuicr ~ l u g b l  
in very small amounts in all lhc lnlemodintc Assemblage arco. Cod tn tl:o NES 
Desp Sub-Gmup area may belong to lhc northern eomplcx whilc in the W Dcep Sub. 
Gmvp md biomnsa la relatively law. Cad docs not aeem 1. luffcr nny gntd rcormn lor 
merging any Deep and Intermediate sub-group. Tho same 18 true el plnice. The 
Deep Sub-Gmups will therefore he kept sepnmic. 
The Avolan Croup and NE lntermedinte Sub-Group wcre mcrged ns were the 
Shallow Group and SW Intermediate Sub.Graups. Thesc dceidcmr; wcre made in 
keeping with current evidence and practice regarding the structure of the cod rtoeka. 
with cod taken south o f 4 C  N latitude nssaeintod with the 9NG ntclek, and slher cod. 
pnrticulsrly those fmm the northern Grand Bnnk and Avulnn Channel. Lrcotcd 
separately. HereaRer 1 will use the term Northca4tem Redon (or N<~rtheostern 
G m d  Bank) to refer to the area that eneompnsaca thc Avnlun Gmup plus the NE 
Intermediate Sub-Group (see Fig. 3). n large urea under the influence a l  the inshore 
and offshore branches olthe Labrador C u m n t  (see soction 2.6). 1 will use the term 
Southern Redon (or Southern Grand Bank) to refer to the aron Lhnt encornpassea 
theShallow Gmup plus the SW lntermediote Sub-Group fsoc Fig. 3J, n shallow nreo 
that comprises all the Bank proper and extends onto the Whulc Bonk nren. 
IIoving gone thmvgh this reformulation of geographic areas, ws and up with 
fovr c u p  of stetiona that e m p a a s  areas with biologicsllg coherent fish 
aasemhiages on the Gland Bank: NES Deep, W Deep, Northeastern, and Southern. 
The next section presents trends in biomass end species mmpoaition over time far 
the entire Grond Bank as well aa lor each of there fovr z~ogmgraphic regions. 
2.5. Abundance Trends in Fish Assemblages 
Catch per unit ellort (Kgltowl from the gmundfieh surveys woa uxcd or an 
index of biomass abundance within every biologically coherent fish ossemhingc for 
the pr iod 1971.82, 1984.87. The same data were used ta build cumulative 
pereentoge graphs illustrating the evolution of species proportions in thc trow1 
catches (Figs 21 to 25). Reliability of each data point in the graphs (cad) year in 
each sdsemblagel depends upon the number of stations used lo derivc th t~i  dnut 
point (Table 41. Speial u r e  should also be token when molyzing catch ratm sf 
merged assemblages in regard to species thnt are present in only one of it of 
msrsed regions (section 2 4.1). Exnmpies ore yellowtail in the Southern Rcban 
(present m the Shallow Omup, absent in the SW 1ntcmediote)nnd lhnrny rkntc in 
the Northeastern Region (present in the NE lntemedinte Sub-Group, nbent  in the 
Avalanl. The entch mtes of these spenes nre nflecled by the numbcr of slutions in 
the region where they are not present. Catch rotcs of such ~pccics in yeam of 
particularly nnomniou ratios between the numbcr of station8 in each mcrped area 
ahauid be regnrded with enre. Next I summorirc the trends in the relutive 
pmportion ofspecies in each sssemblnge and for the Omnd Bonknr n whrblc. 
Southern Assemblage Cod, plaice, yeliuwtn~l and thorny skate dominate the 
biomsds of demersal catches in this assemblage (Fig. 21) which ertcnds lwsr almost 
all the shallow Bank. The index of lotnl abundance fluctuated nround 150 Kgllow 
since 1973 but mse to over 2W Kgllow since 1984. This peak followcd n r iu in~ trend 
in the biomass of cod. Cad more than doubled i ~ q  relative pmportion in survey 
catches during 1984.87 mmpared to the 197W (Fig. 211. Bnird and Bishop 11988) 
nnslyse this increase presenting oino 1988 data. Annlysia of u t e h  ot o p  doto of 
combined Canadian and Soviet surveys, aa well as cohort analysis (WAJ ARUIIS. 
present widenee for an increase in the 6+ ngs group of cud in NAFO dl". 3NO 
relative to the lato 1970's. A decline won observed in 1988, but cod hinmosa 
nevertheless remsined at s level above thnt sf the early 1980's. 
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Entire Grand Bank. The hiomass of demecral groundfish catches on the Grand 
Bank during the time period analyzed was dominated by a small number af species 
(Fig. 251. The index of total abundance has Buctualed around 200 Kgitow with 
relatively higher values since 1984. This high s apparently due to an increming 
trend in thc catch rntc of cod observed in ail assemblages ereapt the  deep ones. 
Othcr species, like ycilawtail or plaice, remained relatively stable or, like re&&, 
did not exhibil any clear trends. 
A species which deserves mention is the thorny skate. Usualb making up a 
sibviBeant proportion of the catch (Fig. 21, 22. 25). thorny skate is not a taqet  
apsics in the Brhcricr and has often been neglected as an important component of 
the Grmd Bank eeorysLsm. Apparently this lpccies underwent a shift from a catch 
mta level of 25.30 Kgltow in the 1970's to 15.20 Kgitow in the 60's (Fig 261. This 
rhinclurcly follows tmnds in the Southern osaemhlnge for this spedea. 
Fig. 27 compares total catch rates in each of the various nssemhlsges 
cnnmdcrcd and for the entire Grand Bank. The highest fluctuations are found in the 
two deep osscmhlnas, hut with no apparent match in their peaks and valleys. The 
othcr two nsscmblnges, wh~ch occur over large areas of the Bank, are comparstively 
much morestoblc over time, and the  some is true far the entire Gland Bank. 
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Figure 56. Trends in K&w of thorny skate in the major assemblage regions and in 
the entire Grand Bnnk. 
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Figure 27. Trends in Kgitow of all species in the major assemblage regions and in 
the entire Gmnd Bnnk. 
2.8. Oceanographic Framework 
Ocean tircvlntion on the Grnnd Bank is dorninnted by the rald routl~ri~rci- 
flawing Labrador Current. This C u m n t  originates ncnr t h e  anlnnce s,fDnvis Stn~i t  
by the juncture of the Wcat Greenland Current and t h e  Unmn lxinr!d Current 
(Smith e t  al. 1937. Lorier 1982. Petlie a n d  Andemon 1983). Thc unim 19 t h n c  LFIX 
water tVpes is not cornplele so two stream6 can raughiy be identified along thc  
Labrador shelf. Most of the vulums trnnsplrt of thc Lohrudc~r Current occul* ta 3% 
high velocity otfshore mre (tcmpemture +3 el lD C. slinity nnlund 34.9 1,ptl et.ntr<~l 
aver the  600-800 m irohath of the  continentnl slope OR Lnhradar tlarior 19RII. A n  
inshore plrtinn of the Current mntains the maolcrt sllurne ,!I euld willcr 
(temperatu~e - 1  to +2D C, mlinlly 32 5 t o  3:1.5 pptl rnll 61w over lhc i.tth?:tdor 
shelf or upper eonlinentnl slope. >\pproarhing tha northam Gmnd Il:~sk. tlrv 
Labrador Current splits into throe main hrmchcr - ;In ttlrhon! xhvlf rtvatm 
through the Avnlun Chonncl, o main hmnch nlsne ti~ccnstcrn edge clfllnc Rank :and 
othird eastern component towards and around Flern~sh Cap. 
Another important feature m thc Grand Bnnk re~"un is t h c  pn,$tmcc o i t h ~ !  
North Atlnnl~c Current. Thia warm current lternp. 8-10" C, rulin. 31.7-:IFI.i lrlltl 
enters the redon off the Toil of the Bank fmm s~~ulhwcsl and exits toward rhr  
northeast. An oeennic front with n wide dynomle tmugh of current n:vr.rml hceecn 
the Nonh Atlantic Current nnd the Lnhrndor Curmnt mmn hrmeh. sccnlr 10 bc ;I 
permanent feature olfJhore to the south end west or the  Tali o i  Lhn Bnnk, with 
frequent and very active eddy formations IVoorhcis c t  al. 1973. I.~gccki* 1978, 
Forresterand Benoit 1981) 
Them appears to be a close relotionship bctwacn the  major phylicni 
oceanographic fealures of the Gpond Bank and the distribution of the gmundfish 
assemblages identified in seetion 2.3.1. The Avnlon A # s s m h l a ~ ,  with iVi low 
diversity, is hsdieaily under t h e  influence of t h e  lnrhore broneh of Lho Lohmdor 
Current. This branch i s  the coldest and least saline one, probably neeountinefnr t h e  
hioluyienl eharvctorislieobservnd. Species riehn-6 i n  the Avalan Assemblage i s  law 
a n d  all the three eignificmt species present (cod, plaice, &tie eelpout1 tolerate very 
cold wlcr  (<PC).  
I h e  NF. Intermediate Asstmblag could be d l e d  Ihe 'Labndor Current main 
branch oasemhlnpe'. henuse the geographic -6 covemi b y  both roughly coincide. 
T h e  mitin olfahnrc branch of the Labrador Current i s  gonerally confined htween 60 
nnd 200 m along the eastern edge of tha Bank. This branch contains waters of the 
two dillerent types and otidn. present i n  the entire Labrador Cumnt ,  and it 
bounds a n d  intemcts with theahelf waCr on the northern and eastern par& of the 
Rank Iourdnlin a n d  Elizorov 19621. Battom temperawns i n  the NE Intermediate 
area urn usvnlly higher and in a broader range than in the  Avslon area. Thorny 
akoteinobsenlin the Avnlon Assemblage b u t  p m e n t  m the NE Intermdote men. 
The NES Deep Sub-Group, basically characterized by the presence of redlah. 
appnnntly occurs underneath t h e  Lnhrador Current main branch. Bottom 
tempemlures am usaully low hut positive. Annval variability in the parition afthe 
vppcr limit of this nsaemblnge (section 2.3.21, interpreted as shallow inlrusianr of 
redfish, m a y  depend an the depth of the Labradar C u m n t  main branch. 
Warm wntars of the North Atlantic C u m n t  sometimes penetrate the southern 
m d  southwest~tn parts of ths Grand Bank. This penetration does not have the 
snmo magnitude every yea. and is spnlislly hetemgeneoua i n  relation te the bottom 
Lopogrophy of t h e  wen. Mired water form over the western, southern and 
southenstern dopes of the Bank fmm the AUnnlie water, the  cold wakr from the 
Lnbrndor Current and, partimlorly wm the western dope, the fresh run-on fmm 
t h e  St h w r e n e e  River (Farrester and Benoit 1981). The SW lntennediate 
Sub.Cnluo is under lhe influence of lhis mired water, with very heterogeneous 
characterislira around the Bank. Bottom tempraturea in t h e  area occupied by thia 
assemblage occur over a broad -1.5 to 8" C range. 
The \V Deep Sub-Gmup ia elesrly under thc influence of warm ~ L p c  rttter 
Botern temperaturns i n  the W Deep area  were seldom negnti%.e and nverng~ value* 
during surveys fell between 3 and b C, with values as high ns 11- C. The number or 
present in hauls in L e  W Deep are* were ~ s u a l l y  the highest recorded in all 
the Bank in spite of tho rnet thattalal biomass was atmngly dominated by n single 
d l s h  (Fig. 241. Spcies  vsudly found only there, with tempemlure mngc 
preferences suggwted by Smtt and Scott (19881. include mmmnn angler (6.10' CI. 
pollack (7.16° Cl, mnrlinapike (3.4' Cl. Allonlie argentine (7-LOm C), hoddock (1-13" 
C), spiny dogiish (3.15' C1, sdver hnke (6B°C). lon$!n hake 13.5.6.5' CI innd whitc 
hake (5-11'C). 
Shelfwater on t h e  crntrnl C m d  Bank, t h e  nrco u l  the Shnlluw Aart~nlble~.e. i8
n mixture of Labrador Current water a n d  slope wobr plus mr,dificntit~ns due to luritl 
~ensonal heating. There is little detailed inlormalion ovniloblc cln wutor cireulutton 
in the area. Connieting evidence cxisb: mncerning t h e  presence of n gyro Im thc 
mntral panof the GrandBank which could be respnsihlc for an apparent rolcntiml 
ofwnter there (Smtlh e t  d. 1937. Burdolin and Eliznrov 196'2. Rmwter  innd R ~ I I I I I I  
1981). 
2.7. Discussion 
Clasaifiestery a n a l y ~ i ~  of 16 years ofSpring gmundkh survey data indicated a 
high degree of spatial mnsistency in the clustering pattern of stations and in t h e  
spmies that characterize each cluster. The Grand Bank eavld be divided inD six 
are- defined on the basis of their fish smembiages. These ware mapped, described, 
and reformulated for biological coherence. The assemblages maintained their species 
composition over the time pr iad analyzed and also retained the major attributes of 
their spatial configuration. The analysis wan conducted in spite of the limitstions 
imposed by t h e  selectivity of the sampling gear (the demersal trawl) and t h e  
temporal restridion in the sampling plan (only Spring surveys consideredl. I t  is 
therefarc emphasized that the a~smblsge ares  defined 0x1 the  Grand Bank are 
primarily representative ofthe species thst are vulnerable to demersal trawl io t h a t  
scnnon of the  year. This includea some of t h e  most abundant and eommelrially 
important speeicson theBank. 
Thcre are common methodoiagieal pmblems involved in the type of d a t a  
analysis used (e.g. Chandon et Pinson 1981. Mahan et at. 1984, Gabriel a n d  
Murnwski 1985). The intnnsis vanance of ecological samples may result in t h e  
misnlioration of stations by the clustering procedure selected. I have eought to 
overcome this by wing a reallocation procedure, mapping the  dusters, and by 
checking the aggmeratiwiy built dendmgrems ageinst a divisive, and more mbust. 
mothad. E ~ e n  so, one eannot preclude miaclassifiestions. Stations occurring n e a r  
assemblage boundaries an the steep mntineotal dope a t  the edge of the Bank are 
portieulorly prone Lo these. 
Worldwide studies ofdemersal fish asaemblags o n  continental ahelves (section 
2.1.21 have shown t h s t  it is wuslly possible to remgnire without much lmuble a 
chnraetcriatie p u p  of species that dominates t h e  sh&w portion ofthe shellwithin 
o restricted depth mma. Easily recognizable also i s  a gmup of deep dwellen 
dominating portions of the continental slope. this gmup tends lo have s much 
broader depth rmlge than the shallow ahelf poup.  Gmups falling intermediate 
between lhese two extremes have been identified, but arc usually more difimlt to  
characterize. They are sometimes no more than a mix of rpcies rrum tile shnllnw 
and deep groups with no abundant or distinctive speeiee nl their own. The fish 
assemblages identified on the Grand Bank fit well into thie general picture. The 
eontours of Figure 3 are strongly aligned with depth and tha general manographic 
cirmlation of the area. Yellowtail and redflsh are the typical abundant 
representatives rmm the shallow and deep areas respectively, while cod. plaice and 
thorny skate are abundant and widespread enough over the whole weo. This raises 
when attempting to rompartmenlalire the Bulk. 
Coincidenee in the distributions t h a t  form thc bnrcr of thc a r a o m b h ~ c  
definitions does not necesorily imply significant s t e n b h  nfintemelinn n u o w  t h c  
species. Multiwriate techniques in nnd of themselves bring little insight tn t h e  
question of t h e  influence of abiotic lsetors versus species interactions an detcrmmin~ 
the observed distribution patterns. Further investigation ronecrning Lmphie ecology 
of the species involved is required to clarify conneelanec within m8cmhlngcs. R u t  
regardless of the actual bnlanee between biotic and nbintie factors in detcrminin~ 
the obsewed pntlems of Figure 3, the simple definition ofrelatively hnmog~ncnus 
areas in terms of species composition has relevance to emlogleu1 atudiea and to 
multipeeies management. On the one hand, bruad arean chornelcrired by an 
homogeneous faunistie composition ore a useful guide for lhc definition of n apntinl 
scale appmpriate for studies a t  the community level. On the other hand, catches 
within the area ofa given nssemblnge olfer n certain redundancy in Lprms ufspcies  
mmposition and relative abundances. Such information mn be of value ~n doaling 
with by~ateh and pmviding general guidelines fop overdl rational planning nnd 
management. 
Delimitation of brood zoogeographic areas characterized by an homogenwua 
biological e~mpositioa is a reoesnable initial apprnach ta t h e  delnition of s spatial 
scale auited lor mmmunity studies. Sir fish assemblage areas mnstitute a regular 
pattern an the Grand Bank and their geographic distributions are rtmngly aligned 
with hottam depth and oeeanographie drrulation. Consideration ofoversil biological 
coherence led l o  t h e  merging and reformulation of t h e  aieinal sir assemblages into 
four arsemhlnps (Southern, Northeastern, NES Deep, and W Deep) whose apecies 
mmposition was found relatively predictable over tha l7.year time period 
considered. The extan1 to which species within t h e  assomblaw are  knctionally 
linked remains an open question of mnsiderabie practical and theoretical interest. 
Chapter 3 
Feeding Interactions and Food Webs 
on the Grand Bank 
3.1. Introduction 
Chapter 2 de.en%ed area. on the Grand Bonk thnt are ehnrnetcrired by n 
relatively homogeneous groundfish spwie. composition. The species inhnhiting rlneh 
area were identified simply based on the fact that every year the snmpiing gcnr 
mllecls the same groups of spmies in the some genpnphic areus. Following common 
practice. I hare called t h e  gmups so identified specie8 asaemblnges, mapped their 
contours, and suggested that there is a certain physicd homogcncity in tho oreoa 
inhabited by each araemblnge. This pragmatic way of pouping specion, although 
providing a means far defining an appropriate spatial scale for studios nt tho 
mmmunity level, offers no unsquivocnl erplanntions for the observed coincidence of 
species distributions, a n d  much less so fat Ule observed pattern 111 specic4 
Ecologistr vsvslly accept that the limita to t h e  distribution of n apceiss arc 
ultimately detannined by the taleronce of that epeeies Lo ExVernes n l  physic01 
mnditions. Mont ecologist. would also agree thnt t h e  Inrgescnle ea.occurrence 111 
spmie. is usually well (but not necessarily uniquely1 eipldned by common 
responses to  some innuentisl environmental hclor. There is, however, plenty of 
disamement as ta the degree of spedes interdependence within e grovp of m- 
oceuning species. Classied autecolagy holds that  co.oecunitig species arc not 
interdependent i n  any sense, viewing co.ormrrence simply os n consequence of 
rimilnr lhut uneuordinntcdj responses of the inbvidual species to in the 
physicd ~nvimnmcnl fnr n critique see, for example. Levinn and Lewontin 1985). 
Another view argues that assemblages mnsistently recurring in time and space 
imply enmplcx end interdependent relationships among their component species (for 
history and the eontrovemy see Saarinen 1982, MeIntosh 1985. Underwood 19861. 1 
surpea tlmt moat contemporary ecologists would adopt some intermediate stsnee 
hctween these two views, claiming that the depee of interdependence n t h i n  a 
mmmunity is actually rather variable in time. spacc, end with respect to the 
paniculnr pair of species under consideration. Actually, the apposition between 
biotic and "biotic factors indetermining mmmunity patterns ia most likely s wong 
way Ln put tbings. As kvins  and kwontin 11985) point out. "the community view ia 
not that sthcr species arc more impomnt than physical factors but rather that 
them i s r  m ~ t u n l  interpenetration of the physid  and hiotieaspects'. The emlogical 
aignifieancc or physical mnditions depends on a species' relations with other speder 
and viec.uerso ILcvins and Lewontin 1985, p. 1431. 
Many mntcmpornry emlogists 1e.g. Bender et d .  1984, Kareiva 1989, Hdmton 
19891 favour investigating species interactions with contmlled experiments and 
dciiberna speder manipulation. Sih et al. (19861, for example, report on the 
inemnsod number of papers concerning predator manipulations in seven ecological 
journals. But contmlled experiments require mntml rites, replications. and often the 
mdnlenanee of mnstant environmental factors other than the onas deliberstely 
changed. These requirements cannot be met when dealing with highly meLile 
animal8 within n geographical scope as broad ns a eontinentd shelf. Here, 
techniques of Indirect obscrvstian have been Qe only resurL as illusbated by D m  
11980) and Beddington and May 119821 who attempt to detect significant changes in 
large mwine populations as s result of hypothetical species interactions. 
Unfortunately, these studies have been more an illustration of how the best 
ovnilsbl~ dstn is unable to fnl~ify hypatheses rather than s prcduetiao of 
unequivocd answem to questions about speies interdependence in the open ocean. 
Chapter 3 adopts the riewpoinl erprcrrcd in ;m ~nflur.nttai II:LII". by 
Hutchinson (1859): "In m y  study of evolutionary ecology. Lnl mlntionr nypcav nr 
one of the mast important oapects of the system of animate ~littu~n.. Ui~rt. i* q u l l ~  
obviously much more to living mmmunilies than lhc row dtnvm 'cial ur be cillcn', 
but in order to understand the higher intricacies of nny ecnlobicnl ayxlent. 11 is mcnt 
easy Ln s t a n  fmm this crudely rimpie point of view". Each i~clpuintion I r s  lllc Onmd 
Bank exists wnthin a web oreonsumerlreaaurre relntionrhipr that olfccb IU ~ruwth 
rare to on extent that is poorly b o w n  but certainly not null. I b e  conrumrr/rcs~arn.~~ 
concept appears to he a reasonable, although not unique w:iy sf milinling a glc>llid 
community epprhlcll. 1 would argue that it ~mposea nn midor rcrtricrienr tt, the 
(desirable) future tneorporntlon of physicol furtom, so long :u; it ix pc~asiille 10 ~ l n l s  
explicitly how they influenee specific nttnhutes of popuintlsn bielum, nilmoly now111 
rates. 
Chapter 3 begins with n literature review rrectitm B.2) ~vfthe m;,in slwews :and 
their feeding interacliona on the C n n d  Bank. Whenovcr pras#blc, this rcvlcw 1s 
made within the mntext of the two major bioll,gienlly ci>hercnt unrombl;gc nm:a 
defined in seelion 2.4.1, the Northcastern and the Southcrn rcgitms. St~tilrns :1.:1 
and 3.4 summarize hllcrenccs nnd simiinrilies in the networks 111 fccdin~ 
~ntcmctions in the two regions. Section 3.4, in pnrticuiilr, prcsenlr the 8nfnrmillir>!n 
reviewed in the form of diagrams representing standardized cummunity Pod webs 
for each region. There are a number ofstntie fenturcs thut one can cvnluotc in Lhc*e 
diagrams. In seelion 3.5 these features are computed and ctnmpilred with tho wmu 
features in other marine load webs. Section 3.6 ar~wes that whon the nirrne 
information on feeding interactions is displayed in the form ufnmchc overlap gmphr. 
body dze appears to be n dominant structuring factor in tho Grand Bank 
community. Finally, seetion 3.7 further simplifies the informntilrn on fucdinl: 
infersctions to a degree that allows the study of our vhiiity lo make eenilin 
predictions ahout community dynamics. 
3.2. Feeding Interactions 
This section is o literature review a1 the main species and their feed~ng 
interoctians on the Southern and Northeastern regions. The sampling mvernge of 
feeding ~ntcractions on the Grand Bank i~ wry uneven in space, time and in respect 
to tnm. Tho sampling of invertebrates far feeding habit. is poor ali over the Dank. 
rind in many cares I had te resort to information on the feeding habits of the same 
tarn m .,her wnrld areas. Sampling hs .  been better far some commercially 
mmportant liah species, especially Atlantic cod, but uneven in spaee and time. 
Generally speaking, Loding habits of vertebrates in the Avalon, Shallow, and NE 
intermediate arcas IFlg. 3). are better known than in the Deep areas and in the SW 
Intermedintr nrcn. Fecding hsbits in spring and summer are better k n o w  than 
during the rest ur the year Whenever possible, specie8 or a t  ienst the genus level is 
used. For same ~mporlnnt mups this level of resolution 1s not possible, mdar 
ernmpicr bcing polycl~netes and gsmmarids in the benthos or organisms in the 
miemhini lotrp Moat of these tnronomic agg~gntions esn, however, he considered 
trophospff~es lsensu B~iond and Cohen 1884), i.e. gravpe of species that have 
eh$entially the enme prey and prednters. The inbrmntion presented here will be 
synthesized in the form ofstereotyped road webs in section 3.4. 
Anuiysea of stomach contents arthe most abundant commercial fish species on 
11,s Grand Bank provide evidence tar fish feeding directly on zooplankton. a t  least 
during thcir early life slages. Part of the available information concerning 
zooplankton on the Grand Bank will be included in the apjropriatn Tuh sections 
whenever such information aypeacs to be relevant. There are, however, some 
gencrnl aspect. U1utdeserve usnlion here. 
Strong cl98l) pmvidrs the most comprehensive accov!xt of zooplankton on the 
Grand Bank. He mports 86 species fmm 11 phyla. Three copepods dmninsted the 
halo-zooplankton: the mnersplanktonte rpcemes Cnlna!rx (ia,nan.htnrr slid 
Psevdocalonus minulur. and the micraplnnktonie Oilhonn rmttb .  All cxhibilrd e 
stmng peak ofabundmre inspting-summer, a pcnod when they wcre widcsprcnd (rn 
the Bank. A second, weaker, peak of abundmce, wob also Pwnd RIP mllst cllprplld 
species i n  Janualy-Februngv. The overwhelming obundi~xbcc of C. lir$r#tnrchici~a 
confilms pwrious reports by Bainbridge (19611, Vludlmi=kayn c t  ul. IIY7lil ;and 
Ahenhead 119801. Vladimir~knyn et al. 119781 ronncctcd the brccd in~ snd 
development or C fmmnrchicur, a heavy herbivorous grazer, wilh phyloplonklnn 
development i n  the Grand Bank- Flemish Cop - southern Labrndor nrcn. 
Euphausiids are far leas numerous than cnpop~dr sn the (:r;md H;mk 
(Vladim~rskayc r t  nl. 1976. Strong 19811. Thymao@xm m ~ c h r i  prrdon~ttx:~lcx ~111 the 
Bank pmper, exhibit~ng higher conccntrnlions i n  A u ~ u s t  rind Seplan>l~r.r 
Thyaonmr,~ longicoudolu is another nbundunt cuph;turiid IBainbnd~e I!El. 
Lindley 1977. Strong 18811, and is pnrt~eulnrly important rn thc slope II.Y<~O~ Lhv 
200 m isobath. Judging lrnm their nppomnlly lower relativc ohunduncr. Strnnt: 
(1981) maintains that euphnusiida ploy n minor nrlc in  the Grand Bunk .r.sysl~.!zi 
as compared to other meas I" the north Atlnntic and Antarctic. But Stnlnn's I IYHIl 
observation does not agree with information bnscd on stvmneh er~nlsnt uanlyis. 
which indicates that euphnusiids play a key role In the diet of most nl>unrl:mt &:h 
and marine mammal species on the Bank. I t  is likely that the lish inre almnyly 
selecting for euphnusiids due to their bigger size. Othcr very nbund:s>t 
zooplanktonic organisms found by Strong (1981) wcrc the ulpepndr C<!lnera 
glacioiis (mainly an the slopes below 200 m), Tentom lon~ieornis (mninly south or 
46' N), A n o m l m m  palersoni ( in the neuslonl nnd Ccnlropogcr ho,rmlur. 
Chsetoguaths (Sagitto sp.) are very abundant from May to August and, vlong with 
the medusa Aglonlho digilde Iespedaily abundant i n  .July-August), wer. reported 
by Stmng (1981) as likely to be the major invertebrate predntars of zooplmklon. 
Cloeer attention wil l  now be devoted to some or the groups thou& to he mom 
abundant on the Bank nnd important prey. 
C,~lrrn!ir nnmnrchtcua. Thts copepod is primarily herbivomus ( R a p o n 1  1963, 
and omon 1963; Hargrave and Geen 19701 although it pmbnbiy also feeds 
on mimzaoplankton (Turner 19841. 
There eyelopoid eopepods am claimed to bc mostly earnivomus (Parsons 
ct  al. 19831. Strong 119811 however argues that lhe large abundance of these 
~manisrns on the Grand Bank can hardly be accounted lor by earnivolr, 
hyplltherising that Oilhona sp. actually exploits the phytoplankton (see olaa 
Hamrave and Geen 19101. Pelipa et al. (1970) have shown that in the  Black Sea 0. 
x~nalia ehnnged diet with growth. Neuplii stages 1.3 were herbivorous, mpepodites 
tn slogel 1-6 were omnivorous, and adults were ehlelly carnivamur and fed on young 
cupcpodite stages. It is possible that the numerous Oilhomo rp, on the  Grand Bnnk 
fit better into the so-cdled m~embial loop (Amor e t  al. 19831, feeding mostly on 
nnnoplnnktnn (2-20 pm1 and on the  smaller miemplanktanie (20-20U pm) organisms. 
Mojnr prey might then be nonpigmented flagellntes and the smaller ciliates. 
Thvmnou8an sp. Acmrding to Mavehline and Fisher (1969) these euphnusiids are 
nmn~vomus. They have been reported to feed opportunistically on phytoplankton 
idintoms and dinollapllntesl, copepads, particulate suspended material. battam 
detritus, and individuds oltheir awn species. I will assume that euphauriids on the 
Bnnk prey masUy on Calonus sp.. Oilhono sp., and phytoplankton. 
M. These amphipods are usually pelagic organisms whose feeding habits are 
poorly known. Bowman and Gruner (1973) reviewed most of the literature 
describing common parasitic arsoeistiona between hypetiids and gelotinoua hoots 
like eoelenterstea end thdiaeeans, suggesting feeding habits based on these 
associations. Porolhentista sp. in particular, the common hyperiidr of lhe Grand 
Bank, ore plnnklonie carnivores likely ta feed mostly oa mpepods (e.g. Dunbar 1946 
for P. libelluln, R a p a n t  19631. 
Benthos 
The general distribution and commun>ty dynamics tnf benthas on the Crund 
Bank of Newfoundland are poorly undemtwd The studies of Nesir 119lil). Sqaircr 
(19701. Hutcheson et al. (19811. and Schneider e t  nl. (19871 cwcr (only rn:wiu- itxnd 
megabenthos, bur are still tho moat eomprehenstve nvniiitbitx. They wcrc urcd hcre 
for gundance. 
Nesis 11965) addresses the distribution of the hiomn8a arhcnlho* vn tho Hank. 
with specmi focus on epi-mnmobenlhoa and epi-megabentht,~. Thc I > I ~ ~ : I I C E L  hi#)nnns% 
values 1, 1 Kglm21 wcrc recorded on the Southcart Shn.al imnd i ~ l m ~ g  t h ~  cdgc :e.f tinc~ 
southern-routhenatam shelf, an nrcn comrrpsnding to the clutcr rmrhvr 111 tllv 
Shallow Assemblage plus the eastern part af the SW-intermcll~;~tc. A r r m ~ i ~ l i ! ~ ; ~  lln. 
Figs. 2 and 31. On the pentcr part of the Hank platenu, ineludlnl: nn.1 of tht. 
Shallow Assemhlnge and all the southern NE intcrmcdiutc Lnumbli~~c.  Nwir 
(1965) reporb nn intermedinte levcl of biomass (0.1-1 KgIm1l. Thc it~wcsl Ikvcls 011 
macrobenthie biomass were found in nn nren eormrp~mding thc Avslus 
Asaembinge, the Whnie nreo, the northern parts r~r lhc  NE Intcrmedii>tc Anemhligc 
and the Deep Assemblage. Nesir 11965) suggests tho1 thc ubscrved Lomn~s 
distribution of mncmbcnthos is likely to be tied 10 thc distribution e l  primary 
production. Vladimimkaya el al. 11976) also nddrcrn this subject when discunhing 
the apparent time log bctwecn the settling of Coior,ur fina#erchieaa and (he bincrm 
peak. This time lag would cause o large sinking ctf unutiilzcd phytoplnnkttin, which 
could support the high biomass of henthw on the rhoul and on thc upper dopes. 
Hubheson et al. (2981) found u slmng positive mrmlalion bctwwn thc standing 
crop of maembenthos in their sampling localions nnd annual primary pruductiun 
memured in stations nearby, providing same support for the suggertiona sf thc! 
Soviet investigators. The same hypothesis is curmbornted by the crirtencc tof n 
marnobenthie fauna that is dominated by suspension feedem and ddritiu#)rcs 
exploiting the surfnee deposits. Many of these animals were eommoniy found 
ingesting particles of vegetal origin (see belawl. Actually L e  high concentralions of 
biv;dves nnd harnnelcr reported for some areas of the Bank probably e m  only be 
ncmunred for in terms of a tight coupling to water mlumn pmduction. 
m terms of biomass, mollurca are the dominant benthic o-isms on the 
Gmnd Bonk. Also very impmant are crustaceans (mostly the barnades Bolonun 
ennunr)  nnd polychastes. In terms olnumbers, polyehaetes are the mast abundant 
,rgmismr on the Bnak, and in some areas (south of Virgin Rocks. Hibernia areal 
their hinmnm was reported to be higher than that of any other group IHulcheson et 
al. 1981). Thc most numeroussingle macrobenthie species on the Orand Bankis the 
polyrhncle Eso~one hdes (220 individualdm1 on average). Other numerous 
pulyelmctca ore Pompionaejlllis longicirmto. Glyeem capitoto, and Prionogio 
rfemsfrrrpl. The dominnnec of mnilurcs is largely the result of an unusually high 
cnnecnmtion 122 Kg/ml and 3010 to 5690 individuddu2) of the infaunal bivalve 
Me"dcsrnrr dm,iratanr on the Southeast Shoal area, this high mncentretion may 
~ G V C  no pardlcl tn North American mntinental shelves (Huteheson e t  al. 1981). 
The echinoderms follow the pnlychaetes, the barnacles, and the molluscs in 
nuo,cticol nbundnnm. Most abundant ere the sand dollar Echinomchniss porrna 
lull over the Bnnkl nnd the brittle star Ophiura robudo. Other numerically 
abundant species are the amphipodd PriaeiNina ormoln. Monauldes  duordai .  and 
P o n i o ~ n r l o  inerris. Sand lance (Arnmodyler ap.), an impartnnt prey for bottom- 
dwelling fishes. was reported present in asroeiatian with the benthic eommunitiea in 
almost all areas sampled. 
Nesid 11965) description of the benthic rmgeography of the Grand Bank is 
valid as a general large-scale picture of an epi.maembenthoa that is not too mobile. 
His oreos seem to fit well the zoogeographic description developed in Chapter 2 (Fig. 
3). It is likely that key physical variables (depth, water masses, sediment), rather 
than biological links, ore responsible for this mincidenee. The Shallow Assemblage 
(dominated by plaice. cod, yellowtail and thorny skate) sppmximately lib the 
Eehinomchnius pormo . Arnmadyles ornerieanus bioeoenosis (in Nesis' 1965 
terminolopy), i.e. sand dollar and sand lanee. The bottom in  this area i s  mostly 
sandy. Most of the iVE-lntermedtnle ~\ssrmblap i~ovslls plaice, e.d. and t l~c~my 
akate, but with eelpouu and Gleenland hnlibut tool Bh  Nests' E. pnra#o - 
Stmngylmenlmtun drwboehienais . Ophium swsi  hiuetr.mlsir. ~.s,  rand deilsr*. I r i s  
urehtna nnd brittle slam. The bottom is  sti l l  b-ically sandy and the drpth rnwr 
given by Ncsis (19661 (95 - 220 ml  agrees well with the NF. Intcrmcdinle n lnm 190 
to 200-280 ml. NI the southern (and shnll<~wcrl part of thc Avnlsn Asrcml~lsge, tar 
well as the Virgln Rocks, a covered by this bloeocnosis. There arc howcvc,r tnnjur 
pitfalls in Nesid L19GS) sceount i n  respect tu the infnunu. I t  8s known from the wurk 
of Hutcheaon et 01. (19811 that polychnetcs, knuwn lo comprise u ngnifict~nt pist sf 
the diet of some Bsll tyourp plaice. yellnwwi, young skots?l, are unc ef thc nl l r l  
abundant gl.oupr on the Bank and stdl they arc includcd by Nesrs I19651 only in 1111. 
slope b~oeoenaa>s. Nso gnmmnrid nmphipnds. imp~~rt;ult 61r yorvtn~ rod innd 
ye l l ~wml .  werc not used in  the definilion *or Nests' arc;=. und ucithcr wen. shrimps 
or crabs. 
The generd picture or the botlom of the Grand Bank is snc dsmi~~:nls~d lby 
dctntivams lecdtng an suspended pnrticlcr, at the redlmenl-water ~nlsrf i~cc, ilnd i n  
the sediment layers. The food of those mnenrbctnthie <organii;mr thnt enmpnsc i n  
signiccnnl poniun i n  the die1 o l  fish nnd mnrine mrmmols wtll be 8tddrcsu.d ncit. 
The feeding clorsiBcolion lollows Hutcheson ct ul. 119Rll. 
-. The polyehneles on the Gmnd Bank were rcportcd Ily Neais 1 IWSl LC, 
be mostly detritivorea, feeding eilher by galhering p:~rticule. dircetly or by i n g ~ s t i n ~  
sediment. Nesis (1965) observations are i n  good agreement wilh thc cxlcnsive 
revir,u afBauchnld and Jumnrs (19191. These authors dercribc the reeding hnhiLs of 
about ten species present in  the liat of the more abundont pnlychaclr* rep>rtcd by 
HutFheson et el. 11981). 
0s: r a  robusto. A brittle star that feeds on dcttital organic material i n  and on the 
sea bottom(Nesis, 1965). Other britt le stam on the Bank arc also reported by N a i l  
(19651 to be detritivores. 
Echinrzmekniu8 mrmg. (Sand dollar). The feeming mechanism or E. pormo has 
been described by Maoi and Telford (1982). Sand dollam feed an organic deMtus a t  
or near the sedimentwnter interface. 
Slmncvlaentraar onllidus. (Sea urchin). Oilkinson et al. (1988) analysed the gut 
olntcnb of 133 aea urchins cdlccted in 11 loealiena on the Benk. Urchins were 
found UI be omnivorous, with the guts mntaining chiefly rand, either loose or in the 
form ~f pellets. The pellets included foraminiferan tests, diatom frurtules, calcareous 
mntcn:d attributed la coralline algae, and negligible detritus. There were also 
animal remains like amphipods. fish eggs, and barnacles. The authors suggest that 
S, pnlltd#rr pruhrbly feeds on animal remains and detntus found while prmessing 
s n d y  rcdimcncr. 
Mcwrlesnm dc!oumfunr. IBivnlvei. This suspension feeder, filters water immediately 
nbove tho scdiment surface, probably containing resuspended material from the 
bottom and including pnrlieles ofvegetol origin (Huteheson e t  al. 19811. Nesis (1965) 
ncknowledgcs that moat bivalves on the Bank are suspension feeders. 
a. /\,nphiporcio locumneiono. Oediceroa saginatus, Syrrhoe erpnuinlo. 
Mu?,nralo~~ria longimmi.* and olhem. Nesis (19651 and Huteheaon et  al. (1981) 
found that most gammarid nmphipodn an the Bank feed on organic detritus at the 
sediment-water interface, including materid of vegetal origin. Some however (0. 
sngi?!ol#rr. M. lon~tcornir) are also likely lo prey upon small live crustaceans. Some 
uf the most abundant benthic amphiprds on the Grand Bank belong to families 
dcaetihcd in the sludy of Enequist 11950) ar detritives. 
Shrimps. Ponhlu* ~ p . ,  are the most commonly reported shrimps in cod and 
Greenland halibut stomachs, are very abundant on the shallow Grand Bank and 
upper slopes. Most Pondolus sp. found with food in Uleir stamachs contained 
phytaplnnkton andlor crustacean remains Igammarids, eopepods, euphausiids). 
Squilrs 11970) malysed stomach contents of P bomalia, and fovnd mostly 
phytohenthos tgrrntcrt number ,,r necurrcnecrl, cru*litccal>x a;lmn~ariclri. 
pelecypod shells and small shrimps. The shrimp also fed on mpepodx if i~vililuhle 
Aa for P montogui, which appear to he omnbvorous, phylnbcr~th~~ omarrcd in 33'1. e l  
stomachs, gammarids nnd Calo,tur rp. in 19 1F. aud p ~ r l y ~ h ~ ~ t ~ ~  ihn loci. ISqu~nsa 
19701. Spiranfmorir apinua, S. phtppri, S, polnrb are other shrimps rcp0m.d !A> be 
frequently preyed upon by cod on the Grand Bank. They epprnr to he bettum 
feeden (Squim 19701. with a high gmportiun of phytobenlhur and fnmn~~~~if~r~cmnx is, 
their stomachs. S. poloria is o lnrgcr ~ h r i m p  14-19 cml rcpa>r+cd also i ts  the, prey af 
seals and mums.  They seem to he bottom omnivorous fccdcrs. with phytabr.ntht~~. 
ostmeods, and gammnnd urnphipods in their stomoehs. 
Pnerrncr s ~ . .  Hermit erobs hnvc been reported mostly in thorny skate rt~mn;~chr. Thc 
common food reported by Squirw 11970) it, alomncha sf therc cn$l?r is $sf lnulh ~l8tott 
and animal origin. Phytehenthns was oRcn found. i t a d  so WCN fi~mnunifn.r:~ns. 
amphipoda, and other crustacean remnmn. 
Spider and snow eraha. H.var omtwtrr. R conrdnft~r, and Chro,m-t~lm ,>pllrllb itre very 
abundant erebn in the Newfoundland region, hcing uRsn rcported in end ~tc~mincl~s. 
Food found in stomochs of these ernbs is for tho most part phytnhcnlhos, cruetacean 
remains (gammarids, ostracods etcl, fnruminiferms, p~dych;~ates. and brittle r ~ ~ n  
(Souires 19701. 
Capelin IMallotur uillasus) is a hareo-arelie pelagic specie" thought tu he n key 
prey for commercially important fish on the O ~ m d  Bank of Newfuundlnnd, A 
literature review on copelin of the le~oundlnnd.Labmdor nrca loads to thc 
conclusion that very little attention has been paid to the rule that this species ployu 
as a predator. Most literature hns focused on its pomihlr role as prey for many 
important species of the arm, including cod, plaice, skate, Oreenland halibut, 
haddock, salmon, seabirds and marine mammals. The relnliunships of capl in  wilh 
the  most important of these predators are summarized Inter in this section. 
Concodden 11983a) reviews thecapelin Bahery and stock stnrdure. Cepelin of 
the Northern Grand Bank stock INAM) div. 3L, Northeastern area) spawn on 
inshore Newfoundlnnd benches in JuneJuly. Capelin ofthe South Gmnd Bank stoek 
( N U 0  div. 3NO. Sovthern ares) form offshare spawning aggregations an the 
shallow Southearl Shoal at about the same time of the year (Templeman 1968). 
.June is also the month when the most numerous mimzooplanktonicspeciea on the 
Bonk, the mpcpod O~lhono simii~q, begins increasing 11s population size (Stmng 
1981). It has not hoen investigated whether the lsrval s t a g s  of capelin depend on 
this mpepod for food. Campbell and W~nters 119731 note that during the spawning 
season cepelin virtunlly cease feeding, although eggs can be incidentally ingested at 
tho1 time. Kavnlyav and Kurin 119731 report the dominant stomach mntenls of 
enpclin in the aecnnd half of June ss being capelin larvae (20.42 mmJ, eggs and 
C,~ln,tur .sp.. Euphnusiidn and nmphipods were also present though in very low 
abundance. 
After spnwninp capelin has o very high mortality rate, usually greator than 
80%. Survivors arc believed to migrate to the northeastern Grand Bank, where 
fmding is intense until it censea in late fall (Kovalyw and Kurin 1973. Campbell 
and Winters 1973. Carscadden. 1983s). This feeding season matches the period of 
p a t e s t  abundance of the mpepod Colonus finmomhieus on the Bank. The ers t  
mhorl of this species appears amund April in the south, mpepodits in early stages 
iC1-C2) become widely spread in May, and in JuneJuly the entire Grand Bank is 
populated by a dense C3.C4 population (Vlndimirrknya el el. 1976: Strong, 19811. 
Another abundant macm2ooplnnkter, the mpepod Pmudoealonus minutus, also has 
ita greatest mncentrstions between April andSeptember onthe Bank, and would be 
available for cnpelin to feed upon. T h y s a m s a  roschii, one of the most abundant 
euphausiidr on the Bank, exhibits deme concentrations amund the Avalon 
Peninsula, in the Virgin Rocks area and cver the northeastern dopes of the Bank 
during July and August (Stlong 19811. The planktonic amphipod Pnr.tkmisio 
goudbhosdi, exlremely abundant in the neuston, also hae its highest mncentratiana i 
between May and August, pnrtieulnrly on the Tail of the Hxnk, the SW riupr. end in 
area. beyond the 200 m contour IStrong 19811. 
The northern and southern Grand Bnnk stuck* 1ofei8pelin ;,ppi~rmtly ~ntix W ~ C I I  
overwintering on the northern slopes of the Gland Bunk, i!~durliny nhmc the eiat 
mast of Newfoundland. Campbell and Winters (19131 report lame innetwe eilpelin 
schmls mncentrated from January l o  March at 140200 rn and ncll feeding. Lilly 
(is821 assoeintes these overwintering conee!~trations on thc dopes <of the llztnk wnth 
the cold core i<OaCl of the LBbrndar Current nnd subw?rta their pl>rsihlc itvitilobtltty 
to averwintering cod in the deeper wanner waters. In curly Aprd ov~rwittlariat: 
enpelin move onto the Bnnk nnd disperse for feeding. crhihiling n highly vitriithlt. 
and poorly understood distributinn iL~lly and Cnrscnddon 19R61. Imnt:rh#m ;and 
mature fish oppenr to segregate from each olher but both fecd inlanauiy in May 
(Campbell nnd Winters 19131. Mature enpelin dccrensc thcir feeding activity 1x3 
June before spawning. Kovolyov and Kvrin I19731 rcpurt slumi~eh umtentn in 
March-JuneJl972 in different areas of the Bnnk (Virgin Rucks. SW slole, Avitlc*> 
Channel, SE Grand Bank). Diet wru; dominntcd by plnnklc>nic specicr: Cn1r1n.r np.. 
euphnusiids and mphipods. Also preaanl in low abundance were Snxllla sp.. fish 
larvae and cnpelin eggs. 
S a n d  lance 
Sand lance are small semi-pelagic fishes ~n the genus A,?tstorlylcs. Two spccicd 
have been reported in Ule NW Atlantic. A. nn8cnmrtss I =  A. hcxo,~ler,tal and A. 
dubius (Winters 1970), the Inttm being the one e~rmmc8nly mpurlnl on the uutcr 
Grand Bank. Important eommereial L h e s  on the Bank iplnice, eodl, no,,-eommrrcml 
abundant fishes (skate), and whales depend on sand lance during ecrBin poriodn of 
the year as an important food resource. Sand lance is therefore likely to ploy nn 
important ecological mle in linking planktonic pmductinn to abundant commereinl 
species. Nevertheless its behsviour, distribution, and feeding hnbitn on the Gland 
Bank remain poorly understood. 
S:md lance hnvc been reported in close arsocistion with sandy bottom areas 
where they can be particularly abundant. These fish feed in the water column but 
have thc ability to burrow quickly into the rand or grevcl, remaining there for a long 
time. Sand lance on the Grand Bank appear ta be particularly important in the food 
~huin of the southern parts of the Bank (NAP0 div. 3N) where they comprise the 
hulk of Amcrinn plaice diet, an the NE of the Shallow Assemblage (to the eadt of 
the Virgin Rmh. north of 4 6  N) where they are heavily preyed upon by cod in 
spring, and on the southern half of the NE Intermediate Assemblage where they 
also arc heov~ly upon by md. T h s e  area.. reported fmm analysis ofstomach 
contents (ace the respective sections on the predators), are in relatively good 
apecment wtth the oreas or greater abundance reported by Winters 119831. Sand 
lnnec n n  apparently more abundant an the eastern Grand Bank at  depths shallower 
than 100 m 1150 m during AuguaGSoptemher) in temperatwea ranging fmm -1' to 
+ E ° C  (Winters 19631. 
Studies of the food ofAmmwlytes in different areas of the NW Atlantic, North 
Sen, and Pacific Ocean have shown thst their diets ere remarkably similar (see 
Mcyer ct  ni. 1919 for a review). Sand lance are basically zooplankton feeders, 
usually sclerling larger oqaniams, with copepods oRen romprising a t  least half of 
their stamoeh contents. The most detniled study hr A. dubiua in the NW Atlantic is 
Scott 119731, for the Seotinn Shelf, who analysed the gvte of 486 individuals ranging 
from 15 to 31 em. The main prey items found (in percent volume) were mpepods 
IG5lI Icspeeinlly Colonulr finmorehieus), palyehaete larvae (15%) and euphavriids 
114%). Scott (1913) points out the possible ability of s.md lance to feed both by 
filtering smnll prey and by ehading larger prey. It is pmbably safe to eonsider that 
the mqjor prey items for asnd lance an the Grand Rank are C. finmrchious and 
euphousiids. I t  is passible however that the chsetognatha become important prey in 
pedods of the year when they are abundant (summer-autumn). In fact Meyer e t  al. 
11919) found evidence ths t  S q i t l o  ap. could be a resource for A. omrrieanus in 
eastern Mnssachusetts Bay. The eoppoda Oilhona ap. are likely to be too small to 
be efleetively exploited by sand lance on the Bnllk (0.05% nldiet by ~ ~ i g l l t  in the 
aludy olMeyer et al. 19791. 
Atlantic cod 
Lily and Rice 119831 list over 100 prey mxa found in cod tGnda* ntork6,nl 
stomachs, fmm NAFO div, 3L lappmximntely tho Notihaastern redtml dtmnt: 
spring, illustrating how diverse the diet of md can be. The numbcr nl tnxn 
mmpriaing a significant proportion by weight in the stomach cnntenls al old is. 
however, relatively small. In the Ornnd Bank area these are snnd lanee (Aan,,dyrex 
dubiusl, capelin (Mollotus uilloaurl, crabs tChiono~ctss opilio, Hynr nrnrfrar, 
H, morctolusl, euphnusiids lmastly Thynonwsso msehiil, amphipoda Itlypctiidoc. 
Gammarideol, shtimp 1Pandolus manlontri, P borcnibl and Ilvlfinll ITcmulrmnn 
1965, Minet and Perodou 1978, Lilly nnd Fleming 1981. Lilly nnd Rice 19%'. Lilly 
1987). A summnry ol  temporal and spatial patterns in feeding behnvinur col md 1111 
the Grand Bank (NAFO div. 3LNO1 is presented next. 
In winter cod mneentrote along the notihern and northcnstcrn slop:, of tho 
Grand Bank below the cold mre of the Lobrador Current where thoy spnwn snd 
where capclin and sand lance seem to be nvailable ITemplemnn 1965, Cnmgbcll nncl 
Winters 1973, Lilly 19821. Turuk (19781 asserts that a common bchavisur ufeord in 
winter on the Orand Bank is to lollow doily migrations of enpelin inw the willcr 
mlumn. The cod stay concentrated close to the bottom during daytime and dispme 
in the water column at  night in pursuit or cnpclin, exhibiting peaks or copelin 
mnsumption a t  dawn and in tho evening (Turuk 19181. Feeding intensity during the 
pre-spawning winter period is probably much lower lhon in spring and summer a t  
least in NAFO div. 3L IStanek 1575, Turuk 15781, although md an the Gmnd Bnnk 
feeds on eapelin throughout the winter (Camcadden 1983bl. Lilly e t  nl. (1984) 
analyaed stomachs taken in the northern part of my NES Dccp nren in wi-tor l1981. 
19831. Total fullness indiees were low, particularly on the aflshorc NE slopes or the 
Bank. In Bonavisls Bay the main prey were capelin, small pleumnslida (Grcenlnnd 
halibut. American plaice) and crustaceans (hyperiid nmphipnds, shrimp nnd cmbl. 
On the NE slope eapelin and shrimp were thc main prey. 
In spring the schools of md migrate anto the shalluwer p;trts of the Bank nnd 
disperse, apparently following the capelin spawning mimations towards the canst of 
Newfoundland nnd to the Southeast Shoal in div. 3N. Lilly and Rice (19831 present 
a detailed description of the food of md in NAP0 div. 3L (Northenstern redon) 1%) 
spring (MayJundl979). About 95% (by weight) of the t a t d  fwd was nca>untod lor 
by the following organisms: sand lance (28%), crab (270), eopelin (1581, unidentifird 
and other fish (11%). euphauaiida (9%). amphipods (3%) and shrimp 12%). Rtmx 
midJune to July md in NAFO div. 3L sppmnch the coast (Avnlon Anrcmbinge i l ru)  
and feed intensively on the capelin thnt migrate inshore to spawn. Templemon 
(1965) and Lilly and Botta(1984) report aimost 100% capelin in cod stamoehs tnkcn 
inshore fmm midJune to emiy August. Obselvationa in Spring11984-86 (Lilly nnd 
Meron 1986) and a t  various seasons in 1965.70 (Lilly 19821 suggest thnt sand lunec 
is much more important for cad diet in div. 3N0 (Soutltem region). Nevertheless cod 
in this area also feed on capelin (Templeman 1965. Koviriyov and Kurin 1973. 
Stanek 1975,Turuk 1978). 
Aner spawning inshore, capelin die or move oElshorc, and md feed much 1-3 
intensively, and mainly an benthic invertebrates, in August and in the Fall. 
Templeman (1965) reports stomach contents made up of 44% cmbs. 9% shrimp and 
5% molluscs (mainly the elem Cyrtnioiin siliquo) in stomachs in August.November. 
M y  and Osbome (19841 repon the pwihle importance of short-finnod squid ( I f l a  
illecebrosur) far large cod in y e m  of high summer immigration of squid, nlthaugh 
o t h e ~  authors do not make reference to this prey. In October olYshoharc movements 
resume towards warmer waters on the Bank slope, where the md will overwinter. 
concentrate again and spawn. Stsnck (1975) reports that feeding intensity of cod 
decreases significantly in NAFO Div. 3LNOP in autumn and winter, and Tvruk 
(1978) suggests the same in 3N0, but the tmth is thnt vezy little information is 
available on the feeding behaviaur afmd in div. 3NO during autumn. 
lnvcstigato~~ have devoted special attention to the interaction between cod and 
its particular prey eapeltn on the Grand Bahs  of Newfoundland. As Templeman 
119651 points out, i t  is possible that md prefer fish for faod, pariicvlarly cspelin and 
sand lance, when available. There is however no u n e q u i v d  evidence that md and 
capelin are strongly linked on the Bank. In the absence of preferred prey cod seem to 
accept a brood range o l  food items, vertebrate and invertebrate, giving rise to a l q e  
year-round rood spectlum. Similar observations have been made in other areas of 
the North Atlantic (see Klemeteen 1982 far a literature list). Stmng md.capslin 
interaction is, however, likely in some particular areattime-periods (see Lilly et al. 
I981 for a summary). Little la known about a possible numerical response or cod to 
the density of ita prefenrd prey. Liliy (1986) found e positive correlation between 
indiecs of cnpeiin abundance in div. 2113K (autumn, 1978-85) and partial fullnes 
indiccs of capelin in cod ~omachs.  In years of low capelin abundance, stomach 
contents ~uggested that cod did not mmpensste by feeding more intensively on other 
prey. Lilly 11986) points out the dificulties in drawing implieations from theos 
nhaervatians, eapminlly in terms of the way population parameters of cod muld be 
influenced by lluetuationa in capeiin abundanee. 
Various studies describe quantitative and qualitative changes in prey species 
and in prey size spectrum as md gmw (Stanek 1975, Minet e t  Pemdou 1978, Lilly 
and Fleming 1981, Liliy and Rice 1983. Lilly 1987). Fig. 28 summarizes changes in 
md diet with gmwth on the Grand Bank dNewfoundiand fmm information in the 
literature. The division of the tats1 md length range into five disereto atages (Fig. 
28) is somewhat arbitrary since changes in diet with length aceur gradually. Still 
one can safely make some bmsd generalimtions: small md (<40 om) feed bmically 
an small crustaceans (euphaueiids, amphipals) medium-sized md (40-69 on) are the 
m a t e d  -pelin and sand lance eomumers, and latge cad (290 on1 are the m a t e a t  
flatfish consumers. Such a pattern is in general gwd agreement with observations 
in the North Sea (Dasn 1973) and in the Gulf of St. Lawrenee (Waiwood and 
Msjkowski 19841. 
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Figure 28. Changee in the diet of Atlantic a d  with gmwth. 
There is much less infamation on eod as n prey. On the Grnnd Bank of 
Nswfavndland the main predators of small a d  are probably adult cod and squid. 
The main predators of i m e  md are mnrine mammals and mnn. Dsan (1973) rcpOr(a 
years of considerable cannibalism (up ta 20% of food weight) in the North Sea tho1 
followed a period of apparent absence afsueh behaviour. Cod prey were less than 15 
nn (0-year old) and there was no strong trend in the degree of cannibalism with the 
predator size. Dann (1975) briefly review the literature concerning this subject for 
cod I" the North Atlantic, with caaes that range from 0 to 55% ofstomach eontenta 
mode up of small cod. Lilly (19331 reports eannibdism on 1- and 2.yee.r old cod 
(10-25 cml on the Flemish Cap. Authors haw tentatively related cannibalism with 
strung year elaaa~s of cod andlor low abundance of other prey organisms, but the 
phenomenon appean to be poorly understood. 
Pitt I19731 presents the moat comprehensive sceount of the diet af American 
plnice (Hipmlm~oides plolzssoide~l on the Grand Bank of Newfoundland, based on 
snmple~ fmm tmmects along the northeastern, eastam and southern slopes of the 
Grnnd Bank, in NAP0 div. 3LN. fmm 1964 to 1971 s t  different seasons. In div. 3L 
the tmnseds cover a great part af the NE lntermediste ares and in div. 3N they 
cover the eoutheastern slopes of the Southern region. The traoseeis covered depths 
fmm 70 lo 290 m where plaice biomass is high enough to nustain mast of the fishery 
(Wnlah and Brodie 1987. 19881. 
The diet of plaice an the Gmnd Bank in t e m c  of weight was dominated by fish 
(sand lance, eapelin), echinoderms (brittle stars, sand d o l h ~ ~ ,  sea urchins), crabs, 
shrimp, and gammarid smphipds (Pitt 19731. Molluscs and annelids were d a o  
present although in much lower amounts. American plaice has therefore a 
diversified diet comprising bath pelagic and benthic omanisms, confirming paat 
evidence suggested about iis ability to assume peladc habits (see Pitt 19731. There 
are significant difirences between plsiee diet in dim. 3N and 3L (F'itt 19731. In div. 
3L diet (in weight pernotagel wa. composed by sand lance (2981, eapelin (22%). 
echinoida laand dollars, sea urchins) (18901, brittle a tan 114491, pelecypod molluse. 
l6%1, decapods IS%), and polyehaetea (2%). Diet in div. 3N waa leas divarsi&d 
comprising sand lance (7621, capelin (6901, euphaluiids (5%1, brittle stars (4961, and 
Dehinoids (4%). F'itt 119731 points out, however, the discrepancy between percentage 
by weight in stomachs and percentage by occurrence. Fieh, for example, in div. 3L, 
acmunted for 53% of total weight but occwred in only 9% of stamacba. In div. 3N 
6ah accounted for 83% of food weight but occurred in only 30% of stomachs. 
Fish, nnd sand Ian= in pnrticuinr. therefore nppeur much mum ionpunilnt for 
plaice in d'v. 3N than in 3L. Pitt (19'731 suggests that this might be n rcsttlt ef the 
p a l e r  predator.prey (fish) probability of encounter on lha steeper and nnnower 
southeastern slope (3Nl ofthe Grand Bsnk as compared with the larger dope to the 
north (3LI. In spite of it. pelagic ebiiitiea, American plaice soems (o be basically II 
benthophagic 6sh (notice that sand lance has known battom.dwelling hohibl rind is 
probably the most important one on lhe Grand Bank due ta its abundance and 
widespread distribution. Konstantinov et 4. (19851 en~lysed the diet of plain ou thc 
Flemiah Cap, confirming a similar dependence of plain on brnthns and pointingout 
a relatively small diet overlap of plaice wiUl the much more pinnktephorie hobit. of 
cod and redlish. 
Pitt (19731 also pmvides information on diet chon@ of Amclienn plaicc with 
gmwth. This information is summnrized in Fig. 29 for NAFO dtv. 3L 1Northcnxlcrn 
region1 and 3N (pert of the SouUlem region), where I hove considered only twu 
length gmups 110-29 em and 30.69 em). Thicker nmws were used to indientc thc 
most important prey items. Only prey beiiwed to compnre nt least 5% ufplaiccdiot 
year-round were retained. In both divr. 3L and 3N i t  wo6 noted that a.7 plaice 
gmwa, there is a gradual shin in the relative impolionco ofc~stnccnnr  clotive CI 
fish in the diet (see nlso Minet 19131. 
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Figure 29. The diet of American plaice inNAF0 dim. 3N and 3L(alterPitt 19731. 
Thorny skate  
The most comprehensive p a p r s  on the hod of thorny skate &,i~ radiafa) in
the NW Atlantic are by McEacbm e t  al. (1978) for the U.S. coast and Smtian 
Shelf, and by Tampleman (19.92) for the Canadian coast The results of both authors 
are in relatively good apreement. The di ierencs  obserred are accounted for by 
Templeman (1982) in terns of differences in the aim spectrum of the skates caught 
and prey avnilability in the areas sampled. Fmm both papers i t  is dear that thorny 
skate is a benthophngic fuh with a very diverse diet, even in comparison with oUler 
Rqjo species studied in the NW Atlantic (MeEachran e t  al. 1976). The same general 
observations were made by Antipovn and Nihfnrova 119831 for thorny akntc in the 
Bamnts Sea. Species having a n  important rde in the diet "r this rkzttc in tho 
Barents Sea (capelin, euphausiids. Pondolus blwmlial were dillemnt fnlm the onw 
listed below. Interestingly enough these BarenLs Sen prey sped- are nevorthelear 
abundant on the Grand Bank. 
Templeman's (19821 results are presented far the entire ares studird (Wcxt 
Greenland down to Gorges Bank1 but 801. of the slomoehs found with rod were 
taken in NAFO dim. 3KLNOP. In terms ofvolume of contents. fish dominated t7kl.l 
with the chief species being mdhh, haddock, and sand lance. tnvertebrntcs lrpidrr 
and hermit embs, shart.6nned squid, polyehnetos, benthic nmphipodsl eomprircd 
25% of total volume of mntents but were much more numemous than fish. Smilll 
skates (21-60 em1 were found to eat less 6ah (35% sf mlumel, mainly .and lanec, 
than larger (61-102 cml skates 178% of volumel. A aimilnr result eonccminc 
differences in the diet of skates with size was reported by Tyler 11972l and 
MeEaehran et a]. (1976), Invertebrates such n~ ernbs (22'KI, squids lUl%ll nnd 
polyehaetes (111.1 were an important component in the diet of small skotes. Tbc 
asme invertebrates wem found in the stomachs of lnrge skates though in much lower 
proportions. Fig. 30 summarizes the main items in the die1 of small and large 
skates. Some species other than the onea present in Fig, 30 comprise n significnnl 
proportion of the diet when taken together but not repnrotely. Examples for thc 
small skates are several deeapads, capelin, and Innternfish IMyctophidoeI. 
Wgvre 30. The diet of 1-e and small thorny skate ou the Grand Bank (alter 
Templemnn ISbL). 
Templeman (1982) also reports differences in the diet of thorny skate with 
depth. Fish were more important between 200 and 700 m 182% of volume) than 
above 2W m (69%). Crabs were more important between 17 and 200 m; ahrimp 
species and octopus were found only in skates caught deeper than 4W m. Although 
Templeman 11982) does not pmvide the exact loeations ofskate captures, his 200-m 
frontier ean probably be roughly matched with the border between the Intermediate 
nnd Deep assemblage areas far general purposes of nnalysie of the main differences 
in feeding habits ofthorny skate between areas. 
Pitt (1976) pnesents s study of the diet of the yellowtail flounder (Limondo 
Brrugineo) on the Grnnd Bank of Newfoundland, based on 1100 stomachs mileeted 
during 1968.73. Although covering a wide range of tam, the food of the gellowtail 
wss found Lo be dominated by only two p u p s  d orgimisms: nniphiplds (30% of 
stomach contents by weight1 and poiychaetes (38% by weight). Polichnetes included 
free-living, burrowing, and tube-building forms. Amphipods of the genern Hnplmpr 
and Caprollo muid be recognized. These two gmup of organisms were impnrtnnt Br 
all length elasses 120 to 49 cm) of yeiIox.mil in both NAP0 d m  3L and 3N. 
Polyehae+m were significantly more abundant in rtamaehs from 3L than from 3N. 
Amphipa& were dgnilicantiy more abundant in 3N than 3h The importance of 
these organisms far yellowtail in the NW AUantic has been confirmed by allher 
authors, and pmvides evidence for a typically benthic feeding bshoviour IEfnnov nnd 
Vinogradw 1973. Lsngton 1983). Also frmnd by t i l t  (1970) in yeilowtnil atomorha 
from the Grand Bank were Behindems 17% of total land weight), mainly brittle 
st=, sand dollars, and sea urchins. Fish Icnpeiin and sand innee) wem found in 
very few stomachs (1.2%). although accounting Inr 1.5% or tnlnl fond weight. Both 
echinoderms and Bsh were relatively importnnt only fur lnrgc (40-49 cm) yclb~wti~iln. 
Fig. 31 is based on Pitt 11916). and summarizes Ihc mlc played by ycllt>wtnil as u 
predatar on the Southern region. 
F i g w  31. The diet afsmnli and 1-e YeUowtail flounder. 
(;rocalsnd halibut 
Greenland halibut (Reinkrdliun hippogio~soidpsl is a bathpelagic fish ths t  
feeds maatiy on pelQc oganisms, primarily fish. Although the number ofspecies 
that might be found in stomachs of Gnenland halibut is large (Chumakov and 
Podrnzhanskayr 19.931, like so many other marine predator8 it tends to mncentrate 
on n mlotively small number. Small Gnenland halibut 110-20 em) feed mainly on 
small crustaceans and eephalopods. Lear (19701 found thst euphausiids comprised 
as much a s  90% by wlume in the diet ofsmall halibut a u g h t  in Rinity Bay (div. 
3L). The pmparlinn afeuphsusiida quickly decreezed r9 the halibut grew fmm 21 to 
30 cm. being replaeed by capelin. In NAP0 dim. 21+3K. Boweting and Lilly (19851 
found other erustaeeano, hyperiid amphipods, dominating the diet of small haltbut 
Ic30 em1 along with cephalopods. The eephalopods remained impartant in the diet 
up until o hnlibutaire 0130 cm. 
Cnpelin is the major prey far Greenland halibut of intermediate size (20 cm to 
70 cml. Lem (19701 found cnpelin made up about 90% of the volume of stomach 
contents of halibut larger than 20em in %inity Bay. Even for predators in the 71-80 
cm length class espelin was dominant in the diet. Cspelin was fed upon all year' 
mund, with lower intensity during the capelin spawning season I1 June- 15 July1 
and when capelin dispamed on the Bank I16 August- 30 Nov). Greenland halibut 
tended to prey upon shrimp IPandolus ~p.1  and euphauaiids during these periods 
although the relative importance of ~Natnceans remained low. Boweting and Lilly 
11985) also found capelin dominating in stomachs of the Greenland halibut in the 
range 20-69 m, but animal. larger than 6 9  em displayed a shift in the diet to 
moundfish. Large G~esnland halibut prey upon groundfish l a x e r  than capelin and 
exhibit pmnovnced annibalism. Lenr (19701 found that amall Greenland halibut 
comprised 40% by volume of the diet of animal. larger than 80 rm in Trinity Bay. 
Capelin 130%) and Atlamtie cod (10%) fallowed in importsnce. Similarly BoweMg 
and Lilly 119851 found thst the main prey of Greenland halibut larger than 69 cm in 
div. 2J+3K was gmundfish, pertieulsdr beeked redfish end amall Onenlend 
halibut. 
The stations made during the spring woundfish nln.cy).r nnniyscd in Chnpter 2 
m l y  went to depths beyond 500 m, therefore fniling to cover the aretts of detlsexl 
Greenland halibut eoncentrations below 700 m lChumakav m d  Pudmzhonaknyn 
19831. If the Deep ks*emblsge is cr tendd oFIshnre to cover th0.o dacp nrens tm the 
slope, it will include mast of the Greenland Halibut stnrk. It is known thut tho 
Greenland halibut change their diet with depth (Lear 1970. Bowedng and Liily 
198.5, Chumakov and Podrazhanskayn 19831 reflecting not only prey avoiinbility hut 
a l a ~  an increasing trend in size and age ol lhe  animals with depth. Chuntnkov and 
Pdrsrhanskays (19831 found that md and squid bemme an impoMnt fund ilem 
~reapeetiveiy 46% and 10% by weight) a t  600.700 m in the NW Atlnntir. The anmc 
authors report F generalized increase in feeding intensity 1.1 nrscaaad hy ntcnmneh 
lulloeaal with depth in the Labrador-Newloundland m a .  
The eelpoue are bottom dwelling fishes gcncrally found in cold waters and 
belonging ta the family Zonreidae Moat of the eoipeuts wughl during Aahinr 
stations in the the Northeastern region belonged to the spoeies Lycodc8 relirulnhr. 
the Arctic eelpout. There appear to be no largescale detailed studies an tho diet 
composition of eclpouta in theOrand Bnnk area m d  infurmotion on Lcding hobitad 
the genus L-8 is rather scarce in general. Houston nnd Hsedrieh 119861 
analysed stomach mntenrs of demeraal fishes caught in the Carsan Cnnyon region of 
the Gland Bank (Fig. 21, including lour species of Zonrcidnc. They found thut the 
eelpouta fed primarily m benthic invertebrates, namely gommnrid nmphipnda. 
-ace-, echinoderms and polychaetes. 
Andriaahev (19541, McAllister e t  al. (19911. and Smtt and Smtt (19881 mention 
benthic invertebrates. namely palychaees, small crustaceans (nmphipada, isopalls. 
eumace-1, molluscs, and echinoderms, as the f a d  of diaerenl species of Lycwles. 
Green (19791 reports the presence of amphipoda, polychoetes, cumnceans and 
isopod. in a small sample of ~lomsrhs  dLycodenpolori~ and L. mucarua tnken in 
Cornwnllir island, NW Territories. Canada. Nash 119861 discusses nspesh of the 
distribution, gmwth, and sex ratio in Lyeodes uohiii in southern Norway, stating 
that it occurs an soft aedimenb and Beds on poiychaetes. small rmstacesns and 
molluscs, ophiurids, and rhympods. It seems reasonable to conclude that eelpouta in 
the Northeastern region me also Likely to depend mostly on benthie invmtebrates. 
namely polyehaetes, amall enrstaeeana, bivalves and echinoderms. 
Marine memmals 
Them nm ten species of wholes and three of seals usually found an the Grand 
Bank IPnrsana and Bmwnlie 19811. Of these, harp aeala (Pogaphiius grmniondicual 
and baleen whnles (marniy hvmphsek Megoplero nouomnglin+ m i n b  Boioenoplem 
ncubroarraia, m d  Rn wholes B. phyeaiusl seem abundant enough to deserve 
mentinn. Harp seals nm migratory marine mammals inhabiting Newfoundland 
waters in winter and moving in spring to summer in the Arctic. In the 
Newfoundland oreo they eat mostly pelagic fuh, especially capdin. Ako important 
in their diet, especially for young aeala, are benthie and pelagic crustaceans, namely 
shrimps Pandalufi sp. and euphsusiids Thysonmssa ap. ( S e w a n t  1973. Bowen 
19811. To a lesser extent they also feed on gmundfish like plaice. cd, and Greenland 
halibut. Feeding lakes place mainly inahom and is more intensive in winter and 
scmmer (Sergeant 1973. 1976c.bl. Judging fmm the geographic distribution of the 
harp seals (Sergeant 1916a) I will assume that they do not play a significant mle in 
the fully oflshore Sauthern reglo". They should, however, be taken into 
consideration in the Northeastern region. 
There is s generol lack of detailed infomation about the diet of whales on the 
Grand Bank of Newfoundland. Baleen whales have a diet that indudea mostly 
small piagic tirh, copepads and euphsusiida, depending on area and time of the 
year. Humpback whnles are summer visitors to the Newfoundland.Labrador area 
and appear to play s significant mle in the Southern region by feeding heavily on 
the South &and Bank stack of capelin (Pmna and Bmwnlle 1981, Carscadden 
1983bl during the capelin spawning senson (JunrJuiyl on the Southenst Shoal. This 
situation was described by Whitehead and Glms (1985) for 1982 and 1983. These 
authors also spotted other marine mammals (Bn end minke wholes. and doiphinsl 
apparently preying upan spawning capelin mncentrntions in the anma &roo. Ahrut 
900 humpbacks (16-308 of the MN Atlantic popuintionl were estimnted visiting thdt 
area, and these were euggested to be the most important marine mnmmnia feeding 
on spawing southern capelin. 
Whales (fin, minke. and humpbachs) also reed on the Northern Crmd Bonk 
stack of eapelin in summer (in the Nottheastern reg4onI. Piott et al. (19891 round o 
strong mmlation between eapeiin and baleen whole nhundnnec during 1982-85 in 
the Witless Bay region (eastern const of the Avalon Poninsulnl. Tha outhvn puint 
out, however, that the impact of whale prcdalion on cnpclin roneentrntinns in the 
nrea appeared to be minimal. Although there seemed to he thousands uf tun8 s f  
capelin locally available during the spawning season, the whales were estimuted to 
have taken no mare than 100 tons each aenson (Piatt et al. 19891, Other r e p o h  
point out the importance of enpelin to wholes on the Crnnd Boek. Sor~ennt  I19631 
found capelin in 86% of the atomnchs of minke wholes and reportcd that rri wholo*, 
though less abundant, alsa feed on capelin. Mitchell (1974) also rcpurtn capelln nr 
being the main prey of fin whales in the Newfoundlnnd men (up to 90% ofdietl. Thc 
emphasis of current literature on the whale-capeiin interactions on the G n n d  Bnnk 
should not hide the fact that whales have a more diversified diet, including species 
that are abundant on the Bank like euphauaiida. sand lnncc and copepods 1Milehcll 
19741. Fin whales, for example, eat mainly krill and sei whales cat oopepnda ond 
euphausiids in the Nova Smtian region (Mllehell 19741. Parsons and Brnwnlic 
(1981) suggest that sand lanee could have become an impr>rtant prey for humpharks 
offshore with the decline of capelin stocks. All this suggests a much greater 
versatility and ability of whaler to adjust to prey availability m d  ahundonee than 
reports of their diet an the Bank might othenviae suggest. 
Seabirds 
Newfoundland seabird eolonier, eontaln two to three million breeding birds, and 
the number of birds that visit the Grand R a n k  over the course af a year has heen 
cslimakd to he about 35.45 million individual8 (Williams e t  al. 1981. Bwwn and 
Nettleship 1984, Monkvffchi and Tuek 1987). The moat numemvs species breeding 
in Newfoundland is a planktivnrour seabird: Leach's storm-petrel (Omonodromo 
lcumrhwl (Cairns et al. 1986. Sklepkovyc'I and Montevecchi 1989). The petrels feed 
on mphipods, euphausiids a n d s m d  myctophid fish. Williams e t  d. (1981) suggest 
they might also prey "!:on capelin eggs and lsrvae when these disperse over the 
B n n b  m summer. In the summer, however, the petrels are probably outnumbered 
by the pircivorous ahearwaters (greater, P u f i u s  gravin and sooty, P. grkeus). 
Wilson's atorm-petrels (Omnnile° oceonicw), and the omnivorous northern fulmar 
(Pulmorus glociolinl. In winter, there is a large contribution of migrants fmm the 
north: dovekiea Ollie olle), a planktivamua species, and the piadvomus black-legged 
kittiwake ( R h o  fridaclylo) (Brown 1986, D. C. Schneider pen. eomm. in Apr 1991). 
011 the Avdon peninsula of the Island of Newfoundland there are four major 
colonics of seabirds ( C a p  St. Mary's. Witless Bay. Bseealieu and Funk Islands) that 
are numerically abundant inshore (Bmwn and Nettleship 1984, Montewcehi and 
Tuek 1987). These colonies inelude 90% or more of the breeding seabirds of the NW 
Atlantic. The main piseivamua species are the gannet (Suln bossanos), the Atlantic 
puffin (Fratemulo oretie.), the mmmon murre (Urio oolge), and the herring gull 
(Lorerr argentofus). Puffins and murres are heavy capelin consumers. Cspelin in 
Bone years might eomptise as mush 90% of their diet (Bmwn and Nettlerhip 
19%. Piatt and Methven 1986). Piatt and Methven (1986) report that the number of 
capelin in stomachs of puffins and murres is signifiosntly correlated with loed 
capelin ahundsnee. They found evidence far a Type In (sigmoidal) numerical 
response of murres nod pullins to capelin density. Chi& diet was found k be 
almost totally dependent on capelin (on s weight basis), whereas adults also fed on 
small cod and on sand lanee as a mmplement to capelin. Percent weight composition 
of adult diets in the three-year penod of dudy was 83% eopelin. 7n, ~ o d .  101, rand 
lance, in the  case dmu-; and 19% capelin. 2% cod. 141 sand lance, in tho case of 
p d h s ( P i a t t  and Methven 1986). 
All the dominant sabirdr  io Newfoundland and Labrador consume mpclin. 
Capelin mmprires around 30-40 % ofthe diet of kittiwakes and gulls. These birds 
are less specialized than m m s  and puflins, feeding also an eruslaccons and 
eqphalapods (Threlfsll 1968). Greater silearuaters feed mostly on cnpeiin and scluid. 
Non-breeding she-ters have been seen in the Sauthesst Shod area in Ij~rge 
numbern during the spawning season of capelin whieh they are probably cxpioiling. 
Estimations of their abundance and fwd cansumplion are not available, bul they arc 
likely to be high. ALI these species consume other fish, namely sand lance and small 
gadoids. Gulls are also known to be heavy predators ofuthcr birds like young puflins 
and adult kaeh's storm-petrels. Bmwn and Nettlcshlp (1984) esllmnte lhnl the 
total consumption by kittiwakes, murres, and pufline in NAFO div. 3L muld bo 
amund 9000 tons, about 79M) of which are rapelin. The same authors estimated that 
the total consumption of capelin by sasbirdr B Newroundand area etruld go up as 
high as 250,000 tons. 
Bream and Nstlleship (1984) and Carscadden (1984) discuss the ability of thc 
seabirds of Newfoundland to adjust to low biomass levels 01 their prefcrmd proy 
species. In spite of their apparently wide range of potential prey in the NW Atlantic 
(e.g. eapelin, sand lance, herring, mackerel. small gadoida. squid, polychnetcs. 
mstncsans), seabirds like mumes and puffins seem to be too apedalized to avoid 
detrimentd population effects in years of low eapelin availability. Brown and 
Netlleshlp (1984) claim that them might oat be an acceptable substitute far cnpelin 
in the Newfoundland area from the point of view of both availability and nutridonnl 
value. These authors associated a drastic shift in diet eompoaition of Willens Bay 
pumns in 1981 fmm capelin to sand lanee, with high chick mortality and a drop in 
the average weight of sucse~ful ly  fledged youngs s. s result. Carswddsn (19Rla, 
1984) hawave. points out Ulat seabirds exhibit wide variations in breeding success 
which can he associated with westher cooditiana alone. When these natural 
varislions are combined with the long life span and late maturity of seabirds. 
populational changes c s d  by c h a n ~ s  in diet composition might be too difficult to 
identify. 
34. Differences Between the Southern and the 
Northeastern Regions 
The foregoing review of feeding interactions auggaats some imporlnnt 
diNerenees between the two mqor  zwseorrraphio regions on the Gmnd Bnnk of 
Newfoundland, the Southern and the  Northeastern Redona. Part uf thcrc 
diNereneel could be anticipated fmm direrences in the specios composition al eueh 
region (Fig. 4). The major diNerense is due La the yeilnwlnil flounder, n very 
abundant flatflah (Fig. 211, stmngly linked to the benlhos of the Southorn region hut 
hardly present in the deeper Northeastern region. Other major diNereneca in species 
composition concern the presence in the Northeastern region of two water column 
feeders that are absent to the south. the seals and the Greenlnnd halibut, As for 
seabirds, the shearwaters appear ta he more important in the Southern reginn, nt 
least in the summer. Gonnets, puftins. mumea, and gulls appear 10 he more 
imporWlt inshore, in a small psrt of the Northenstern region. Tho topolngicnl 
position of seabird species in the food web is ncvorthcless very mueh the same in thl! 
two regions. 
There are also differences between the two major zoogeographic redons that 
stem from the information an feeding behsviour and diet componitinn revierod in 
section 3.2. Some of the  most ahtmdant species appear to have o diLrent  diet in 
diNerent areas sf the Benk. These diNerenees in diet may translate into actual 
diNerences in the topolofical JtruClure oithe community food web or in the ertcnt to 
which spedea a P c t  each other's growth rcws The link between cod and mpclin 
appear. ta be less important in the Suuthern reglou thnn in tho Northeastern. Sand 
lance appears to he relatively more important for cad in the south than in the north. 
Another difference coneerne the  diet of American plaice. Pitt's 11973) study aucgcsts 
that American plaice in part of the Southern region (mare pmcisely. NAFO div. 3N) 
is a predominantly pelagic feeder, as mmpnred Lo ita more benthic mie in the 
Northeastern region (NAP0 div. 3L)Isee Fig. 29). Prey gmupa like the palychaetes. 
brittle stars, and sand dollars play an important role in the diet of American plaice 
in rha north ur the Bank. The same specie. appear far less important fm plaice in 
the aauth, where they actually mmprise a signibant proportion of the yellowtd 
diet (Pig. 31). Although them ic for a mmpetitive situation between plaice 
and yellowbii, the information available is tm scarce te elaborate on this quite 
interesting matter. 
3.4. Food Webs on the Grand Bank 
One way lo  summarize the infamation reviewed in section. 3.2 and 3.3 is to 
bvild stereotyped diagrams representing mmmunity fwd webs (Cohen 1978. Pimm 
1982) for each major region on the Grand Bank. As with most nltcmpb Ln 
synthesize information in any scientific endeavour, there am sdvnntagcs and 
diesd~anteges in doing eo. An imporhmt advantage of constructing food weba is tho 
possibility of being able to mmpsre the net of feeding interactions in diflercnt 
ecosystems i n s  relatively easy way. The disadvantages involved have to dn with Ule 
loss of information about the biological detail and the variation in time and spnec <,I 
those feeding interactions. There are setually n number of stondnrd simplifying 
procedures, mmman in the food web literature, that have been followed in cnn~truet 
food webs. These simplifications raise s number of diilieult eoneeptvai issucs laec 
Pimm 1982 andyadcis 1989 for reviews) but do have the advanlogo of rendering the 
webs mmparable. 
Pi@. 32 and 33 summarize predatorprey interactions in the Soulharn and in 
the Northeastern regions of the Grand Bank. Figs. 32A and 33A pmncnt 
relationships in the water column: Pigs. 328 and 338 present relntionship~ 
involving battom-dwelling organisms. This is obviously an arguable division beeou~e 
abundant species like cod and plaice feed in both habitats and benthic spceies hove 
pelagic life-stages. I will return lo this point in section 3.6. Using Tylefe (19711 
terminology, 1 have included in the food weba ail the abundmt "regulars' (spcciw 
preaent all year) and abundant '"seasonals" (only present in certain p u t s  of thc 
year), but did not include "oecaaionala' (species that show u p  irreguloriy). 
Furthermore, a n ~ b e r  of standard eimplifiealians were followed. Speeies thought 
to have basically the same predators and the some prey were lumped together into 
the asme unit, a trovhosvscies (Brinnd and Cohern 1984). Intraspedfic interaetiona 
were omittedin the diagmms, and life.stages characterized by a different diet (Pie .  
28 to 31) were not diatinpuished, 
Southern region A (Pelagic neb )  n o m y  
*b.ll. 
B Southern region mtcr cohlmn 
(Benthic web) 
Figure 32. Main species and their tmphie interactions in the Southern Grand Bank 
region. k In the water column. B. Meem and megabenthos on the bottom. The 
width ofthe amws indicate mojor directiaos of energy flow. 
A Northeastern region 
(Pelagic neb) 
oreen, 
C 
PhytoplankLnn 
0 Northeastern region w.tsr column 
(Benthic neb) 
Figure 33. Main species md their lmphic interactions in the Northeastern G n n d  
Bank region. A. In the water column. B. Mac- md mego-benthos on the bottom. 
The width of the m w a  indicate major directions ofenerw flow. 
The reeding links in the food webs or Figs. 32 and 33 represent reding 
interaction. averaged over the entire year, with acsronal patterns not taken into 
mnsideration. A link is included whenever a prey is klieved to mmpriae a t  leaat 5% 
~r the annual diet ole prpdater and bath predator and prey arc fairly abundant in 
the regions, 1 have used iinb with different thiclmeases, which indicate a 
assessment of the main directions of eno~gy  flow. This sssesament is 
bamd both an the  pmportian of p e r  in the diet d predatm a n d  on the relative 
abundanm d each predata~prey pair on the  Bank. It is emphasized that  
internaionstrength, as expressed by the elements ofthe community matrix (i.e, t h e  
per eopita elfeet of a specie density on another species' growth rate; see section 
4.2.2) is not necessnnly refleeted i n  the a r m w  thicknpsa of Figs. 32 and33. 
3.5. Static Properties of Food webs 
There i s  a major dichotomy in the  food web literatun of the past twn deenda 
that vanslates into two complementary ways of viewing on eeoeyslem. One vicw 
focuses m the movement of material8 through eeosrJtem cnmpartmmts. Ir 
emphasizes genpral system properties, such as total biomass, productivity. and 
nutrient cycling. Taxonomic mnsiderations are minimized, implying that thu 
energetic nature of the  emsystem is somehow mure importnnt than the portieuli~r 
biotic unite perlamring each task. Mast of this work foeuscs on the base uf thc rued 
web, i.e, on primary pmduction and the very lowest tmphtc levels. The tly 
carnivons, like fishes, are usunlly I& t o  the fisheries biologists. Despits 
mnsiderobls literature on models of nutrient flow in the  sea, oeennngnyhic studicr 
either do not reach the level of fish population. (Hofmonn and Ambler 1988, 
Anderson ond Nivnl 1989. Roffet al. 1990) or tend to  lump fish into n very rrninll 
number of compnrtmenta(e.g. pelagic, demersnll(Walsh etnl. 1981. Pnecet ol. 1984. 
Fasham 1984). 
Another viewpoint hitotically moted i n  the stability-diversity eontrovcmy. 
centers on t h e  network design of community f a d  webs. This view is incilncnbly 
linked to the  "$0 of simplified mathematical models dDsctibing the dynomier ol 
isolated nnd interacting populations IMaeArUlur 1972. May 19731. Thin 
oetwarklpopuilion dynamics approach received a boast n decnda ogo with Cahon'e 
(1978) monograph an food web static structure a n d  Pimm's 119821 influential 
s y n t h e i .  R o m  atudiss based on a gmwing mllection of published fond webs 
(Briand 1983. Briand and Cohen 19871. investigators have found that certain 
features of food web networks mmr more often than would be expected by ehonm 
alone (see Lawton 1989 and Yodris 1989 for reviews). 
Both views on the nature ofeeo~ystems (nutrient flaw and networklpipuiation 
dynamics1 have raeogniaed limitations. I hove chosen the Dols of the 
netmrklpopulatim dynamics approach for my study m the Grand Bank n l  
NcwDundiand. The Bank as n whole is an intensively expiailed eeosyslem a n d  
varioua components of the food web are influenced by the fishery. This being the  
case, community studies should he moducted a t  a level of taxonomic resolution a t  
least comparable with that of the fishery. On the Grand Bank, such a level of 
resolution a p p a A  more readily available thmugh application of t h e  
netwnrWpopulation dynamics approach. Far this purpose, the aimplilcations 
adapted Lo construct the f o d  webs presented i n  section 3.4 have an advantage. They 
render them comparable with other published food webs whose atstiic feeaturn have 
been studied in the netvorWpopulation dynamics context Gohen 1978. Pimm 1982, 
B"and 1983. Briand and Cohen 1984. 1987). 1 will proceed with a comparative 
ernminntion of the Grand Bank food webs and postpone the discussion of t h e  
dynnmie uspeela to Chapter 4. 
3.6.1. Food chain length 
A w i i s  a sequence of feeding links between species (A eata B eats C...l 
thnt starts a t  n hard seeties In species that preys on na other species) and en& at a 
tap predator In species thnt is preyed upon by na other spedesl. The U 
chain is the number of links it comprises. The mean chain ienelh of a faod web is 
the arithmetic average of all chain lengths within the web. In absolute terms, food 
chains in r e d  load webs are know to he short IHutchinsan 1959, Caben 1978, Pim 
1982). The Grand Bank faod webs, with mean ehsin lengths between 2.30 and 3.79 
lcdeulntcd from Figs. 32 and 331 are no exception (Table 51. 
ThBLE 5. Mean snd maximum chain lengths of the Gmnd Bank fwd webs 
Soulhem Northeastern 
Peladr Benthie Pelagic Benthic 
Numbpr of species 16 15 !,7 14 
Mean Bnin length 3.78 2.43 3.75 2.30 
Max. chain lcnglh 6 3 6 3 
The pelagic webs on the Bank are longer than the benthic webs (3.75 and 3.19 
versus 2.45 and 2.30. respectively; Table 5), which is in 800-3 agreement with the 
results of Briand and Cahen's (19871 analysis of8 collection of 113 published Focrd 
webs. Briand and Cohen (19871 found that t h e  mean length of fond wcba dora uot 
seem to be directly related with productivity and cnvimnmentnl variability. 
However, webs in three-dimensional environments k g .  mntine pelagic, rnin fi~restl 
are longer, on average, than webs in planar environments (e.g marine benthic, 
intortidol). B i m d  and &hen (19871 made n o  distinction hotween food wcbx f r m  
terntr ia l ,  freshwater, and marine envimnmenk I have selected (Table 61 marine 
food webs that were classified as being distinctly either fmm tww cr thrce. 
dimensiond envimnments (Brimd and Cohen 1987). These webs typieniiy have 2 to 
3 links (mean = 2.51 in twn.dimensiann1 marine envimnmcnts ( e . ~ .  henthic. 
intertidal) and 3 to 5 (mean = 4.1) in three-dimensional ones 1e.p. marina peiodcl. 
The mean lengths of the benthic and plagic  wchs on the Grund Bank (Tnblo 51 
appear quite comparable with these values. 
There are  nt least Bve (not exclusive) theomtical expinnntiuns for Llcd chi~ill 
shortness, maatly centered an olgumcnts of energy cnnstrnints ond dynamic 
stability (Pirnm 1982. Sehaener 1989. Lnwton 1989. Yadzis 1991). but nl present 
there is no conclusive empirical bnsis on which lo decide what is (are) the muxt 
appropriate one(s1. Schoener (19891 svggesm that his Pmductive Space ilypothenix 
predicLn t h e  oberved dillerence in length betweon twn- and thm-dimensional fwd 
webs. Prduetive space (PSI is the pmduct of the spntiui extent furen nr volume1 sf 
tbe food web by the  productivity of the area (or volumei. Asluming that each 
individual has  a certain requirement of PS and that  n populniion will lhercfom 
require some multiple of this individual requirement. the PS hypothaais predieb 
that "maximum food-chnin lengths are determined by the nmount of pmduetiva 
space required to allow critical component species populntionn to persist with some 
high pmhability" (Sehoener 1989. p. 1568). 11 one makes the conlmversial 
assumption that P S  is, on average, likely to be higg~l  in threedimcnsim.4 
envmmmont. than in two-dimensional ones. Ule hypthesis  predicts the difference 
in food chain lengths reported by Briand and Cohen 119871 snd obaewed on the 
Gland Bank. 
T m L E  6. General descriptive eharacteristier of food webs in two. and t h w -  
dimensional matincrnvironments (compiled from Brisnd and Cohen 1987). 
O s p o s a d m ~ k y ~ h a ~ . K .  End USA 
hur.c,..ro~h, .h0,. N Endl US* 
E.po..d me*) .hn. W"b,"P" 
Rotrrtar rock, .h". Wlu',,"rn" 
Rocky sham. Torch Bay, Alaska 
Rocky ahore. cape nattari, W..hington 
Rocky i o n .  Bey o1I'anam. 
Rocky shore, Gulf olMdne, USA 
Rwky shorn. Monbray Bay.C.liron,l. 
Bay pilings mmmun>ly, NewJereey 
Rock" shore. C l n l l o  Poi",. Cdiforni. 
Rock; C ~ P ~ . I  C ~ I .  
Rorky 8har. cap A"". M u r  
hlenw 245 3 6  3.8 
St.der: 0.49 1.1 1.0 
.HX"~.I~I.WV(SBlOh(AL LwIIImmn 
11 3.68 6 3 1  &rat nab. Mamhrll Islands 
20 3.26 6 6.6 *ntnrcticPacklceZone 
2 1  4.61 7 6.0 R o s  S n  
29 3.14 6 2.9 *rctic Las 
30 5.02 7 4.8 AnL%+c8~Sau 
4 1  6.92 8 5.8 Itopical8eau, rpip.140 zoo. 
43 3.13 6 4.0 Kelp bedrornmunily, South Calif. 
88 1.09 8 4.8 Svruga bay, eplpalagir rons,Japan 
hlenn: q.09 8.0 4.8 
SL d.r 1.02 1.2 1.0 
1.1 M g l n n l  numb- In Bdand mdCohrn(1981). 
A crucial point in Sehoener's hypothesis is t h e  erplidt intraductim of apace, 
which suggest- a toutalogical reasoning in this explanation. An interesting tetlt 
would be to mrnpare foa l  webs horn environments with equal PS and different 
dimensionality. If the  PS hypothesis is comet, then dimensionality in L C ~ E  w e b  
should not correlate with foad chain length. But i f the  correlation holds, lhcn them 
i s  something intrinsic about space, olher than it. obviava link la totoi pnduetion. 
that pmmoles longer f w d  chains. This is easy to  Bay, but quite dificult LC) 
investigal. One can anticipate diiliculties in msking eumparisona of PS nmqs very 
different types of envimnment Scbosner (19891 himself puinled out praetiml 
difieultiea in testing his hypothesis. 
Connectanse (C) is a measure of food web complexity. I t  ia defined un tiln nctual 
nnmber of interspecific iiter~clions in lhe web divided by the  mnrimum number uf 
binary interacliona possible. Herein I adhere to the otiinnl dufinition af 
eonnectance (Gardner and Ashby 1970) whereby interactions in the numer:ltnr 
include only tmphic interactionr. If n is the number of species in the web and L is 
the  number oftmphie links in the foad web matnr, then C = ZUnln-11 land C vntius 
from 0 to 11. May (1973), on theoretienl ground" anticipnled thc oxidcnco sf bounds 
to  food web complexity a8 messumd by tho pmdact nC. Simple biological 
assumptione ere neverlhelese enough to account far the relative constancy of nC 
(Pimm 1982). If each species inleracts with an approximately cunstont number nf 
sped- (s = 3 la 51, independently of the total number ofspecies in the  wsb In], than 
C = sdn2, a n d &  - s. Statislicnl analysis of published food webs has confirmed thnt 
the nC does remain within mttieted bounds lhjjmsanek and Stery 1879, YodEix 
1980) and that the number ofiinks in webs is proportionnl to n: L - 2n iCohen etul. 
19851. WinemiUer (19901, however, has recently argued that the value8 of Wn in 
published fwd webs am underestimated by idioayneratic omisaians of weak tmpldc 
l i n b ,  and that they should be expected ta be well above 2 (Winemiller 119901 found 
values of Wn that average 6.31 in his detsiled tmpical webs). 
The values of nC in the  Grand Bank food webs (Table 71 lie close to the top of 
the 2-5.8 range found in published m d n e  food webs lT8ble 6). Thus, on iruema. 
each species I" Figs. 32 and 33 interacts directly with a relatively high number of 
other species. It is not Likely that this can be explained only by a reletively low 
degree of tara lumping in the Grand Bank food webs. Sugihara e t  al. (1989), 
assessing the elfeet of tsxa aggregation in 60 invertebratadomhated food webs , 
round that the product nC tends to fail only slightly with ineressing tara lumping. 
Is them an vnusually high proportion of any particular type of trophic link that cam 
be related to the high values of nC 7 There are links between basal and 
intermediate species (LR1), intermediate and tap apecies (LIT), intermediate and 
intermediate species (LIll, and bmal and top species (LET). Table 7 presents the 
proportions of each type of link relative to the total number of links (L = LB, + Lm+ 
L + Lo,) in the Gland Bank food webs and the same pmpmtiona bmed on 
information pooled fmm s catalog of 62 published food webs (Brisnd and Cohen 
1984). The link between intermediate species and top predators (LIT) ia the  only type 
of link that shows an unusually high value in the Grand Bank webs (Table 71. The 
high values or Lnappear to be related to a high degree of omniwry, as compared 
with most published food webs. 
TABLE 7. Conneetanee and the pmportlon of each type uf trophic link in the Grand 
Bank food webs. L is the total number of trophic links in tho road web. LI is lbc 
number of links of type 1 [see test far link types), and n is the number of species. 
Food web stati8tics of the rntioa Lp are also presented far n sample of 62 wobe fmm 
Briand and Cohen (1964). 
Southern North.a.lem B.i."d & 
Pclagie Bcnthie Palsgic Benlhic Cohcn llBB4, 
I., From a sampleof 113food webs(Cohen et nl. 19851 
I fallow Sprules and Bowerman 11988) in definingon -as m y  pmdator 
that has a t  least one omnivorous looe. Such a loop exisu when o feeding path con bc 
traced directly to a prey and then back ta the predator through at least one other 
prey that occupies an intermediate position. Table 8 presents the valucs of lwo 
common indices of omnivory in the Grand Bmk webs, i n n  collection of40 fwd web8 
(P'imm 1980, Briand 1983). and in zooplanktoton webs in lnkos (from Sprvles and 
Bowerman 1988). The indices used are the dsgee ofomnivoly (the ratio between 
the number of omnivore loops and the number of top predntoml and the rnlin 
between the number domnhore  spcies and the number of tap predators 
Omniwry in the pels& webs of the Grand Bank appears to be unusually high 
(Table a), quite -parable to the high values for glacial lakes found by Sprulcs and 
Bowerman (1988). This high degree of omnivo~y appears to explain the relatively 
T ~ L E  a. Average degree of amnivory and the ratio of number of omnivores to 
number of top predators in the Grand Bank food webs, in a sample of 40 webs 
(Pimm 1980), and in samples of 248 nonglacial and 269 glacial lakes (Sprules and 
Boweman 19881. Numbers in brackets are standard deviations. 
high proportion of Lm links which result in high m n n e h c e  values. Pimm and 
h w t a n  (1978) studisd the l o d  stability of Lob-Volterra models of food chains 
with omnivore loops. They eoneluded that amnivory should be relatively rare in 
nature and that Ule omnivore, when present, should feed in nondjseent  tmpbic 
levels only rarely. Pimm (19801 subsequently showed ths t  real food webs indeed 
appear to have lesa omnivory than expected by chance d o n a  Yodzis (19841, 
however, argued that the rarity of arnnivary could be explained without invoking 
dynamical stability arguments. The argument was that it is difficult, in an 
evolutionary sense, to feed elflciently st different tmphic levels, and these 
dilfleulties are probably enhaneed when omnivory spans both plants and animals 
(Ycdzis 1984). 
But the observation that ornoivory is rare may in itself be distorted by pmr. 
quality data used to build published food webs. As Winemiller (19901 points out, 
fmm his analysis of detailed tmpieal webs, in aquatic envimnmenta, omnivory is 
likely to be far more abundant than is suggated by Pimm and Lawton (1978) and 
Pimm (1980). The tmphic position of aquatic spffies depends largely on body size 
and, consequently, these species can exhibit dramatic ontogenic s h i b  in habitat and 
diet ofa kind Ulat are uncommon among terrestrial predstm (Werner and William 
1984). In the course o f a  lifetime, a lwge marine predntar is likely to exploit n very 
wide range of prey (Pigs. 28 la 81). If these feeding interactions are all included in 
aquatie webs where lifestages ere not erpliciUy represented (ar in Fim. 32 and 33). 
then omnivory ean be expected to be high. There is some evidenrr that such 'life- 
history omaivory" may increase the chances of atability in very simple food web 
models that include amnivory (Pimm and Rice 198'71. Ursin (1982) suggests thot 
omnivore loops are probably quite mmman in the sea, and describes how 
substitution of the traditional linear chain: small pray + small predntod big prey 
+ big predator by the triangular omnivore loop: 
small predator1 big prey 
small prey -r big predator 
helps to explain trends in species abundance in the North Sen ecosystem 
Notwithatanding the fact that our sample size is relatively small, the Grand 
Bank food webs also exhibit the association between omniwry and long food ehnins 
suggested by Spruies and Boweman (19881. A possible explanstion is that the way 
omnivary is being measured necessarily leads to higher values far longer food choina 
when predatam elhibit life-history omnivory. Assume that s predator feeds upon 
m a t  trophir levels below its own in the course of its ontogeny. As the number of 
trophie levels ( t ~  increases linearly, o m n i ~ r a u s  ioaps increase nt leaat sa t:. 
Consider, for example, a linear fwd chain (A eats Bents C...). If it is assumed lhnt 
every "an-herbivomus predstar feeds upon all trophic levels below i t  (ercludin~ 
primary pmdusersl, then the number of omnivomvs loops equals ( r -3x1 - : ) / I .  
Since the number of top predators increases linearly with the number of species in 
observed food webs (Briand and Cohen 19841. the average degree of omnivory 
(Spnrles and Bowerman 1988 and Toble 8) can be expected to increase wilh food 
chainlengLh. 
3.6. Food webs,  Niche Space, and Body Size 
One version of Cause's "competitive exdvrion principle of niche separation" 
(Hadin 1960) states that species in a mmmunity em coerirt because their niches 
are not coincident. Spedea preserve niche separation by dilfeting in their pattern of 
resource utilization, and there are different wags thmugh which they eao achieve 
that. Invedigatm have o h n  m n a i d e d  diffmnt categories of niche dimension to 
systematire the study of resource utilization. Three mmmon categories are habitat. 
time, and food type (Goodall 1974, Schoener 19741. Any of these three categoties 
m::y comprise more than me dimension in the (abstract) Hubhinsonian niche, but 
they me not meant to be exhaustive. Predator avoidance and foraging abiiitiea are 
ernmples ofother dimensions seldom reported, probably becauac they are so dinicuit 
b a s s e s .  Schoener (1974) conducted a review of 81 case studies on the dimensions 
that primarily separate species with respect to reaoune utilization. He found that 
"habitat dimensions are important more oRen than food4yp dimensions, which are 
importnnt more a b n  than tempornl dimensions' (Schaener 1974. p. 33) and that 
species a n  usually separated along two dimensions of natural resources (see also 
Pian1:a 1974). 
Four years later. Cohen (1978) presented his investigation of 30 pvbliahed food 
webs aimed, among other things, a t  anrwdng a question somewhat complementary 
to Sehoener's (19141 interests: "What is the minimum dimensionality of a niche 
space necearmy to represent the overlap among observed [tmphiel niches ?" (Cohen 
1978, p. 4). Using a graphic approach a t  the time uncommon in omlogy, Cahen 
(1978) found that in habitats with limited physical and temporal heterogeneity, the 
overlap of species along trophic dimensions wn almmt always be represented in a 
single niche dimension. Cahen's result is not to be expected by chance alone and, in 
spite of ~oneeptual ambigvities and data limitations streseed by Cohen (19181, the 
result remained intriguingly vnerplained until Sugihads (1983) study. Sugihsra 
(19831 demonstrated that Cahen's Ending was just "the tip of the iceberg", an 
expression of evolutionary mnstraints underlying the way communities are 
assembled. Sugihsra (19831 demonstrate. that if. during the mume of community 
assemblage by sequentially arriving ~:olmiste, wery new species feeds on relativcly 
similar reaoumea, than, as a byproduct, the resulting food web should nlmnei 
always be an interval food web. Sugihara'a result m&es perfect aenae in the marine 
envimnmsnt, where body size is pmbably a major determinant of prey selection (am 
below). However, the evolutionary implications of his result me beyond the erops nf 
this thesis and therefore I will mainly focus on Cohen.8 result in the contest of tho 
Grand Bank food web% 
The first step in the investigation of the tmphie dimensions of niche space ix 
the adoption of some habitateoncept. This is an intuitive ennsequencc of Sehaenefa 
(1974) Fmdings. The features direrentieting between hnbitata are probnbiy 
multidin ensionai and dilferent fmm the dominant dimensions within ench Ihcbiwt. 
If the scope af the study extends over eompasite habitats, one can expect an inereoat 
in niehe dimensionality aimpiy beeause of that. Habitnt, however, is n term usuniiy 
ambiguously defined, when defined s t  all. Cahen (19781 uses an intcrpretotion 
attribvted lo Kohn bit. in Cohen 19781 whereby habitat is defined as o physical 
space whare there la some sort of uniformity in resped to n set of (biotic ondrnr 
abiotic) envimnmental variables. As with so many other ecological conecpta, hobitoi 
la therefore highly scale dependent (O'Nelll et d. 19861 and is potentially divisible 
into a hieramhy of nested subunits (Kolasa 1989). It is leR to the invcstigstor L e  
salve the problem of identifying these subdivisions a t  the oppmprinte level of hislhcr 
interest. Fmm this standpoint, the definition of fish assemblage meas presented in 
Chapter 2 can actually be seen as an attempt La identify, objectively, the f in i  
hierarchical division of the whole Grand Bank habitat But should the major 
zoogeographic regions identified be further subdivided ? I do not have n definitive 
answer to Ulis question. 
Given the mobility of most pelagic species and their apparent widwpmnd 
distribution on the Grand Bank, i t  seems unlikely that biological coherence will bc 
preserved with further horizontal subdivisions of the zoogeographic regions defined 
in Chapter 2. However. examination of the food web matrices IPimm 1982) of each 
region (Table 9 is an example for the Southern region) suggests the existence of 
apeciea guild. (i.e. functionally linked subsets of species in s given area), that a u l d  
be nssociatd with the water column on the one side and the bottom on the other. 
TMLE 9. Fmd web matrix of the Sautbern region (pelagic + benthie). A moss (X) 
indicates that a consumer (in columns) feeds on a resource (in rows). Notice the 
guilds formed by piagie consumers Ic1ou.l of X's a t  top leR) and by benthic 
consumevs(bottom right). Plaice, skate, and a d  feed in both habitats. 
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181 the water column one Bnds planktonic species, highly mobile pisctvorous 
predators, and planktonic predators. On the bottom one can identify an important 
guild largely dominated by benthic dettitivores. This plagic versus benthic food web 
diehatomy, shown in Figs. 32 and 33, is obviously an oversimplifiealaa It is bemr 
viewzd as trade-&between the need far a relatively uniform habitat bskgmund for 
each food web, as claimed by Cohen (1978), and biological continuity. I would point 
our, however. that it marches in g o d  agreement with the claims that thsre awe bnsie 
structural dilTerencea between food webs in two. nnd threedimcnrional 
environments (section 3.5). 
Suppose that the information on feoding intometions in cnch m d s n  of the 
Grand Bank is summarized acmrding to graphic mles other than the ones used in 
Figs. 32 and 33. We muld, for =.;ample. represent evem predator by a vertex and 
connect two predators with a link if these predators crploitsd n eommon resource. 
Consider far example Fig. 32.4. Seabinla m u i d  be linked to whnies beenuse Utey 
both exploit sand Ian=, euphausiids, and capelin. Calanu* ap, would be linked to tho 
nano-zooplankton because Ley have phytoplankton as n common resource. A glnph 
mnstructed according to this rule is called a niche overlap msph (NOGI (Cuhcn 
19781, also refered to as a consumer p a p h  (Sugiharo 19831. There arc 
disadvantages in collapsing information inlo NOG's, and aet~aally lhey nm not the 
only alternative to the graphic rules of Figs. 32 and 33 lSuehnra 19831. Mowevcr, 
the NOG pmvldea a general pietvre of the mmpctitive ovtlinns of n mmmunily and 
is useful to illustrate Cohen's (19781 main empirical result. 
Cahen (19781 found that the NOG of almost all published food wcbs can be 
represented by n one-dimensional picture called an intclwi mnph without loss of 
information. In graph theon, an interval graph ia s graph whose points am 
repmented by intervals along the real line (Harary and Palmer 19731. Figs. 34 nod 
35 are attempts to represent the NOD'S of the Grand Bank food webs in interval 
graph form. Each predator is represented by an interval along a stmight line, and 
two predator. are made to overlap if they overlnp in their diet 1i.e. if they are 
mnnected in the NOG). Fips. 34 and 35 illustrate that in three of the Grand Bank 
Bod webs considered (Southern pelagic. Southern benthic, Northeaalern peladd the 
information on the diet overlap of the p d a t o r s  can be collapsed into a single, yet 
unidentled, dimension (Pigs. 34A.B and 36AI. These throe food webs are called 
interval food webs (Caheo 19781. The same was not pasaible for the Nonhcsstern 
benthie web (Fig. 35B), for one cannot eollopsr all predators into o single dimension 
without leaving at least one out (hermit crabs in Pig. 3581. 
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Fipun 86. Food webs in the Nmtheatam Region (as in m. 34). A N- 
p k i c  web, m intwal fwd web. B. Norhadem batbic web. This ia oat en 
intmd food web bemuas it ennwt be oobped into om sin& dimension. T b  
interval repredenting M t  anbs A u l d  d p  with all apsda, but alate. It 
cannot be fittad into tbe pi* unless the praph is rebuilt with two or mom 
~~. 
But is this importat s t  all ? There is, of muse,  a fundamental intellectual 
mriosity thst arises from the observation that the vast majority of published fwd 
webs are interval, something that ia not to be sqected by chance alone. There are 
at least two additional intereats of internality. One is thst most mathematical theory 
on Ule limitations of niche overlap assumes one single dimension in niche space 1e.g. 
May and MseArihur 1972. May 19741. For analytical mnvenience, theoriate had 
assumed, without empirical evidence, '"a onedimensional spectrum of reso-s I...) 
sustaining several species, each of which has a preferred position in the speetrwn" 
(May 1914. p. 2981. Now the evidence that most food webs are interval validates the 
assumption (Cohen 1978). In most fwd webs a single dimension is enough to 
ordinets the information about the diet wedap of mnsymers in amement  with 
Gnuse's principle. Another interest of intewality is the mean in^ that can he 
attached to the species positioning along a line in each particular habitat Before 
addressing this point, however. I want to streas that we are atepping an very 
speculathe p u n &  since there ar. no reasons to believe that any real meaning can 
be attached to the line. As Sugihars 11983) remarks, this single dimension has a 
mnceptual analogy with an axis of a fsetoriai method in multivariate analysis 1c.g. 
Pfineipsl Components), combining Linesdy dependent variablee without always 
having a straightforward interpretation. Morewer, intervality does not exclude the 
interpretation of the community in a higher dimensional apace. The single 
dimension refers not to the number of biologiedy relevant environmental factors, 
which may he high, but b the minimum number of faetas needed to separate 
species. 
Bearing the above warning in mind, there appears to be a general trend in 
increasing (or decreasing) predator b d y  size aa one moves along the single interval 
dimension of Figs. 34 and 35. W~th the exception of whales, the pelagic i n t e n d  
graphs range from top predators (liah and birds1 to the nano-zooplankton in a 
relatively orderly way. The coospieuoua misplacement of whales is due to their well 
known predation upon swarming small pelagic apedes. The benthic g r a p h  split the 
species into two guilds: detritivore invertebrates and l q e r  ncktonie predntora. It 
wodd be precipitate, however, to conclude that body sire is the uniqve dimenalon 
avffleieot to represent tmphis niche spee on the Grand Bank. As Schocner (19741 
pointa out, dimensions in a habitat are seldom independent, and some nthcr 
monotonic comelste of body sire muld probably be uaod to interpret Figs. 34 and 35 
as well. But it is hardly surptiaing that body sire is the o-izetive dimension of 
niche overlap on the Grand Bank. On the one hand. this finding Is cnmpletaly 
consistent urith the apparent pdominanee of 'life-history omnivod in the aen 
discussed in section 3.5.3.. On the other hand, mntomporsry researeh has identifipd 
body size and energy transfer along sire spectra, fmm plankton to fiah, ns o 
structuring mechanism In marine mmmunities k g .  Sheldon et ul. 1972. Londry 
19'77. Platt and Denman 1978. Pope e t  al. 1987). 
In the marine environment, where most planta can bo easily intagrated in n 
continuum of size spectrum, as opposed to land where there is need tn mnnider 
organic structures with different eatable properties (e.g. Cousins 19801, tho simplc 
rule that ''the larger eats the (some order of magnitude) smaller" is likely to bc tho 
mGor determinant of niche structuring. If competition in the sen exerts a dominont 
influenee along the body sire aris of the Hutehinaonian niche, the net result of Ule 
process should he a regular spacing of species along that oxis and a t  random 
positions along others, as claimed by Gatz (1979) for stream fish mmmunities. A 
possible teat of whether body size is the determinant of niche overlap would be to 
consider the universe of all species arbitrsrily divided into size elsoaea, and then 
examine if every pair of overlapping classes also overlaps in diet. Conversely, it 
should also be cheeked if there are non-owrlopping sire classes that do overlap in 
diet. 
In the absence of available data to eonduct the above teat, I have rebuilt the 
NOD of the Grand Bank load webs, this time splitting some of the tap predators into 
sizpelassea and treating these as 'species" in tlna NOD. The interval properties of 
the food webs remained the same, still suggesting s gradual spsoing d s p e e i ~ a  along 
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3.7. Ecological Abstraction and Structure of the 
Southern Community 
3.1.1. Ecological abstraction 
The enormous complexity of real world ecological systema is the rcnson why 
'The study of population dynamic. and population interactions is, of necassity, n 
pmcsss of ecological abstraction' ITilmao 1989, p. 891. Both field ecolodsts and 
eoological modeliers acknowledge such need by carefully selecting the vnri J l o s  thnl 
are to be measvred and inco'pomted into their equations. Even ri!ntivcly aimplc 
boreal marine ecosystems apart from any physicnl variables Ins epitamiecd in the 
food webs of Figs. 32 and 33) are mmplex enough to impose the prarticd neal tu 
consider less than the total number of specie8 interections in modelling ererrirca. 
Then i t  is reasonable to inquire as to what species should he selcctcd for boinp 
incorporated into the models, and how the system properties which they prediet 
compare with properties ofan hypothetical model far the whole system. 
Perhapa the moat sensible appmaeh is to begin with some intuitive enterion of 
specie8 selection in the hope of arriving a t  testable predictinns that lend la Inter 
refinements IYodzie 19891. One such criterion is simply tn scleel very abundant 
species in the area of study and infer their mnin interactions fwm the typo of 
information presented in section 3.2 and summnrired in sections 3.3 and 8.4. There 
ere, however, theoretical baightp that can help in the course of this precess, mostly 
centered in the w o r b  of Sehslfer (1.9811 aod Bender e t  al. (1984). Schnfler 119811 
generalized MacArthur's (1972) derivation of the Lotkn-Vollem model of direct 
mmpetition among consumer species, in which the dynumics of the resource is 
assumed to proceed much faster than that of the consumer. Bender et nl. (19841 
achisrcd one other generalization that will be summsrized below. 
Suppose that we represent the dynamics of the whale set afn  specie8 in the 
community by a system of n dillerential equations with very general form, as in 14.11 
lsaction 4.2.21. Then suppose that we restrict our a:~dy to a subset of m consumer 
species lm s nl extracted rabstmted" in Schal(ef8 teminolagg) horn the entire 
n-dimensional aystem. Schaffr (19811 showed that the a-racy of the abstracted 
aystem of rn equations increases the faster the rate of renewd of the omitted (n-ntl 
resource species ar compared to the rule of renewal of them abstracted wnsumers. 
One can think of this rste of renewal as expressed either by the parameter r in the 
Latka-Voiterra equations of the omittedspeciss, or s. the elements 9 e  hypothetied 
wmmunity matrix (see aection 4.2) with dimension ln-n)x(n-m) rqzesenting only 
the interactions among the omitted species. The intuitive idea is the same as 
Ma&hw's (19721, i.e. the consumers' densities change but, because of their faster 
dynamics, the r e s o u r n  instantaneously adjvst to the density iwels appropriate to 
the current eonsumem'densities. 
Bender et d. 11984) arrived a t  another generalization. Conaider again the 
whole system of n species and the abstracted subset of m species. Bender et d. 
(19841 showed that if either the erect of every species in the he subset on every other 
(#r-rnl specios in the remaining system is diiciantiy small or the effect of spedes in 
the (!,-"?I remaining Bystem 0 0  the rubset of m abstracted species is avlliciently 
small. then we can approximate the behaviour of the subset of m species fairly well 
even if r e  ignore the remaining 0,-m) species. I have not defined the  exprossian 
"ereel of one species on another spr ies '  here because that will require the 
mathematics ofsections 4.2 and 4.4. Loosely speaking, I am refering to the long term 
effecis afone species on another both directly and indirectly via intermediate spciee 
(as expressed by the inverse of the community matrix; sea section 4.4.11. 
At least for certain purposes, including those of Chapter 4, it appears that the 
dynamics of certain sets d spcdes embedded in a whole system can be reaaanably 
well appmdmated when they are abstracted fmm the whole (see also Yodeis 1989). 
so long as the dynamics of the  sbstracted species proceed a t  a v e n  different pace 
from the rest of the system andlor there is a loose interaction between the spedes 
abstracted and the rest of the  system. As Yodzis (1989) points out, the decision te do 
the abstraction is a difieult one. and on the Grand Bonk we do not hove more than 
speculative mnsideratiam about how to do it. My ahstmetion of the Grnnd Bsnk 
community tekea special advantage of Schsffer'a (19811 lindings, and is more 
gmvnded m rnfercnces &out popdotion dynamic. stemming from body size nPchc 
individual orgaoisms (Peters 1983) than on actual measurements a t  the populnti& 
level. 
To model the tmphic relationships in the marine mmmunity in the Southern 
region, I have abstracted s simplified system composed of only seven species nut *of 
the entire system stereotyped in Figs. 32 and 33. The species selected for my 
analysia are the dominant vertebrates on the southern Grand Bank: capelin. asnd 
lance. Atlantic cod. American plaice, thorny akats, yellowtail flounder, end sanhirds. 
This selection compriqes species that accounted for 80 to 90% of the  catches during 
10 years of gmundfiah surveys on t h e G m d  Bnnk(Figs. 21 and 221. ns well na thoao 
very abundant vertebrates lmown to be less vulnerable to demersal tmwling. The 
omitted species are the whales and, most importantly, invartebrntcs wiU1 very smnll 
body size (see Figs. 32 and 33). Whales nre seasonal visitors whose biomnss is  nt 
least one order of magnitude lower than that ofthe Gnh. They were asaumod b hove 
s minimal impnet on the spedea seieeted (see also Piatt e t  al. 19891. Simply hued 
on allometric relationships between body size end populstian parameters (Blucuciss 
e t  al. 1978, Petera 19831.1 assume that all the main invertebrates omitted have both 
l a v e r  intrinsic popdstian gmwth rates and much shorter generation times tho" 
any of the vertebrates included. The faster the turnover rate of the spedcs omitbd 
relative ta the dominant vertebrates, the closer the predictions of my simplified 
models should be relative to what one would predict had all the species been 
mnsidered. 
3.7.2. Alternative model stmetores on the Southern Grand BaDk 
There are two main types of relationships between apceies in o eommunity. 
Inkrapadfie rslationshipa (e.g. between prey and predator) and inlmspffiitc 
relotiondips (usually assumed sell-damping) due to interference between 
individuals of the same species. Interspecific relationships, in their bmadar m e .  
can be iderred from the type af review om feeding interactions presented in section 
3.2 and summarized in the fwd webs of section 3.4. Food webs, however, are 
imprecise representations of species interactions, becauhe they provide no insight 
into the influence that species have on each other's dynamics. Questions such as 
"What sre the relative coaaquencfs for the densities of md and pla ia  if capelin 
growth rate decreases ?I cannot be answered without a more precise formulation of 
the system in which these species are embedded. However, even in a aimplitied 
system involving only swen species there is mnsiderahla uncertainty in regard to 
the structure that translates well the  main features of species interactions aver the 
full year. For example, should comptition between yelloartail flounder and other 
fishes be taken into account ? And whet about intraspecilic relationships: are there 
significant ~eiEdamping erects for each specie? I shall handle this problem by 
building elternalive bypothetied configurations to represent the main apecisl 
internet>ons in the Southern Grand Bank community. 
Using the information reviewed in this Chapter and resorting to the digraph 
symbology described by k v i n s  (1974) and Jefiiea (1974), I have built five 
hypothesized eom6gurations of community topology on the Southern Grand Bank 
(Fig. 37) which I will hereefier refer to as the basie models. Each species is 
represented by a vertex and two vertices are linked when a n  impartant relationship 
is assumed to exist between the  mrmpanding species. Each link in Fig. 37 is 
identified by the corresponding element of the community matrix (see section 4.2 
and Appendix 1). Linka headed by an m w  indieate a positive enhancing erect af 
the dona. on the recipient (e.g. cspelin on plaice, aJi). 'hareas those headed by a 
cirele reprerent a negative effect (e.g. plaice on eapelin. -al,). The main diflerences 
betweon the basic models in Fig. 37 concern the paaitiaa of yellowtail flounder in the 
community. A short description of each model follows. 
Basic &el I. This is the basic model of which all others are ertensions. Sir main 
predator.prey interactions are hypathenired. Th-e indude the exploitelion of 
capelin by cod, plaice, and Seabkds: and the erpioitotion of  sand lance by cod, pioice. 
and thorny skate. YeUoutail i* not rep~sented in model I. Pltt's 119761 study of 
yellowtail feeding habits suggests a greater dependence upon nmphipods. 
euphsusiids and palyehaetea. The predation of lame yellowtsil 1, 39 cml upon 
capelin and sand lance is assumed not to have an importance comparable to that 
attributed to md and plaice IPitt 1913. Akenhead et al. 1982. Uily 19671. This model 
alao asaumea that there ia oo aignificsnt competition between yellowtail and e d .  
plaice or skate. 
Bask mdel II. Yeliowtail is induded in this model and is hypothesized to compete 
directly with plaice. Competition here ie understnod as purely ~onsumptivc with o 
co!leetivi~t utilization of space (e.6 Yodris 1989). Following Pitt (1913. 11761, lhis 
could be due to a diet weriap that  includes amphipods, euphsusiids, ophiuroids. 
eehinoids, sand lance, and eapelin. 
Basic d l  111. Yeliowtail is represented preying upon n clmmon resnuree wilh 
cod, plaice, and thorny skate. Although labeled sand lance in Fig. 31, this resource 
could indude a much bmader range of bottom dwelling organisms common to the 
diet of these species. 
Bask d l  N. Yeliowtsi is hypothesized to be in direct competition wilh thnmy 
skate. This could be justified by a diet overlap on polyehnetes. benthic smphipods 
and sand lance (Pitt 1916, Templeman 19821. 
Bask d l  V, Combines models I1 and IV. Yellowtaii is hypothesized to be in 
direct competition wltb plaice and thorny skate. 
~ U I C  Yodel Ill 
Fig. 37. Fie basic models hypothesizing the predominant interactions between the 
dominant vertebrates in tbe southern Grand B d ,  Armwa indieate s positive effect 
of the donor on the recipient, whereas links headed by a drde indicate a negative 
eflect. Links are identified by the corresponding elements ofthe mmmunity matrix. 
There are at  least two other major wurces of structural ~ ~ e e n n i n t y  nst 
mvered by the basic models of Fig. 37. One c o n e m  the existence of intraspeifie 
effeiecta. In Fig. 37 it is assumed that apeties a t  the bottom of the structure (eapelin. 
aand lance) are seU.damped became they upiait depletable rasoureea, nut erplicitly 
represented in the model, that are themaelver Limited by physical factors (Pimm 
1982, Puecia and Lsvins 1986). I t  is very dimcult ta evaluate intmapeeifi~ cffe t .  in 
other than basal species (see Pimm 1982, Chap. 4 for a revie*, of the controversy). It 
ia possible that thomy skate, yellowtail, and seabirds should also incarporate such 
effects. Competition among birds for breedirlg sites might be among the reasons for 
justifying selfdamping effects. For thorny akete and yellmail, their diets may bc 
only marginally dependent upon sand lanee (Templemsn 1982. PLtt 1976). Sdf- 
damping elfeeta would therefore be justified becouse they exploit depletable 
resourtea not explicitly included in the madel. 
SeW.dampinp effects are additional biological interactions that can be 
incorporated into the basic models af Fig. 37. One other potentially important 
interaction not yet considered ia the prering of l a m  cod (> 89 em) on smnil plaice 
(Minet and Pemdou 1978, Liily and Rice 1983). Eight dinerent combinations of 
these additional species interactions were considered. Each combination (hemoRer 
called a model version) is labelled from o to h and is incolpornted in turn with each 
basic model of Fig. 37, yielding a total of 40 possible topologicnl conligurotians 
representing the main structural features of the southern Grand Bank community. 
These will d l  be considered in Chapter 4. Table 10 summnrizes the topolagieal 
differences among the five basic madels and among the eight versions of each hnsie 
model. An additional detail, not shown in Table 10, is that I trest the two "satellite" 
predators (seabirds and skate) in n diflemnt way. When self-damping is introduced 
in eeabirds I will trest them aa having a donor eontroled (e.g. Pimm 1982, Lawtan 
1989) mistionship with eapelin i.e. imeflieient -atl in the mmmunity matrix is 
made null). 
TULE lo. Feature. of the 40 models to be screened. Features 1 to 5 distinguish the 
bapie model8 I to V. A cmss (r) indicates that the model incorporates the feature in 
that raw. Each bapic model combines with sight different model versions (a to h). 
Features 6 to 9 distinguish the m d e l  vemiana. 
Basic Models 
I 11 111 IV v 
1. Yellowtail present I X X X  
2. Yelluwtail competes wl plaice 
8. Yellowtail competes wl skate 
4. Yell. competes wlplaiee and skate 
5. Yellowtall feeds on rand lance 
Versions of each basic madel 
a b c d e f g h  
6. Cod fee& on plaice X X X X  
7. Self-damp. in seabirds I x x x 
8. SelEdamp. in sknte I X X X  
9. Self-damp. in yellowtail x x x x  
All 40 models are simplistic but b iologic~y acceptable representations of the  
Southern Grand Bank mmmunity. It is very dimcult to discriminate among them on 
n biological basis. In Chapter 4 1 d l  use e mathemetical miterion to s m m  all 
models and make a s e l d i m  of what I will call "viable models'. 
SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS 
There i s  a complex network of traphic interaetiana within the two mnjnr 
zw~ographie  regions of the Grand Bank (the Southern and the Norlhenskm 
Repiow). It is possible to depict the mqiar features of these networks and m 
r e m ~ i z e  differeneel between them, but t he  cxtent to which populations influence 
eseh other's gmwth rates ss n consequence of trophio interactions i s  by no means 
dear. The mast important diflerenees between the two regions ore probably relakd 
with a very abundant benthic feeder, yellawtnii flounder, that is p n r n t  in the 
Sauthsrn region but is absent in t he  Northeaslem. On average, food chains on the 
Grand Bank sre eholt, espadaliy when involving the benthic organisms, bu t  they 
involve e high degree of omniwry that is uncommon in other published rood webs. 
An examination of the Grand Bank food webs with a focus on d i d  overlap of 
predabrs suggests that body sire is pmbably the moat important structuring factor 
of niche space. Abstraction of seven dominsnt vertebra- and their tmphie 
interactions out of the entire community i n  the Southern Region, yields live honic 
digraph models with 40 possible versions. All are biologically reosanahlr, hu t  there 
is no abjectin biological basis upon which t o  discriminat. between them. 
Chapter 4 
Making Predictions in an Uncertain Grand Bank 
4.1. Introduction 
In Chapter 2 I have idensned and describe3 bmad areas oo the Grand Bank 
charnetaired by a relatively homogeneous rnlodfish mmpositioa The species 
inhabilig these areas remained mughly the same over the time period surveyed 
and the mntaun of each area recvmed amund the same geographical positions yesr 
after yeor. In Chapter 3 1 hove reviewed availsble literature an the diet of the 
dominant species on the Grand Bank and mmpamd the  nlstie properties ofihe foad 
webs in the above areas with the propeltie of other published marine foad webs. All 
the most nbundsnt spcies in the two mdor fish arsernblage regions of the Grand 
Bank are both directly and indirectly mnnected through important pathways of 
feeding interactions. Such ceonn~ctions raise the possibility that apeeiea dmamis  
ean he Ceated from a n  integrated, mullispecifre perspective. This synecalogieal view 
of t h e  marine ~ommunity will be present throughout Chapter 4. 
lo the closing seetioo of Chapter 8, we have seen that although f w d  webs can 
provide useful guidance ls generd outlineaof community organization, they- poor 
sources of information when it comes to details ol functional relationshipa among 
specieli. Even in a simplled system involving only seven spsies, there ia 
coosidersble uncertainty in regard b which structure beat represent8 the 
cmnmunity. In Chapter 4 I foeua om the  ansequences that these and other types of 
uncertainty have on our ability to underatand community dynamics in t h e  Southern 
Grand Bank. Mne spffifically, I investigste how uncertainty hinders our ability to 
predict changes in species abundance pmvoked by certain types of envirnnmentnl 
&urbstions that marinemmmunitiea are known to endure. The matter ia o ldi red 
importan* ta discuss if there are limits to our  knowledge about the  long term 
behaviaur of biological mmmunities. To what extent can we determine mmmunity 
dynamiai, given the pervsaive eharseter of uncertsinty in the real world and in our 
models? 
Chapter 4 begins with a brief summa- of the familiar msthsmatienl 
backgmvod that  characterized mest thearetical community -log), in the 80's and 
70's. In rc t ion 4.3 I intmduee press perturbations, a mnvenient way of describing 
crrtein types of environmental impacts (Bender el al. 1984). The mnthsmnticai 
protocol of thin lechnique i s  presented in section 4.4. Since my purpoao i s  tn 
lovestigab hoa, uncertainty hinders our  predictive abilities on t h e  Grmd Bonk, i t  ia 
convenient to systematize the  types of uncertainty that  one may expert W find 
(section 4.6). as wli  as their pwsihle consequences. Section 4.6 ia a stntementof the 
method8 ueed b w d  on the foregoing expoition. The results ore organized by Dpics 
in section 4.7 anddism~ed in section 4.8. 
4.2. Mathematical Background 
4.21. The communitymahir appmach 
Thmughaut Chapter 4 I aesume that, a t  the spatial seals defined hy t h e  
contoun of t h e  major assemblage regions on the Grand Bank, the smvth rates of 
the most abundant long-lived spseies are mt simply uncwrdinated reaponsea ta the 
physical environment. If this i. true, one s h o d d  be able to write same sort of 
relatianship betreen the gmwth rate d mch spodea and the abundance of all 
speeias in t h e  system. I impme practically no restrictions on the brm of this 
relalionship or on the time scale to which it applies. There is, haweve.. aptice to pay 
for lhese generalities. as one might anticipate fmm Godfray and Biythe's (1990) 
recent assertion that '"'he question of the actuai complexity of the ddynsmica of 
natural communities is one of the major problema of mntemporary population 
biolopy", 
It is out of the question to study the global d p a m i o  ofa realistic set of spedes 
within the full range of values that their densities can take. In the fimt place, t h e  
mathematics of single speeien and two.speeies models are not readily extended t o  
more mmplex nod realistic multispeciea systems, even with the simplifying 
essumptions of the logistic equation (May 1973, 1976). Actually, the step fmm two to 
three spdes is enough to intmduce qualitative change. that make the dynamics 
exmedingly complicated (May and Leonard 1975, Gilpin 1979, Hastings and Powell 
19911. In t h e  second place, the global analysis of mdtispeciea modela impmen a 
strict mathematical definition of functional relationships among species about which 
we are uncertain and, with it, a proliferationsf relevant parameters that we ignore. 
The most mmmon alternative to studies of the glohd dynamies of mrnmunities 
hns been the local specification of species gmwth rates nears point of phase space 
(i.e. the multidimensional apace def ied by ares that represent spedes densities) 
around which the mmmanity is aasumed to fluctuate (Levins 1968, May 1973, P i m  
1982, Yofis 1989). The community is then represented by the mmrn~nity matrix 
(Levins 1968) whose elements, a,, . are the p r  capita influence ofspeciea j on apeties 
1 a t  the equilibrium point. Despite the mntmversial oaaumption of n paint 
equilibrium t h a t  la inherent in the mmmunity matrix approach (Yodzie 1988b1, it is 
still quite maeonable ta use it as a simplified way of addredng certain quetions 
that would otherariae require an intractable mathematical formulotion. I t  is usunlly 
impossible m establish global stability eristenee or non.exirtenrc around t h e  
quilibrium point in biologkally realiatio models. whereas the eetabliahment of loed 
stability ia a relatively simple mattarthat I summarize next. 
41.2. Basic definitions 
h u m e  t h e  rate of change in abundance of any of the rt apeeios sbrtmchd in 
the Southern Grand Bank is same function of t h e  obvndano of nil species in t h c  
system. Then t h e  rate can be represented by on expression with general form 
ax; 
14.11 T-f,CXl.XwX,). i =  I ..... t8 
where Xi is t h e  abundance of species i and f i  is any mntinuously dilferenlioblc 
function of the state variables XI. Assume system 14.11 h a r  a non-trivinl equilibrium 
point, X' (with all $ > 01. At X, all rates of change will be null: 
One can evaluate the effect of one apedes' density upon another sped-' gmwU~ ra te  
when the system is a t  X' by calculating t h e  partial derivatives of 14.11 a t  
equilibrium: 
The Jombian matrix. A ,  formed by the nZ partial derivatives ad, for all pairs (i, J), 
is earnmanly called the ~ornmunitv matr*(levins 1968) in the mlo&+cal literature; 
The nil's have a partidarly impatant biological mesning. They are the p r  
mpilo elT-1 afthe density of rpcies j an the growth rate ofspecies i in a suEciently 
amall neighborhood of the equilibrium pint. Their exact form depends on the form 
of functions f i  in 14.11. and even if the I j s  are not Imown, one can do qualitative 
predictions concerning at least some of the a,+. Their sign a n d  relative magnitude 
are immediately determined from the biological naNre of the interaction between 
apniea i and j. For example, i f j  is a prey and i is a predator, then ail should be 
positive, w h e r ~ ~  all should be either negative (if Ule predator affects the prey 
growth rate) ar null (if it does not - a situation called donw contml dgnamies - see 
DeAngeiis 1915 and Lswton 1989). As illuatratpd in section 4.6.1, one can even go 
further, atating relative orders of magnitude for the a,;& Far example, heauae the 
per enpita impact of a predator on the prey popohtion ia likely to be much stronger 
than the reverse impact, then all la likely to he a t  least one o&r of mepnitude 
larger than ail. 
Suppose system [4.11 is allowed to attain its point sttractor X'. It is relevant to 
know how 14.11 h e h a w  if dieplaeed away from X', for example by a change in the 
density of the componeot spcies 1. Does the new vector of population densities X 
tend b retvln to X' ? If yea, how fast ? In a sfiriently small neighhorhmd of X', 
the behaviaur 01 L4.11 can h e  analysed through a procedure famUiar to e-uoity 
eeoladsts. The system is approtimated by the fimtarder expansion ofTayid8 series 
around the equilibrium. The behaviaur of such approtimation depends on n 
mnstsnte. hi, which are the eigenvalues of the community matrix A It can be shown 
that once perturbed. system L4.11 will return to equilibrium with time if. and only if, 
d l  eigenvdues ofA have negative real parts (0.g. lewontin 1969, May 1973 Chap. 2. 
P i m  1982 Chap. 2, Yadzis 1989 Chap. 5). Such equilibrium ia then anid Lo be 
aaympBtically atsble. Becaw the return to equilibrium ia guaranteed only within 
a ( u s d y  unknown1 domain ofattradion smvnd X' , where the Taylor flnt.order 
appmrimatisn does not deviate too much fmm system 14.11, it ia called n && 
&equilihdum. Local stability of system 14.11 can therefore be meemtined baped 
on the mmspandent community matrixA This is an important mault that dlawa 
the study of system 14.11 so long as the popvlations mmain ciaae e8,ough ~n 
equilibrium andthe elemente a,jof A can be estimated. 
The speed of decay of a deviation ofaystem 14.11 away fmm X' turns out to be 
relevsnt. One can argue that species deruitior moy be expecled to exhibit leas 
fluctuation in a system whwe return to equilibrium is mpid, fallowing n 
perturbation, as compared to species densities in a aysem whom return ia slow 
(May 1973. Pimm 1982). An intuitive viewpoint is that smdlcr population 
fluctuntions, characteristic of Le former type of systems, ore nssociohd with n 
greater likelihood of population pemistence (Levins 1968. Beddington e l  nl. 1976. 
Pimm and Lawton 19771. The speed of decay of nny system deviation nwny from thc 
equilibrium is usually faster the more negative the real par1 of the smnller 
eigenvalue (A,] of A. A possible measure of how fast this return to equilibrium 
oaurs is the return time: -liRe(hdfll. where Relh0,,J is the  rcol pod of h,,,,, 
(May 1973, Pimm a n d  Lawton 1977). 
Consider a community matrix A, baaed an some given system 14.11. Suppose 
the signs of the  non-zem elements a,, are kept unchanged, but their magnitudes me 
arbitrarily altered. If wely new system 80 obtained is never locally stable. lhon the 
origind matrix ia said  lo be gualitativelv unstable. This  dclnition i s  simply the 
mirror image of the desnition of qualitative stability  amm manly round in the 
emloeienl literature (May 1978, Jeffries 1974, timm 19821. Qvalihtive instability 
therefore depende only on the qualitative nature (i.e. the aipnsl of the nan.zero 
elements of A. It is a consequence of Ule biological nature ofthe inleractions linking 
the species in the community, hspectively of Ule strength of Leae links. For s 
system of type 14.11 which is not quaiitatively -table, one may then assodate some 
non-null probability that the system is laeslly stable. twill say that a sydsm oftype 
[4.11 is a viable system (or a viable model) if it is not qualitatively unstable and It 
has a likelihwd grealer than 1% afbeing locally stable. 
4.3. EnvironmentaJ Perturbations and Press 
Perturbations 
Certain categories of environmental perturbations ere characterized by having 
a unidirectional and persistent effect upon marine populations. Examples om 
human activities, such as fisheries and palluting industries, that introduce 
persistent mortality f a h m  and therefore s e c t  papulation gmwth mtcs. Climutic 
parameters that change unidimetisnaliy through time and pmduee responses c t  tho 
population Level (Davis 1986) also fall into this category. A simple way ofmneeiving 
the emct of these perturbatiane is to think of a mntinuovs removal (or, more mrely, 
addition) of s certain number of individuals per unit area per unit time tu the 
population. Bender. Caw, and Giipin (19841 developed the mathemat id  pmtouol nl 
a eertain trpe of emlogical experiment that fits well into this description ol 
unidirectional and persistent environmental perturbations. They have dclierihed 
experimental manipulations of biological communities that consist of a sustained 
alteration of species densities (usually by removing individuals) maintained until 
the unperturbed species reach a new equilibrium density. Bender c t  ai (19841 
dubbed these eweriments press perturbations. I will use press perturbotions in thc 
mntext of the .?outhem Grand Bank community as a way of simulating o bmod 
range of environmental perturbations that fulfill the requirements or persistene~ 
and unidireetionality described shove. 
A relevant question macerning the outcome ofpress perturbations is "Oncc thc 
experiment iainitisted, haw dospecie. densities in themmmunity compare with the 
original densities 1'. To answer this question it is emeiai to make n distinction 
between short and long term outaomes of press perturbations (Yodzis 1989). Short 
outcomes of press perturbations ere very much what one would intuitively 
predict from a basis howledge of 'who este who" in the food web Wodzia 1989. 
Chap. 7). Short term effects are basically the result afdireet effects between species. 
For example, if speeies j eats s p d e s  i, then a e o n t h o u s  removal of species j 
pmmpte an immediate increase in the density of species i. This immediate response, 
however, is the bednning of a transient move of species densities in the whde 
community to a new situstlaa The Cial. bnl ceonaeqvenees of pmss 
perturbations in mmplex systems are by no means obvious (see section 4.4). I t  is 
well known that indirect effects, whereby species A alleets species C tbmugh a chain 
of intermediate species (B,, B2, ... ), may sometimes nullify or wen reverse 
intuitively expected outmmes (Levins 197.5. Holt 1977, Lawlor 1979, Kerfoot and Sih 
1987). 
Both ahart and long term outmmes of press perturbations are potentially 
predictable (section 4.41, sa long as we are able to adequately describe the functionel 
relationships between species in the community and so long as the dwription 
remains valid for a reasonable period of time. The problem arises because we are 
no1 able to do eo. Our emlogical models ere usually plagued with uncertainties of 
various t y p r  We are uncertain about what biological interactions signiFx~anUy 
influence population gmwth rates, and we are uncertain about the values that we 
should attribute to d l  sorts of population parameters. In the following sections I 
present the mathemstieal framework of prsss perturbations and then proceed to 
examine the extent to which the outcomes of press perturbations can be determined 
in the face of these various sources of uneerbintv. 
4.4. Theory of Press Perturbations 
The mathematical pmtoed of mmmunity perturbation expsrimcnts hns been 
developed by ~ender  et al. 11984) (see dsa ~ a d r i s  19891. Suppose that system 14.11 
haa some point in phase space, X', such that 14.21 ur true. We condact n press 
perturbation on the commumty represented by s p k m  14.11 by continunvsly 
removing individuals ofapeties k fmm h e  community st rate I* System 14.11 will 
lhen he written: 
As pointed out in section 4.3, there is s critienl distinction holween whnl 
happens to species densities at once and n long time aner the panurhutilrn is 
initiated. I will begin by sddrwsinp the long term hchnviour 0114.41. 
4.4.1. Long term: The Importance of hdlrect effect. 
Assume that I, is small enough not to drive nny of lhe species to artinclioo 
Given time, the commun~ty will move to s new lor return to the snrncl point 
attractor where all have "an-null equilibrium den~itics and syiltcm 14.41 ix 
null. The new equilibrium densities will depend on It. If we represent Lhem by 
q!(thl. system (4.41 can then he written: 
To evaluate the change ei q:11,1 in the neighhorhoud of the equilibrium point. 
we dimematiate equations 14.51 with respect 0 I* Using the chain rule. 
notice however. from t4.31snd l4.41.that 
hence. 
ax. 
" 0  'fk 
ax. xj Okj $ = 1 
in matrix terms, arsuming "on-singularity of A. 
element ia in row k. It is lhen clelear that the rate of change at the equilibrium 1 
density of species i, in reagent ta the rate of mmavel of individvela from apeeies k, 
s impl~ equals 0:'' .i.c. the element (i, A) of the mallir Umt is the inveme ofthe i 
mmmun,ty mstdr: 1 
Expression 14.61 is mrdal because it illustrates why the long term 
consequences of press perturbations are oot obvious. All the elements of on inverse 
matrix are linear combinations of the elemente of the matrix fmm which it 
originates. Each 9 ' )  is therefore a fundion of the elements 0 1 4  and includes both 
the direct effect of population k on i (defined in 14.31) and the effects mediated by 
intermediate species that are found in all poseible paths between i and k ,  that is the 
indirect effects between i and k.  As an example, eonaider model I in Fig. 37. A prcsn 
perturbation that removes capelin continuously hm a direct negative elled on end 
density through a 4 ~ .  However i t  also has indirect effects mediated by plaice and 
 and lane,  and these must be tsken into account. In the long run. the globnl effect 
of a perturbation ofcapelin an cod may D m  out to he rather counter.intuitive. 
4.4.2. Short term 
Yodzia (1889)shoared that the trnnsient hehnviovr of the density ofspeciea i. ~n 
response to a suflidently small perturbation af thc density of spoeies k .  A It, is given 
by 
where Xl(t) is Ule density of species i s t  time I ,  X; is the density before the 
perturbation, a ~ d  ap is element 6 k )  of the community matrix raised to the 
power (m.1). The magnitude of the change observed in any species i a t  time t (time 
in the same units used in eqa. !&.I)) ia therefore s sum of products involving the 
elements Q of the matrices Ae' (m = 1, + 4. The suceesaive terms in tba sum nre 
weighted by terms of the series Itm / m I). For small values a f t  (1 = 1. 2) these 
weightings rapidly become negligible as rn inmasea: 
meaning that the change in the density of species i is dominated by the elemente ark 
of matrices A and A ~ .  These elements express the direct elfen of species k on 
species i ( t h ~  elements of A). end the indirect effect via paths having only one 
intermediate species between k and i (the elemente of AZ). As time goes by, the 
importance of weighting terms with larger m's increases, therefore lnmsaing the 
mle of elements of matrices A', A4, e t f .  The indirect effects of species k o n  species I. 
involving progressively more intermediate species, are then bmught inta play. 
During the transient period the density of species i may change in a direction that 
is contrary to the final density that the species will achieve. 
Clearly, qualitative predictions about the short term erect of press 
perturbations are only fleeted by uncertainty coneeming model s t m c t m  
(uncertainty of type I11 - sea section 4.51. Once a model structure is selected (and 
therefore the sign of all aJ.1, short term predictions are automatieally determined. 
Uncertainty about the a h l u t e  values of parameters atj will not change short t e r n  
qualitative predictions. Far this reason, and because resoume managers are usually 
concerned with the long term conaequenes of slutsinable perturbations on marine 
papulntirns, I wiU not devote further attention ta short term erects. 
4.4.5. Loop Analysis 
We have seen that the long term outmme ofp- perturbations can be studied 
uaing the inverse of the community maV* (equation 14.611, When Aia unkowm, one 
way to investigate press perturbations ia to airnulate "pla~sible" A matrices Ulmugh 
Monte Cnrlo methods (see section 4.6.1). Another method ia the one described by 
Levins (1974. 19751 and P u d a  and Levins (19851 under the name of"1nop nnalysir" 
(see Appendix 11. Levins (1975) derived a reistionsh~p between 14.61 and nn 
important expression of loop malysis: 
where F, ia called the feedback a t  level n in the mmmunity nnd n is the lolul 
number uf apeeiea. In general. feedback ia the effect lhat s species has on itself by 
way of a number of intervening species (see Appendix 1 for Cull explanation nf sq. 
[4.81). 
There are two paints to take note of in regard to expression 14.81. One is that 
the denominator is always negative m imally stable swtems of type 14.lI. The other 
is that the nvmerator can be expanded in tenna of sums of products of the 
(unknown1 a,'% There sums can be extremely long for systems with many sp~eics. 
but can be dealt with in simpler ones. Consider for exompie our malei II(seo1inn 
3.7.2, Appendix 11. Suppose we wont to know the effeel of n negative press 
perturbation upon capelin on the equilibrium density of md. The numerator nf14.81 
can be witten (Appendix 1): 
We can make an educated guess on the sign thot 14.91 would hnvs were the real 
values far ths a$ known. It seems likely thot it would be negdive, which implies 
that 14.81 will be negative too (remember that F, is negative). In other words, in tho 
context of model IL a sustained removal of capelin will affect ead density negelively. 
or, even mme simply stated, '"the less capelin, the leas cod in the long mn*. In 
seetion 4.6.2 1 prpsent s more rigorous cnmrion used to deride on the sign of 
expressions like [4.91. 
4.5. Uncertainty and Indeterminacy 
In section 4.4 we haw seen that s critical antecedent of prpdicting the outmme 
of pa% pdvrbations h a basic knowledge of community structure, aa expressed by 
the community matrix. But we me usually vew uncertsin about A: what are the 
non.null elements of A and wbat values should they t&e 1 When uncertainty is ao 
pervasive it becomes s topie in Itself, and it is convenient ta start by systematizing it 
ocmrding to the otterion thst better fits our purposes (Hilborn 1987, Riea 1900), I 
stay close to Rice's (19901 ~lasaiflration by eoneidering two msjor types of 
uncerlinty: 
(11 Uoeertninly about the way species slfect each ether's m w t h  rates and. 
therefore, about earrect male1 stmeture. 
(2) Uncertainty about model parameters 
Both types of uncertainty have mnsequences for our ability to make 
predictions about community dynamic$. I will ermine the combined eflect of the 
two types ofuncertainty and theefiet ofuneeddnty of type@) done. 
4.6.1. Uncerta inty  and struchval indeterminacy 
Section 3.7.2 provides s typical example of uncertainty of type (D. Ignorance 
about the extent to which spades affect each other's dynamics leads to uncertainty 
nbaut the mdcl  structure that best desrribes yesr.round s p d e s  interaetiona. I have 
handled uncertainty of type (11 by building 40 alternative model mnfigurations thst. 
although far fmm comprebenshe, ewer a h i r  range of structural posaihilitiea. The 
madeb stay within the boundaries of what is biologically aceepteble, judging from 
the litemture rwiew conducted in Chapter 3. They were presented in antion 3.7. 
The methodology vsd (Imp analysis), however, will not allow to isolate the 
consequences of uotertalnty oftype (11 alone. 
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Suppose that we want to investigate how vnrertainty of t y p  (2) allwta our 
ability to predict the long term ouimme of press prturbstions. We pick a givsll 
model atructvre (thereby eliminating uncertainty of type (1)) and randomly draw a 
set sf parameter values from their mflrdence intervals to fill in our  model. A press 
perturbation is then simulated upon species i and we take note of the long term 
direction of change in the density of spdea j, as expressed by the sign of element (i, 
11 of A-' . This pmceas is then repeated a large number of times. thereby 
originating a certain amaunt of random variation in A-I. Notice that the model 
strveture remains the same, only the set of values taken by the perameters varies. 
In an extreme situation, our prediction about direction of ehangn of the density of 
species j will always be the same no matter what set of parameter values was used. 
As in section 4.5.1, I will then say thst the autmme of the press perturbation for the 
pair (i, j )  is completely m. Most likely, however, same sets of values will 
lead to a given prediclion :;nmeaae, no change, deoreaae) and other sets will land to 
other predirtiom. Yodzis used lhe term dir~etionailv determined to refer to the long 
term effwt of species i upon species j when s t  least 95% of the sets of parametric 
values lead to the same qualitative prediction about the direction of change of 
spwies J.  Otherwise, Yodzis (1988a) calls the outcome direetianalh undetermined. 
HereaRer I employ Ydria' terminology to avoid unnecesssry proliferation of t e r n .  
Although directional indeterminacy csn he caused by both types of uncertainty, in 
this study I always arroeiate it with uncertainty of type (21, and reserve the  term 
structural indeterminacy (defied in section 4.5.1) to refer to directional 
indeterminacy that is caused by uneeltainty of type (1) and (2) mmbined. 
4.6.8. Topological indeterminacy 
Up unW now I have ooly referred to the mnsequences ofuncertainty in respect 
to our ability to make qualitative predictioos. But we can also think in t n m a  of 
"rank predictions". We can ask, for example, ' W c h  spedes hna a greater eII& 
upan species i once thst species is perturbed ?' or: "Which sped- ia the most 
allected when species i is perturbed ?' Answers to these questions are likely to b e d  
major relevance for biological resource management Manager. mny be interested to 
know which apeciee will be more stmngiy a(la(lted by some son of environmental 
impact that is acting directly upan some other apeeies in the system. Both 
uncertainty of type (1) and uncertainly of type (2) can be expected to hinder our 
ability to answer this sort of question. Yodris (1988s) has ernmined this probism in 
model food webs of real mmmunities and henmforth I follow his m d z u  operondi 
and terminology. 
Consider A-l, the inverse of the community matrix of n given model struetun.. 
As we have seen, the element 4') encapauiates the long term effect on species i of 
a press perturbation on species j. Let lo(;'\ be the absolute value of lhia omen. If, 
for every k, 
magnitude of lo$')l 2 magnitude of l&')l 
the eflect ofspecies j a n  species i is called a mnior erect on i. And if far every k. 
magnitude of in;'l 2 magnitude d l4;l)l 
then the effect is called a maim effect of j. If either of thcae two conditions ia 
satisfled the eNect ofspeeierj on i is called a (Yodzia 1988n). Magnitude 
d a  number in the above inequalities is simply the common "order of magnitude", 
i.e. magnitude ofx isM, if 1OMs r <I@', 
Suppose that w simulate vnmrtainty of type (2) in the way deaeribed in 
section 4.5.2. For every community matrix A that we build, there is n corresponding 
inverse A-I where we can identify the major species elTeeta. Dws the inhercnl 
vmialion in A-' affect our ability to identify the major eNeets in the community 
represented by A 7 Yodrip 11988a) found the answer to be yes. Uncertainty of type 
12) is adlisient to cause a high degree of indeterminacy in regard to which 
interaction effsots (1, j )  are major eNecte in a given community. He called this type 
ofindeterminacy to~oiopieal indeterminacy, 
4.6. Methods 
4.6.1. The Monte Cado method 
in sections 4.2 and 4.4 we have seen that the community matrix, h Plays a key 
role both in establishing local stability of systems of type 14.11 and in investigating 
the long tenn outcome of prrss perturbations. l%e signs of the elemeate (a,jaI ofA 
can be deduced fmm the biological nst- of the interaction batweeen species I and j, 
but the absaiute of the ~ ~ r n t i ~ ~ t ~  are nlm -. I will r e m  te a ~ m t e  
Carlo method used in food web theory, whereby aiivalues are dram. fmm 
likely intewals of real numberr where they can be expecbd to vary (Pimm and 
Lawton 1977, 1978: Cohen 1978: Rgjmanek and Stary 1979; Yodeia 1980, 1981, 
1988.~; Pimm 1980, 1982). 
The mast appropriate limits for the intervals of wiat ion of the  aijs are 
unknown, but using simple hlologial reasoning i t  is possible to establish relative 
orders ofmagnitude far the bounds and sire of each interval. Once such intervals an 
established, 1 simulate a plausible community matrix (in Yodeis' 1981 terminology1 
by drawing the a,% a t  mandom fmm a uniform distribution truncated a t  the limits of 
each interval. The pmeess was conducted using RANDOM, a portable pseudo. 
random generator presented by Wichmann and Hill 11982). Appendix 2 touche8 upan 
some technical problems involved in the use of random generators and briefly 
describes the properties of RANOOM. This generator wa. tested using a amdl 
battery of ernpirial tests that diffw fmrn the original battery reported by the 
authors. Overall, RANDONTs behsviour appeared to be quite aemptable. 
There sre two major lines of argument in defense ofthe uss of the Monte Carlo 
method in t h r e t i r a l  community erology (May 1975, Pimm 1982, Yodris 1989). 1 
rephrase these argwnents in the GrandBank context: 
a) To measure all the aiis in the open mean is an immense and difficult task. 
Experimental approaches are not on the horizon and our data bases for commercial 
.: 
i 
spezies leave much to be desired, let alone those for nun.cammereinl species We 
muld mnsider ourselves lucky to achieve even the securney of the intervals wed in 
the simulations presented here. 
b) Independent of our abiity to messare interaction cwfieientr, the many sources 
of variability in the ocean will likely m.Jer the assignment of exact values B UIc 
qjs meaningless. Even if integrated over a period of time or n bmnd own. 
parameters of species interactions w u l d  be best described in probabilistic terms. A8 
May (1975) puts it, "in the real world. we do not den1 with fixed pornmeter valucri. 
but rather with parameter spaces". 
The intervals of vsriatian adopted for the a,, eurffieicnte take into 
mnsiderstion their biological meaning (see section 4.2.2) nnd are in hasic mgrecma~l 
with established practice in the literature (e.g. Pimm 1982, see. 1.1.1): 
1. Intmspeiri meffieients. These are the diagonal element. e,, of the community 
matrix. If non-null. they should be negative, therefore selbdnmping the population 
and not allowing it to p w  indefinitely. These meffleiente ore known to have n 
critical influenee an model stability and their values are usually the most 
eontmversial. The argument is vsually about whether nonbnssl s p r r i e ~  ahould hc 
self-damped or not (aee Yadzis 1981, 1989; Pimm 1982 for the mntrwersyl. I hnvc 
partially handled this by considering nitemative model structures (section 3.7.2) 
with and without intraspecifie mefflciente it, same of the nonbnanl species. Whon 
present, intraspeeific coeficienta ore aesuned uniformly distributed in the interval 
1-1, 01. This order of magnitude scales the system. My general conclusions 
concerning emlogical indeterminacy were found not to he biased by this option. I did 
tentative mns with alternative intervals, mostly 1-0.1, 01, and found that they lcd 
to similar condusions. 
These ~eV.damping, intrsspecifie meffleiente are direct effects of n species 
density upon its o m  powth rate. They ahould not be confused with what herein is 
sometimes refer& to as '"self.efTects', the long term effect that changes in one 
~peeies's gmwth rate will have on that same species's density via a,, andlor looping 
paths that involve other species. 
2. The direct rfict 4 p ~ d o l o 1  m prey. Vertebrate predators in the sea are usually 
much larger than their prey. I will assume that their feeding requirements impose a 
relatively strong negative impact on the main prey populations. Hecause the .is 
represent per capita ellects, I wiU areme a greater order of magnitude for these 
elfects by making them vary uniformly over the interval 1-10.01. There wiU be taro 
exceptions howover: the  influence of seebirds on capelin and the innuence of md on 
plaice. I m u m e  that only part of the capelin population is accessible to seabirds, 
nnd that only the smaller sire classes of the plaice population are exploited by cod. 
The interaction coelficients in these two cases are randomly chosen over the interval 
1-1, 01. 
8. T b  direct effect of prey on p d t o r .  Prey have a ellect on predator 
gmwth rate, but the number of predators pmdueed per prey eaten is small. I will 
assume that it is two orders ofmagnitude lower lhan the eonveme effect ofpredator 
on prey. Values aretaken fmm a vniform distnbutionin theinterval 10. +0.11. 
4. Inlerspmijic mmpatition. This is assumed to be consumptive mmpetition 
(Sehaener 1983) between species, i.e. pure erpioitation of reroums with s 
mllectivist utilization of space. Interspecific mmpetition will be assumed to be 
negative and weaker than intraspeeifle competition and therefore distributed over 
theuniform interval I-0.1.01. 
I m p  snslyais is used with the primmy goal of investigating the mnsequeneps 
of uncertainty of type (1). I t  was also used to check Monte Cnrlo results mncerning 
uncertainty d type (2) within each viable model. A a l e  used in evaluating the sign 
of the numerator of erprmsions 14.81 for every ( L J )  pair (of which erpresaion I4.91 is 
an example) is described next. Suppose the numerator hns N and M 
positive terms. If 2 i N+M c 6 then 1 mske n decision (negative or p ~ ~ i t i v c )  if sither 
N o r  M equals 2 (for N+M = 2 or 3). 3 ( f o ~  N+M = 4), or 4 (for N+M= 51. In the c u e  
where N+M 26, a deeisian is made (negative or pmilivel if either N or M in gmntcr 
than about 213 of N+M. This rule is a subjective assessment of the likelihood a( the 
numerator of 14.81 to have a given sign, based an the signs of the terms that eamynsr 
the numerator. 
46.3. Viable models of eommonity stmot- 
The 40 model structures of the Southern Orand Bunk community propcnlad in 
setlion 3.7.2 were scrutinized for local stability nnd viability. For each ol thc 10 
models, the following operations were performed using the Monte Curl,, method: 
1. Simulate 1000 plausible mmmunity mattien. Each set of mntrir 
elements a, i s  randomly drawn from uniform distributions uvcr thcir 
respective intervals of variation. 
2. The real part of the largest eignvalue of each pliausihlc mdrix is 
computed. If negative then that matrix is locally atabic. I take note of 
the proportion of simulated community mnlriess that ore stahlc and 
dee~de whether the model under scrutiny is viable. 
B i s  well known (Satandem 1978, Pimm 1980. 1982: Yndzis 19811 that self- 
damping favours local stability. Yadris (1881) illustrnted how this remains t ~ u c  
regardless of whether intraapecifie interference is increased by lowering the bottom 
limit of the interval from whence the s,;s assume their values, or hy increasing the 
pmportion of species for which the a,, is ne%ativs. In both cases the  trace (i.c. the 
sum of the diagonal elements) of the community matnr is rendered greater in 
absolute value h e .  more negative). The eight versions of each basic model (Table 
10) incorporate a diflerent number of species with self.damping effects. Versions e 
and fincorporate self-damping in live spreies: seabirds, slrate, yeliowtnii, cspalin, 
nnd sand lance. The lower limit for the trace of simulated community matrices of 
these two versions is -5, which ir as negative ffi a trace can he in these eases. Sinee 
the sum ofUm eigeovalues of s matrix equals the trace of the matrix. i t  is of interest 
to investigate whether s greaterstability ofversions c and f could be simply a result 
of making the lower limit of the trace more negative. AU the 40 model configurations 
were agnin simulated 1WO timer each, but this time the interval of variation for the 
intraspedfie eoetlieients, all, wffi adjusted in such a way that the lower limit of the 
matrix tmee remained mnstant throughout the 40 modal simulation. Thin lower 
limit was set at -2. The intervals of variation for the a,js were then changed 
acmrdingly in the following way: 
Model versions Number of a,ja Interval feral, 
a. g 2 I-1.oo.01 
b. h 3 I-0.67.01 
d. e 4 1-0.50, 01 
c. f 5 [-0.40, 01 
4.6.4. Species  interaction strength 
Consider the models found to he viable. Doe8 strengthening (or weakening) of 
particular combinations of a$ increase the likelihood of local stability in these 
models 7 The number of possible combinlions of e$s whose effects of h g e  in 
strength one enn investigate is very high (the magnitude i r  2". m = number of 
interactions in the model). A model as simple as Ie (Table 10) has over 130,WO 
possible combinations and therefore i t  is out of the question to nttempt sn 
exhaustive analysis d t h i s  subject. I ahall illustrate, however, how Id atability is 
fleeted by changes in the strength of a very restricted selection of combinations of 
species interactions. T h e e  momhinations are labeled C1 to C6 and will be deedbed 
next, ar well as the method used ta simulate a change in their strength: 
Cl. Dimt effect o f p w  m cod. Refers to the positive direct eKeet of capelin and sand 
lance upon md, represented by coallirients 4, and aq2 in the viable modeis. 
C2. Direct <(fed ofpny on plaice. Refera lo the positive dircet effect ~ f e t ~ p c i i n  a d 
sandlanceupon plaice, repremnted by tha eoefticients as, and as= 
C3. Direcl effect of md an pny. Refers !a 1F.e negative direct effect of cod u p n  
espelilin andsandlance, represented by mefticients -s14 and -a2* 
C4. Direct e m f  of plaice on pmy. Refers B the negotlve direct eflcet of pinice upon 
capelin andsandlance, represented by ewficienb -al5 and -all. 
C5. Solellit~pr~&lo~,r. Refers B the interaction between seabirds and capclin and 
between thorny skate and sand lance. Altogether t h ~  eomprieea four internetian 
coeIXdena a,,. -alf, and -alp 
C6. Competition. Rears to all the direet eompetition lnteroetions present in each 
modei (Pis. 311. In the versions of the basic models I a d  I11 them are none (TahLc 
10): in the versions of the basic model 11 there nre two eoefieisnta i-a,%. - q , ( I .  
representing direct esmpatition between yellowlail flounder nnd Americun pinice; in 
the versions of the basic modei IV there am lwo coeficients rcpresentinl: 
competition between yeliowtaiiand skate; and in the versions of basic modei V there 
m four competition mefieients, representing direct competition botwecn yellc~wtail 
flounder, thorny skate and American plaice. 
The simulation proceeds as follows. All coefficients are dmwn from cinctly the 
same intervds of variation ss described in section 4.6.1, except LC the cmfficients 
belondng lo the combination iC1 to C61 selected to change. These changes enn be 
either a n  increase or a decrease in interaction strength. An increase in strength in 
simulated by fixing the value of the eaeficirnt nl the upper obsalutc limit of the 
interval of variation. A decrease is simulated by dividing the upper absolute limit of 
the  interval by ten. Consider for example a coellicient varying in the interval 1-10, 
01. An increase in strength is simulated by fixing the eoeIXrient ol -10. A decrease 
ia simulated by making the eoefieient vary in the interval 1-1.01. Notice that alter 
t h e  change, a fiven interaction still remains within lhe boundaries of its former 
intervni of variation. For every "sable modd. I have systematirally investigated the 
effect of inereming and decreasing each of the combinations of coefficients C1 to C6. 
In wow ease 1i.e. a given change in s giwn combination, in a given model). 1000 
mmmunity matrices are simulated and the propoltion of atable modela registered. 
4.65. Uncertainty 
In the following presentation I use the term "effeb of species j on i " to mean 
the long term e B c t  on species i of a removal a l  species j in a press perturbation 
experiment. It should not he confused with the "direct effect" represented by 
eoefirient a, olthc community matrix. Hereafter, and unless preceded by the word 
"direcf, nn " ~ L e l  of j on i" is the element li, J? of the inverse of the community 
matrix: ./;"lsection 4.4.11. 
The following two steps were taken in order to investigate the mmbined 
consequences ofuncertainty of type (11 and (21 upon our sbility to predict the affect 
ofspecicsj on species i far every pair li, jk 
1. For each viable mdel ,  loop analysis is used to determine the sign of t h e  @fleet of 
species j on i, using the criterion defined in section 4.6.2. If differences in model 
structure are not to afleet our predictions about the effecl of jan i, then all the viable 
models should predicl the same effect. 
2. The effect ofspecies j on i is called structurally determined a t  lewl Q % if a t  least 
Q Sb of the total number ofviable models predin. the ssms direction of change I+, 0  
or -1. Otherwise, it is called atructvrall~ undetermined. The quantiles Q uaed are 
7 1 0  and 82% (respectively 12 and 14 of the 17 viable models (see sation 4.7.11) for 
all interactions not involving yellowtail flounder. Since there will be only 12 viable 
models with yellowtail, in interactions involving this species the above ratiw 12/17 
and 14/17 are changed to. respectively, 8/12 and 10/12. 
The foUawing three steps were taken in order to invest~bnte the mnxequenecs 
uf uncertainty of type (2) alone an our ability to predict the elicet of j on i and 
the relative imporlance of this erect (n. explained in sections 4.5.2 and 4.5.31: 
8. For each viable model, the Monte Carlo method is used to airnulots LOW lnenlly 
stable plausible community matrices, A The invena. A-I, is computed for every 
matrix. 
4. The effect of apedes J en i is called directionally determined a t  level P 1 d nt 
least P 9 of inverse matriees have the same sign in element ti, j7. O t h r w i r  it ma 
ealled direetionally undetermined. The quontiles P used are 90% and 95% 1i.e. 900 
and 950 matrices. respectively, out oflhe 10M) simulated mntricesl. 
5. The effect of species j on i is called unimportant if in thesample of IWO mntrieca 
the probability Ulat it is o mgor effect (section 4.5.31 b less thnn 0.05. I t  is eallsd 
molt important if the probnbility that it is a major effect is grcutar thnn 0.95. 
Effects that are neither unimportant nor most important ore deemed ~ ~ p n l ~ ~ i e i i l i ~  
undetermined. The terminology used in this pnragraph follows thnt eatobiiahed hy 
YodzisI 1988al. 
4.7. Results 
4.7.1. Viable models 
The Monte Carlo methd was used to investigate the i d  stability of the 40 
possible model atructurea of the Southern Grand Bank. The results are summarized 
in Table 11. Twenty-one models have a probability greater than 0 of being toeally 
stable (second miumn. Table 111. Of theee, 17 models (marked svith an asterisk1 
were found to be stable in more than at least 1% of the Eases: these are tbe ones 
considered to be viable models. They indude five versions of model I, and b e  
versions of each of the other basic models (11 to V). Fifteen of the \<able models 
belong to either ve~.sions e, e, or f o r  the basic models. Table 11 also presents the 
number of eases in four return time intervals (mlumns 4-71. Shoner return t i m e  
mean a foster return of the community to its point nttraetar &er being pnurbed. 
None or the five initial basic model configurations of Fig. 37 appears to h any more 
stable than the others, but there are two particular versions of these models (c a n d n  
that consistently appear to have a greater chance of stability and shorter return 
times. 
The third column of Table 11 and columns 8 to 11 present the results of the 
simulations with the adjusted intervals of intmpeciflc intersetion. The msjor 
conclusions in regard to which madel versions are more atable do not change. Again, 
these are versions c nnd f of wely bade model I to V. Themfore one m o t  attribute 
the w a t e r  stability of versiom c and /to more negative matrix traces, but rather ta 
the high proportion of species exhibiting intraspecifre effects in each model (aee alm 
Yodzis 1981). 
TA8LE 11. Proportian of the  1WO simulated plausible matriecs of each model 
configuration or the  Southern Grand Bonk community that wns round ts  ha lacnlly 
stable. Each mnfipratian is identified by t h e  same cnd~ns in Table 10. llaliults it> 
the  semnd column ow from matrices hnving nan.nuil diagonal elemen& vnryinl! 
between -1 and 0 (a,) E 1.1. 011. Result. i n  thc third mlumn a n  from motrim 
whose dingond elernenlr were adjusted to keep the lowcriimit urthcir sum nlnsmnl 
(ai, adjustedl. Also shorn is the number of cres in bur dillcmnt mlurn lime 
intervnl~ for thn two inslonee.. Models wilh (*) a n  mnsidcrcd viohlc models. 
Pemntage  stable 
* a  "81 
E 1-1,01 adjwled 
Madel uemion 
&turn times (uppr limit81 
a,, E 1.1.01 aiiadjmted 
0.10 -50 .1W -150 0.20 -50 .I00 -150 
Model 10 
Figure 38. Two viable medds. Note self.damping indicated for capelin and rand 
lance (model I=) nnd seabida, capelin, yellowtsil, and akate (model Vcl. 
Fig. 38 illustrates tm, of the viable models found in Table 11. Insofar aa 
mnthemntieal rnade:ing is mncernd, two features common to ell the viable models 
(compare Tnbles 10 and 111 pmmote stability in the  Grand Bank: abundant self- 
damping erects and the eristenee of a triangular conlgurstion in model topology 
lenuscd by a d  predation on American plaice; see model Ig in Fig. 38). Neither dl  
thcsc features cornea a. a surprise. Several authors have pointed out that atmng 
~ ~ i f . d a m ~ i n g  effects favour stability in model emsystems (see sedian 4.6.3) and the 
p o ~ i b l e  importance of triangulated atrvctuns h a s  also dram previour mmmed. 
grain (19821 stressed t h e  possible stebiizing nrect of triangulated food webs in the 
SEB, providing eromples that constitute interesting empirical evidence (section 
3.5.31. Simple computer models also point to the stabilizing elfpct of triangularity 
(Giavelli et el. 1988). 
Tablo 12 summnrixes Ule results of chengee in the interaction strength of 
eombinotion6 of coefidents C1 to C6 (section 4.6.41 for all the 17 viable models of 
UcSauthern Grand Bank mmmunity (in mwal. Changes always refer to departwes 
from the initial iniemvals of variation ss explained i n  seetion 4.6.4. A change can be 
either nn increase or a decreaae in all the interactions included in the combination 
considered. Entries in Table I2 are the pmportion of simulated models found to be 
stoble a h r  Ule change was imposed. Consider, for example, the direct rflect of prey 
on cod (osmhinatlun Cll. Table 12 shows that the likelihood of model If to be locally 
sinble is 0.202 (20.2% of 1000 simulations . see Table 11) with the conventional 
intervals of variation for interaction twRieienta (section 4.8.1). Howewi, when the 
d i m t  effects of md's prey an cad are made relatively shong. that likelihood drops to 
0.113 (i.e. 11.3%). When those effects are made weak, t h e  likeiihwd of stability 
increases la 0.612. 
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Thc results ofTable 12 can be summarired by each interaction combinetion: 
CI. Direct effect o f p w  on eod. Model versions with a triaogulated strvcture caused 
by the inmrpomtion of cod predation upan plaice (versions e, t: g, hl indicate that a 
decrease in the per capita direct elf& of eaptin and sand lance on md growth rats 
is highly stabilizing. The model venion without triangularity (version e) indicates 
the opposite. The improvement in madel stability is much more pronounced in 
models G t: g. h. 
CZ. Dim1 effect J p r e y  on p h k e .  All model versions are mneordant in that an 
increase in the per capitn direct sLct of capelin and sand lanee o n  the growth rsta 
ofpiniee has n stabilizing effect on mmmunity dynamics. 
C3. Dim: effect o f m i  an pmy. All model versions are concordant in ths tsn  i m n s e  
in the per capita direct effect of cod on the growth ra te  of ita prey also haa a 
atebiliringcLeL 
Cd. Dimd effect ofplaice M pmj. Model vsrniona with a triangulated strvdure 
caused by the incorporation of m d  predation upon plaice (versions e, 6 g, h) indicate 
that a derease in the p e r  capita direct effect of plaice on the gmwth rate of its prey 
is highly stabiliziog for community dynamics. The model version without 
triangularity (version e) indicates the opposite. 
CS. Satellilc prahlors. Results am somewhat more contmversisl in regard to 
satellite predators. Model versions c (no ttiangdularily) suggest a n  increase in the 
likelihood d stability with s decrease i n  the strength of interaction links between 
satellite predators and their prey. Model versiona e indicate the a p p i t e .  Model 
vmians fexhibit little change in theliielibmd of stabiliby. 
C6. Comprlition. All model versions are coomrdant In t h a t  decreasing the strength 
of competitive interactions pmmotfflalebility in mmmvnity dynamics. 
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TN3LE I4 Same a. Table 13, but h e n  it is regutred that a t  least I4  out of 17 models 
indicate non-contradictory directions of change. 
Capelin S.Lanee Seabirds Cad Plaice Yellt Skate 
Capelin 
S. Lance 
Scobinfr 
Cad 
Plaice 
Yellowt 
Sknte 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
O +  
0 
0 + 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Semntng dawn the mlumna of Tables 13 and 14 gives an idea oiour ability to 
prediet the long-term consequences on the community of a press prturbatian that 
nlfocted s species in the column; lor example, if cod is mntinuausly removed, in both 
tebles we are able to predict only two of the long term effects of such perturbation: 
end equilibr urn density deweases and plaice equilibrium density increaaea. 
Sennning neross the rows indicates how well we can predict the consequences for a 
gwen species of preas perturbations on the whole community; for example, in Table 
13 we are able to pndiet the eN& of removing four species (S. Lance, seabirds, 
yellowtail, skate) upon the equilibrium density of capelin, but with the more strict 
demands of Table 14 we are only able to predict the effect of removing seabirds. 
Overail. the results indicate that the outmme of preas perturbation. is highly 
sensitive to model structure: 53% of the specie. interactions ere srncturally 
undetermined when 12 a l  17 models I71 %I are nan-mntradietom (Table 131 and 
84% of the cells are stlucturally undetemined when 14 of 17 models (8C%l are no". 
mntradietary(Tob1e 141. 
The long t e m  eNeet of removing individuals ofa given species an the density of 
that same species, i.e. self-elieets, and the effects on the community mused by 
perturbations in satellite predators IrmbirdP and the thorny skate1 appear to be the 
less sensittve to changes in model structure. Therc cffmts ntr usunlly, but nor 
always, the ones we would intuitively expect. For ernmple, in g emes our apceie* 
models are eoncodant in predicting that removing indwidunir ef ,I given spcrivh 
lead. to a long term decrease in the  abundance of thnt same species (see diogonslr mf 
Table 131. Howwer, removing individuals of a top predntor doas not t~ceesmnly 
Lead toaloog term i3crcase in the deneity oftheir prey 1e.g. thorny rknte preying 1..1 
eapelinl. 
4.7.4. Direot ienal  i n d e t e r m i n a c y  
I have investigated the diredion a f c h n n p  of tho density ofrpoett~r i due ul s 
persistent removal of individuals of species j, fur every pair li.11 in cvcry viilillr 
modei. The resuits are summarized in Table 15 for tho two lcvcls of e~rnfidfacc in 
direction of change established in seetian 4.6.5. long term changes that fall to bc 
determined are signaled by u fundcterminedl in Table 15. Throupi~eut h i ~  acctillll 
i t  k important ta -11 that what is here called ''elTceC', ns well ns the rmuilunt 
"change in species densityv, is netunliy n riel thnt combines n direct and U" 
indirect mmponent, as explsined in sections 4.3 and 1.4.1. Table 15 illllrlrilBv that 
indirect interaction. within the community will sometimes nullify nr even rcvcmts 
the intuitively expected consequences of direct interactions. In model le. Br 
example, a continuous removal of thorny skota does not land to any ienp t a m  
change in the equilibrium density of its pwy sand lance. In model to, n ~vllnincd 
removal of cod leads to a (intuitively unexpected1 long term deerese of the density 
of sand lance. 
T U L E  t i .  RcIu~LS of the Monte Carla simuiatlon of press perturbations. For each 
viable model, 1WO community matrices were simulated. For each matrix. species in 
columns suflered s constant rate of removal or individuals. Species in -8 had 
consequent long term changea in their equilibrium densities. Tbese changes were 
either a decrease I-), an increase (+), or non-existent (0). When at  least 900 of the 
1004 matrices predict the same direction of change, this direction is displayed as an 
entry ~n the table an the iefi. Tables on the nght require that a t  least 950 matrices 
predicted the same change. When these requirements are not fullilled. the 
prediction is raid to he directionally undetermined and is signaled u. Abbreviations: 
Cp = cnpelin. Ln = rand lance. Sb = seabirds, Pia =American plaice. Ska = thorny 
skate. Ye1 = yellor~nil flounder. 
Model le 
Dewrminncy a t  90% Determinacy a t  95% 
Cp Ln Sb C d P l a  Ska Cp Ln Sb CodPla Ska 
Copelin 0  0  0  u u 0  0  0  0  u u 0  
S.Lanee 0  0  0  u u 0 0  0  0  u u 0  
Seabird 0  0  - u u 0  J 0  - u u 0  
Cod u u o - + u  " " 0 - + u  
Plots " " O r - "  " " 0 , - "  
Skate O O O u u -  O O O u u -  
M d e l  le 
Determinacy s t  90% Determinacy a t  95% 
Cp Ln Sb CodPis Ska Cp Ln Sb CadPla Ska 
Cspelin 0  0  + 0  0  0  0  0  + 0  0  0  
S.knce O - u - + +  0 - u - + +  
Seabird - u - u u u - Y Y U U U  
Cod o - u - " +  o - u - " +  
Plniee 0  + u + - - O + U + - -  
Skate O - u - + u  o - u - + u  
Model If 
Determinacy at 90% Determinacy nt 91% 
Cp Ln Sh CodPla Ske Cp Ln Sb CadPlo S h  
Capelin " " 0 " " "  " " 0 " " "  
S.Lance u u O u u u  u u O u u u  
Seabird u u - u u u u u - u u u 
Cad u u o - + u  u u o - u u  
Pinice " " O r - "  " " O r - "  
Skate u u O u u -  u u O u u u  
Model Ig 
Determinacy a t  906 Determinacy a t 9 5 5  
Cp Ln Sb CodPla Ska Cp Ln Sh C d P l n  Skn 
Capelin 0  0  + 0  0  0 0  0  + 0  0  0  
S.Lanee 0  0  0  0  0  + 0  0  0  0  0  + 
Seabird - 0  - - + u - 0  - - + u 
Cod O O t O - +  O O t O - +  
Plaice O O - + O -  O O - t o -  
Skate 0 - u - + u  O - u - + u  
Model Ih 
Determinacy a t  90% Determinacy nt 95% 
Cp Ln Sb CodPla Ska Cp Lo Sb CodPIa Skn 
Capelin - 0  0  - + u - 0  0  - + u 
S.Lanee O O O O O +  O O O u O t  
Seabird - 0  - - + u - 0  - - + u 
Cod - 0 0 - u u  - 0 0 - 1 , "  
Plaice + O O + - u  + O O + - u  
Skate u - O u u u  u - O u u u  
Model Ile 
Determinacy at 90% Determinacy a t  95% 
Cp Ln Sb CodPla Yel Ska Cp Ln Sb CodPla Yel Ska 
Cnpel + - O u u u .  + - O u u u t  
Lmcc - + o u u u -  - + o u u u -  
Birds " " - " u u +  u u - u u u u  
Cod " " 0 - + - u  " " 0 - + - u  
Place u u o + - + "  u u O + - + u  
Yellt " " 0 - + - u  u u o - + - u  
S k n u  u u O u u u -  u u O u u u -  
Model Ile 
Determinacy nt 90% Determinacy a t  96% 
Cp Ln Sb CadPla Ye1 Ska Cp Ln Sb CodPla Yel Ska 
Cepelin O O + O O O O  O O + O O O O  
S.Lanee 0 - u - + - +  O - u - + - +  
Seabnrd - u - u u u u - u u u u ti u 
Cod O - u - u u +  O - u u u u t  
Place O r " + - + -  O + u + - + -  
Yellawl O - u - + - .  O - u - + - +  
Skate O - u - + - u  O - u - + - u  
Model Ilf 
Determinacy at 90% Determinacy at 95% 
Cp Ln Sb CodPla Yel Ska Cp Ln Sb CodPla Ye1 Ska 
Cnpelin u u O u u u u  u u O u u u u  
S.La"ee " " 0 " " " "  u u o u u u u  
Seabird u u - u u u u  u u - u u u u  
Cad u u 0 - . , - u  u u O - u u u  
Plaice u u O + - + u  u u O + - + u  
Yenowt U U O - + - ~  " " o - + - , ,  
Skate u u o u u u -  u u o u u u u  
Model llle 
Determinacy a t  9O?a Determinacy ill 95's 
Cp Ln Sb CodPla Ye1 Ska Cp Ln Sh CndPln Yel Ska 
Capelin O O o u u O O  O O 0 " " O O  
S.Lenee O O O u u O O  O O O u u O O  
Seabird 0  0  - " u 0  0  0  0  - u u 0  ,I 
Cod u u o - + " "  " " 0 - + u u  
Plaice " " O r - " "  " " 0 , - " I ,  
Yell~wt 0 0 0 " " - 0  0 0 0 " " - 0  
Skate O O O u u O -  O O O u u O -  
Determinacy a1 90% Detc~minney 01951, 
Cp Ln Sb CudPln Ye1 Ska Cp 1.n Sb CudPIa Ycl Skn 
Capelin O O t O O O O  O O + O O O O  
s.Lgnce 0 - u - + + +  0 - u - + + +  
Seabld  - u - u r u u  - u u u u u u  
Cod 0 - + - " + +  0 - u - " + +  
Plaice O + u + - - -  O + u + - -  
Yellowt 0 - u - t u t  0 - u - + " +  
Skate 0 - " - i t "  0 - u - + + "  
Model 1111 
Dcterminncy at 90% Det~rminacy l S S %  
Cp Ln Sb CodPln Yo1 Ska Cp I." Sb CodPln Ye1 Skn 
Capelin u u O u u u u  u u O u u u u  
S.Lwee u u O u u u u  u u O u u u u  
Seabird u u - u u u u  u u - u u u u  
Cod " " 0 - u u u  " " 0 - u u u  
Plaice , , , l o + - u u  " " 0 , - u u  
Yellowt " " 0 " " - "  u u o u u u u  
Skate u u o u u u -  u u O u u u u  
Idcdrl IVc 
Determinacy at 90% Determinacy at 96% 
Cp Ln Sb CcdPla Yel Sks Cp Ln Sb CodPln Yel Ska 
Capclin O O O u u O O  O O O u u O O  
S.Lance o O O u u O O  O O O " " O O  
Seabird 0 0 - u u O O  0 0 - u u O O  
Cod " " 0 - r u u  " " 0 - + u u  
Plaice u u o + - u u  u u o + - u u  
Yellowt 0 0 0 " " - +  0 0 0 " " - +  
s k m  n n o u u + -  a o o u u + -  
Model IVe 
Determinacy at 902 Determinacy at  95% 
Cp Ln Sb CcdPlo Ye1 Ska Cp Ln Sb CodPla Ye1 Ska 
Capelin O O + O O O O  O O r O O O O  
S.Lcnce 0 - u - + - +  0 - u - + - +  
Sonbird - u - u u u u  - u u u u u u  
Cod 0 - u - u - +  0 - u - u - +  
Place o + u + - + -  o r " + - + -  
YcIIow~ 0  + " * - - " o + u + - - "  
Skate 0 - u - + u u  0 - u - + u u  
Model Nf 
Delerminaey at 90% Determinacy at 95% 
Cp Ln Sb CodPla Yel Sks Cp Ln Sb CodPla Yel Sku 
Copelin u u O u u u u  u u o u u u u  
S.Lnnee u u o u u u u  u u o u u u u  
Seabird u u - u u u u  u u - u u u u  
Cad u u O - + u u  u u o - u u u  
Plaice u u O + - u u  u u O + - u u  
Ycllowt " " 0 " " - +  u u o u u - u  
Skate u u o u u + -  u u o u u u u  
Determmacy at 90% Determinacy a t  9M. 
Cp Ln Sb CodPla Yel Sks Cp Ln Sb CodPln Ye1 Ski, 
Cspelin + - 0  u u u u + - 0  u u u ,I 
S . h c e  - + O u u u u  - + O u u u u  
Seabird u u - u u u u  u u - u u u u  
Cod " " 0 - + - u  " " 0 - t u u  
Place u u o t - u u  u u o t - u u  
Yeilawt " " 0 - u - u  u u O u u - u  
Skate u u O u u u -  u u O u u u -  
Cnpelin 
S.Lnnee 
Seabird 
Cad 
Place 
Yeil0wt 
Skate 
Model Va 
Determinacy nt 90% Detcrminney ot 96% 
Cp Ln Sb CodPln Yel Sks Cp Ln Sb CodPln Ycl Skn 
O O + O O O O  O O + O O O O  
0 - u - + - +  0 - u - + - +  
- " - " " Y U  - - " " " " " "  
0 - u - u u t  0 - u - u u +  
o + u + - + -  o t u t - I -  
0 " " " " - +  O u u u u - +  
0 - u - r u u  0 - u u + u u  
Model Vf 
Determineey 01901. Determinacy ul3SC 
Cp Ln Sb CadPla Yel Skn Cp Ln Sb CodPl;~ Yel Sko 
Capelin u u O u u u u  u u O u u u u  
S.Lnnee u u O u u u u  u u O u u u u  
Seabird u u - u u u u  u u - u u u u  
Cad " " 0 - u u u  " " 0 - u u u  
Plaice u u o + - u u  " " 0 4 - u u  
Ydlowt u u O u u - u  u u O u u - u  
Skate u u O u u u -  u u O u u u u  
On average, the propartion of directionally undetermined ent t in  in the eaees 
olTable 15 is 0.44 htd. b.yv. = 0.2l)at the 90% level olconfidenee andO048(st dev. = 
0.22) a t  the 95% level. Table 16 shows the propartion of dinetioilally undetermined 
entries ofTable 15 broken down by basis modei and by modei version. 
TALILE 16. Proportion ol directionally undetermined eella by barie modei (in mws) 
and by model version lin eolumna) for the two levels a l  eonIidence considered. 
Average lndeterminocy 1s 0.44 (at 90%) and 0.48 (at 95%). 
Directional indeterminacy by model type and version 
901 level 95% level 
Model version Model version 
c e l g h  e e f g h  
Version f of the basic models consistently exhibited the higher degree of 
indeterminacy nmong all model versions. Tables ol this version always had 69 to 
00% OF their eelis undetermined. Version f is the one that incorporates a higher 
d e w e  of complexity as evaluated by the number of il.tra- and interrppeific 
interactions (see Table 10). There ia an association between model complexity and 
indeterminacy in Table 16. h Fig. 39 I have platted direaional indeterminacy a t  the 
90% level (lmm Table 16) against the number of nmn.null elements in  the 
community matrix that correspond to each model (diagonal elements included). 
There is a weak pmitive correlation ($ = 0.20, significant only a t  a = 0.1) between 
the two variables. 
0.8 
Directional Indeterminacy 
0 0 
0 5 10 15 20 25 
Numb. non-null elements in A 
Figure 39. Directional indeterminney (90% level) ngninst number of non-null 
elements in the community matrix for the 17 vinhie models. 
I have pwled the results olTable 16 for the 90% level of confidenee in Tnhle 17 
which presents the  most common predictions stemming from Table 15 lor every pnir 
ii, J). To indude predictions in Table 17, however. I require thnt they cnntnin no 
mntrsdictions (a contradiction being a + and n -) and that they stem from n 
minimum of 12 models (8 models if sither i or j is yallowtnil). Information in Tnhlc 
17 is therefore very much the same presented in Table 13, although this time 
obtained b r a  different method The two tables were thus used to ems-check thc 
results 01 Imp annlysis and the Monte Carlo method and, where cells are 
determined, they were very eoncordant. Table 17 combines indeterminacy originated 
by unoertainty of types (1) and (2). About 86% of its entries are undetermined. Thc 
most predictable effects seem to be intraspecific effecls (diagonal nf the table) and 
the effects mused by removing seabirds (a satellite predator lor which donor control 
was essumsd). 
TmLE 11. Mast common predictions with Monts Carlo aimuiatiana (fmm Table 15 s t  
level 90%) concerning the e f k t  on species In mws of s press perturbation in species 
in eoiumns. it is required that at ieaat 12 models show non-contradictorymuits or 
else the effect is considered undetermined (Uodl. 
Cnpeiin S.Cance Seabirds Cod Piaitn Yelit Skate 
Capelin 
S. Lance 
Seabirds 
Cod 
Plaice 
Yeiiowt 
Skate 
Und 
0 - 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Uod 
0 - 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Uod 
0 + 
0 
0 + 
0 - 
Und 
Uod 
Und 
Und 
Und 
0 - 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Und 
Tnbie 18 summarires the resuita s t  the 90% leva1 of confidence by type of 
ereel. A seikffect refers to the long term effect of removing individuab of a given 
speeiw on the density ofthat same species. One expecte these effects to be negative, 
but Table 18 shows that only 61% of the 114 self-efleets were madstent with the 
expectations. whereas 18% were directionally undetermined and 3% pointed in the 
apposile direction of change. As for the predator-prey effects, both the effect of the 
predator on its prey and the reverse effeet have to be considered The number of 
predator an prey effects in Table 18 is smaller than the number of reverse eflecb 
(105 versus 1161 because in madel "ereions c, h and J ,  seabirds were aasumed to 
have s donor control relationship with capelin (section 3.1.2). Removing predator 
individuals might be erpected ta have a positive effect on prey population density, 
but 45% of these effeets were found undetermined and 7% were the opposite of what 
waa expected (Table 181. As for the elleet of removing prey on the predator density 
lexpffted negative). 53% of the cases were directionally undetermined and 8% 
showsdeflects in the opposite direction. 
TABLE 18. Changes in populetion density and direetlonal indeterminucy rutegonrsd 
by type of ellect. Entries in the table are proportions ul  the cffecctr in nlwa thut 
originated the type of chan~es  a i d e d  in columns. Asleri9,b dgnd the t w e  of 
change intuitively expected lor s given ell&. 
Type of effect 
~ u r n b e r ~ r  mponion ~roportion Proponion 
of e L c ~  negative null porilive 
s.i&enet 114 n.fi?r*~ old oon n ~ f i  
- - - -. - - ~  .~ . , . - ~  ... .... 
Predator m prey 105 0.07 0.19 0.291.1 0.45 
Prey on predatof , 116 0.19 11) 0.20 0.08 0.53 
Indireeteomphtlon 165 0.10 0.15 0.lL;rI 0.56 
Direct competition 24 0.00 0.00 0.501.) 0.50 
Table 18 also considen two 1ypt.s of competitive ellcvts. Direct competition 
rzfers to pain  of specie. whose mutual direct effects were assumed to be neeolive 
(i.e. both au and a, negstivel. Examples are yellowtnil flounder and pliuca in Busic 
M d e i  I1 (see Fip. 87). or yellowtoil flounder and akale or plnico in U ~ r i c  Mndcl 
V. Indirect competition refers to pairs of species that share the same prey. Exurnplea 
are cod and skate sharing pnnd Innee in d l  models, or cod and yellowtoil ahnring 
sand lance in all versions of Basic Model 111. In both casos one expecls the removal 
of one of the campetitom to have a positive e L c t  on the density of tho other 
mmpetitor, but in both cases about half of nil competition interactions were found 
direeianally undetermined (Table 18). The other hall war a positive ellect, oa 
expected in direct mmpetition, but in only 19% of tho cases ths rnmovnl or one 
mrnpetitar had a pusitive ellest on the other competitor when indirect mmpetition ia 
mnaidered (Table 18). 
4.1.5. Topological indeterminacy 
For every possible effect li, j) ,  in every viable model, I have a,..ntcd the number 
of times that l i  j7 wns a major effect Ins defined in section 4.5.33 and decided 
whether li, j) is unimportant, most imporant, or topologically undetermined (as 
defined in section 4.6.5). On average. 68% 1st. dev. = 14) of all possible It, j7 effects 
wore topologically undetermined in the 17 viable madds. Table 19 shows the 
proportion of topologied indeterminary by bnsie model and by model version. 
Veraion i of the basic models mnsistently ahowed a higher degree o f  topalogical 
indeterminacy; 77 ta 86% ofall pmsiblc effects were undetermined in thio version. 
TABLE 19. Proportion of eflecte that were found topolosically undetermined broken 
down by besic model and by model version. 
Topological Indeterminacy by model type and version 
Modelversion 
Bosie Model 
c e f g h  
1 0.56 0.72 0.81 0.36 0.50 
11 0.76 0.71 0.82 
111 0.49 0.73 0.82 
IV 0.51 0.71 0.77 
V 0.76 0.71 0.86 
The same type ofassociation suggested in see:ion 4.7.4, between model version 
complexity and directional indeterminacy, is much stmngn. for topological 
indeterminacy. Pig. 40 (top) plots topalodeal indeterminew (from Table 19) againat 
number of non.null elements in tho mmmunity matrix of each m&l (diagonal 
elementr included). There is a significant positive mmelatiarn between the two 
vmiables lr2 = 0.53, sipifieant a t  G = 0.01). On the other hand, there is no 
assodation between tapologieal indeterminacy and measures of model mmplerity 
bnsed on the ides of connectma. Fig. 40 (bottom) iliustratea a typical plot, where 
canneetanre was mmputed as the tats1 number o f  non-null elements in the 
188 
community rna+zk ( d i q m d  dements included) divided b tbe total paaibls I 
n u d m  delmenta (n2). The msflldnt of deterahtion L rZ - 0.08. 
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Table 20 presents the pmportian of viable models in which effect ti. j )  wna 
considered unimportant (Nfl, moat impartant (MI), and topologically ~ ~ d e t c r m i n c d  
(TU). For example, the long term effect of seabirds on enpelin was unimpvnnnt in 
0.65 of the 17 viabla models (11 out of 171. it was most important in 0.35 of the 
models (6 out of 171, and was never topologicdly undetermined. In another ernmplc, 
the etreot of thorny skate on md was never found either unimportant or moat 
important, meaning that them ia 1 m  of topologiwl indeterminacy in this 
interacfioo. 
There is a restricted number of spwle6 interactions that registered mml 
important effects, and i t  is in at rue ti^ to mo>m elosely inspect thmc particular 
eflects. This is done case by case in the next few pages. Beeuse of the rceognizcd 
economic importance of cod and cnpiin, I also examine the mutual long term effect 
of interactions of these two species. 
1. Seabirds on copelin. This efFect wnr most importnnt in 6 of the I7 models. All 6 
models were either versions g or + where seabinla are represented reeding nn 
eapelin as satellite predators that are not self.dnmped (aT1 = 01 end with nu donor 
mntml (o13cOl. In d l  eases the effects were considered most important for being n 
major effect on capelin (as opposed ta a major effect of ranbirds: see definitions in 
section 4.5.31. The effects were directionally determined (at 95% level1 and hnppencd 
in the direction intuitively expected, i.e. s removal of seabirds prompts on increase 
in the density of capelin. I t  is worth noting that these major cffeels were registcmd 
in spite of the fs:t that the interval of variation for mefficicnt -n13 was set one 
order af magnitude lower than other coeGeients representing the direct effect of 
predator on prey (see seetian 4.6.11. 
TmLE 20. Proportion of vinble mod91s in which the eNert of species in columns on 
spmies in rows was fmnd vnimponant INI), most important (MI), or topologically 
undetermined fW). 
Capelin S.Lanee Seabids Cod Plaice YeUt Skate 
Capelin NI 0.53 0.59 0.65 0.35 0.35 0.50 0.47 
MI 0.00 0.04 0.35 0.W 0.06 0.00 0.00 
TU 0.47 0.41 0.04 0.65 0.59 0.50 0.53 
S.Lsnce N1 0.59 0.29 0 7 1  0.12 0.12 0.17 0.25 
MI 0.W 0.00 0.W 0.W 0.03 0.W 0.17 
TU 0.41 0.71 0.29 0.88 0.88 0.83 0.58 
Seabird NI 0.29 0.41 0.W 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.24 
MI 0.35 O.OC 0.65 0.W 0.06 0.W 0.00 
TU 036 0.59 0.35 1.00 0.94 0.83 0.76 
Cod Nl 0.35 0.12 0.65 0.06 0.00 0.W 0.00 
MI 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.00 
TU 0.65 0.88 0.35 0.70 l.W 1.00 l.W 
Plaice NIO.35 0.12 0.65 0.12 0.06 0.04 0.W 
MI 0.W 0.00 0.W 0.00 0.00 0.W 0.W 
T U 0 . 6 5  0.88 0.35 0.86 0.94 l.W 1.00 
Yellowt N10.56 0.42 0.58 0.00 0.00 0.W 0.08 
M1O.OO 0.00 0.W 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 
TU 0.42 0.58 0.42 1.00 1.00 0.75 0.92 
Skate N10.65 0.41 0.65 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 
MI 0.W 0.12 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.W 0.00 
TU 0.35 0.47 0.35 1.00 1.00 0.94 1.00 
2. Capdin on aeobirds. The models where the e&et ofcapelin on acabirds was most 
importnnt (a major elfect on capelin), w e n  also the models where the reverse erect 
was moat important (see paragraph above). The madels therefore avggest that in 
predater.prey relationships where the p n d a t a  ia aattelito and net self-damped, the 
two sprdea are likely to have s mutual s t r a g  eflect on each other's gmnth rate (see 
aim parsgraph 3.1. The long telm mtmme of this ellad was dwaya found to be 
directiondly determined (95% level of confidence) and in the d i d o n  intuitively 
erpcted, i.e. B remove1 of enpltn prompts a demnse in aeobird d ~ n r i t y  and u 
removal af the eaabirda increases eapelin density in the long mn. 
3. Thorny skate on sond lonee and ~ond  lance on thorny dote .  Thin is mother 
example o f s  satellite predator and its prey. Unlike saabirda, however, there ore only 
two models where thorny sketc la not self.dampad (aT7 - 0): models Ig nnd Ih. Thcao 
are the ones where the el(eet of skate on send Isnee and the reverse ereel was found 
to he a major erect. Ae in the aeabirda.eapelio interaction, the long term 
consequences of these effects were always diredianally determined and occurrcd 0% 
intuitively expected, i.e. a removal of the sand lance pmmpts a deerense in the 
density of thorny skate and a removal of the skate prompts an mcrPnse in sand 
IB"CB. 
4. SeCeffecis. Cod, yellowtail flounder, and espeeinlly reobrds, exhibited major eclf- 
eNect6 in some of the madela (Tabla 20). Self-effocta werp always direetionnlly 
dstarminsd (95% level of confidenee) and occurring in the direction expected 
(removal of species i pmmpts a long term deerease of i density). Rmcmbcr that 
"self-effect# should not be confused with "self-damping". The latter rercra only to thu 
eoellicients a,(, expressing intraspceifie direct erects. The former refem to the long 
term efleet that changes in one species' gmvlh n t c  will have on that enma qwics '  
density, via ail ondlor looping paths that involve other species tn the mmmun~ty. 
Cod, for example, was never assumed +a have s non.null a!, mellieient, and yct thc 
eNeft ofremoving md wse found to be a majar aelFeffect in the four model vcminna L 
The seabirds had major self-elfecb in all madela where the eoellicient -n3,  WnR set 
non-null (versions c, L h). Finally, yellowtail nounder was round to hove major sell. 
eNeots in all versions ofbasic model IV where - a 6 .  is 00n.nuI1. 
6. Codond mpelin. The six modela where the long krm e L c t  afmd and capelin on 
eaoh other's densities was found to be unimportant are the ones where md is 
represented sharing cspelin with seabirds (versionr e, g; see also paragraph I. 
above). In these model versions cad ia a h  represented feeding on plaice. The long 
term e(fcct of removlng cod an capelids density (and vicerersa) war always found to 
be null in them particular modeis (Table 15). The mason is probably because the 
models also predict that removing ecd muses a long term increme in plaice density 
which, in turn, also feed. on eaplin. Almost all other models (versions c and n an 
dircaiannlly vndelermined in resped to the long term ellect of cod and mpelin oo 
each otherh densities. 
4.8. Discussion 
Uneertmty about functional relationship. is a retinus hindrnnce tn our nhility 
ta predict the long term behsviour of a hiolosicnl community. This is the major 
message stemming fmm Chapter 4. The madels used to represent tho mnrinp 
community en the Southern Grand Bank were all relatively eimple and hiolugicnily 
acceptable. The psrametcrs of these models took values within relatively short 
intervals of variation, diReting overall by no more than two orders of mngnilude. 
But even with there aimpli&cations there is n very high degree ol indeterminney 
when 11 comes to predicting the long term outeomea of press perturbntinns an the 
community. Additional complexity aimed s t  intrdtteing more realism into thc 
models is likely only b increase rather than decreose doubts about corrcel modcl 
structure, and would therefore be unlikely tn improve the situation. In whnt follows 
I will revisit the major aasumptians of Chapter 4, compmirc my r c a u b  wath tharsc ol 
other authors, attempt some generalizations, and Bnnlly eunsidrr how the 
techniques developed in Chapter 4 may fit into the hmnd enntcxt nftho manoEemcnt 
of natural resources. 
At the outset of almost any community study, one rtumblcs into one of tho 
major historical debates among eeolodsta: What is the netunl unit ol study ? Tho 
integrated versus the heindividualistic view of the community has been the suhjccl of 
extended debates to which I will not add (see Sanrinen 1982 and Mefntmh 1985 lor 
the general mntmversy). The syneeologienl viewpoint adopted here ie to n largo 
extent a mnsequence of the predominant adherence or marhemsticsl theory in 
community ecology to the concept of the communig as a well-detined nnd integratad 
set of populations (exemplified by system 14.11) rather than as n loose m t  of non- 
interacting papulntions that happen ta he tagether simply due to common responses 
to physical factors. In aemrdance with this view I have assumed, lnllnwing 
Undernoad (1986), that the asscmhlsges of species inhabiting the Grand Bank fil 
consistently r m r  in time and space, and (ii) show complex hut interdependent 
interactions. Chapter 2 pmvides gaod support for assertion fi), stcmming not only 
bom the 18.year time series analyscd but also fmm our current knowledge about 
~ p e i a s  assemblages on world continental sheivea (section 2.1.21. Chapter 3 pmvidea 
very limited suppsn for assrtion (2) and I nuspet that Grm support for this 
assertion can only derive from mntmlled largescale experiments that do not seem to 
bc s likely prospect in the near future. 
The second assumption of Chapter 4 concerns stability. There are actually two 
assumptions here. One is that i t  is reasonable to assume stability in the Grand 
Bank community, in the sense that them is a t  least one bounded region of phase 
spa- that attracts initial community conditions (Lewootin 1969. Yodzis 1989). In 
other words, the community tends to maintain the same apeien composition and the 
relative pmportiona of t h e e  species remain within given boundaries. If the 
community ia disturbed, the speies relative pmportians are assumed to return to 
within the original boundaria. The other 8ssumptian is that such bounded region ir 
n point nttrnetar IYodxis 1988b3, i.e., the relative proportion of each species is 
assumed mnstenk Although important these assumptions may appear, they are 
unlikely to jeopardize the main ronclusina regarding the sensitivity of long term 
predictions to uncertainty in initial conditions (mnlei structure and parameter 
values). The relaxalion ofthese assumptions could be achieved in diflerent ways, for 
example allowing the community to move along an unbounded traiectary Ian 
example would be allowing procases of extinction and eolonication), permitting the 
mmmunity to have a limit cyle (with species abundance exhibiting a cyclical 
behnviour), or permitting a complex attractor (with species abundance exhibiting s 
chaotic bshnviour). None of these relarations is likely to decrease sensitivity to 
initial conditions, quite the contrary. In this sense, the sasumptions about 1-1 
stability are simplificatiaos that mske the results In section 4.7 look mnservative. 
The existence of stable eornmunitiea is s matter of major mntmveray. ConneU 
and Sausa 11983) questioned whether any ecological community yet studied hse 
conclusively been shown to be atable and dismissed much of the evidence for tbe 
existence of multiple stable points in natural mmmunitiea. However, Sutheriand 
(1981) and Silvenawn (1987) orrived at  eontrnating views, and Suthcrlnnd (I9901 
later suggested that Connell and Souaa's criterion for stability was too etrict. Pimm 
(19821 reviewed the evidence for stsbility In individual populntinna lmoatly 
terrestrlall mnoluding that nearly all populat io~ keep their abundance within 
bounds, which suggests the existence of regulatory mechanisms and lends credibility 
to equilibrium assumptions. Other authors have claimed evidence for mmplex typo8 
of attractors in which a community can be in perpetual change and yet be stsblc. 
Examples are the limit cycles claimed by Nisbet and Gurney 119821 and the chuatic 
attractom recently reviewed by Godfray and Blythe il9901. The evidence for 
regvlsery mechanisms in marine Tmh populations is especially cunflictinp 
rSi-5citwine 1984, Shepherd and Cushing 19901. The persistence of exploited nah 
populations, despite high levels of fishing mortality and the fact that the populations 
do not boom when exploitation is relaxed. suggest some sort of populntion 
regulation. However, if regulation exists, the high varinnec of stock-recruitment 
plots has concealed its modus oprondi from fisheries biologists for n long time (see 
however Shepherd and Cushing 19901. Insofar as the Southern Grmd Rnnk 
mmmunity is concerned. Fig. 21 is not a demonstmtion of community Lability, 
perhaps not even in the restricted sense of mmmvnity persistence 1i.e. tho 
assemblage maintains its mmpoaition without any species wing extinell, hut Fig. 21 
cannot be ueed to diemiss persistence either. As Underwood 119861 points out. the 
problem of establishing persistence is bnsieally one of temporal scale. "Some 
communities will appear to have consistent strudun, I...I simply because the 
organisms am long-lived relative to the length of study" (Undcnuood 1986, p. 31). 11 
one is mncernad with estlblishing stability, mther than pemistence, o strict 
interpretation a1 the definition of stability (e.g. Lcwontin 1969) ndualiy would 
require two mmplete mmmunity turnovers, the Amt to eltsblish equilibrium and 
the second to evaluate the return to equilibrium fallowing n perturbation iCunnel1 
and Sousa 1983. Sutheriand 1990). The time series used in Chapter 2. although 
unusually long for such a large-sde study, measures up poorly again81 these 
mnservative requiremenB. 
It is gutte possible, however, that the most dangerous ssaumptions of Chapter 
4 are not that species influence eoeh other's gmwth rates or I d  stability, but lie 
rather in the choice olstote variables in system 14.11. i t  is true thnt system 14.11 
does not impose unroaiiatis restrictions on the form that the functiooal relstxonships 
between species should take, but the w i b i l i t y  remains thst the choice of atate 
variebles was inappropriate. Suppose, for example, that the influenee exerted by a 
on its prey is a fnnetian of the probability of prodator-prey enmuntes. 
Suppose that for s lair range of prey densities this probability is mostly mi a 
function ul'prey density, hut rather of some other factor, such as the pattern of prey 
disttibut~on, environmental influence on prey vulnerability, or some other reasons 
that are not lincarly related with prey density. It is then clear that the gmwUl rate 
of the predator an11 not be adequately described by its equation in L4.11 because this 
equation ansum- that spectea density is the major determinant of predator-prey 
encounters. An appropriate choice for a state variable rep~sent ing t,he effect of pray 
on prrdator would not be prey density, but rather the factor innveneing the 
likelihood of predator-prey enmunten. I t  would pmbably make sense te treat the 
prey density as a parameter far a rair range ofprey density. 
Although Ue above hypothetical example might be an scevrate description of 
some predntor.prey interactions, I sm not aware of dear evidence for such 
phenomena on the Grand Bank or on any other continental shell. There are, 
hawover, well known examples of marine fish populations, namely clupeoids, that 
exhibit substnntial changes in distribution pottern with chnnge. in stock abundance 
and aaonographie conditions (e.g. Zuts e t  ai. 1983, Murphy 1977, MaeCall 1990). 
Sharp I19811 has wen suggested thnt one ol the  beet indieatom of stock abundsnce 
is given by ite distribution range and the size of iOl aggregations within thi8 m g e .  
Zuta et el. (19831 suggest ths t  fish species that are able to retain a greater apatial 
dispersion aver time, namely because of a greater capacity to tolerate extreme 
environmental eonditions, might be less pmne to depletion by predation, as opposed 
to those that shlink their distribution rang. with decreasing stock abvndanea 
(Murphy 1977. MseCdi 19901. But there IS very little infirmstinn u, judge how 
spatial mntractiona and expansion. of matine popuiotions "Let internetinus uith 
natwal enemies. The question of eveiuatillg interaclione a t  the populntien level an 
mntinentd shelves is ;imply one of the mast difieult prubicml thnt mnrhr 
scientist. and resource managers have to fa-. 
The results nbout s p d e s  interaelbn strength presented in sedlnn .1.7.2 nrc 
probably the only ones whose implications are strongly restricted by the n~sumptiun 
that stability is an important prerequisite. Considerations nbout which apceiex 
interactions should be stronger or weaker only make sense within a Rlmawork sf 
optimization of some quantity (local stability likelihond in this ensel. Anuthor point 
to keep in mind about the results in section 4.7.2 is thnt conelusions must ha atoted 
in comparstive terms. It makes little sense, for instance, lo rtotc thnt tho reauila 
indicate we& per capita effects of capdin on cad. Rather, the rcsuits indicate that n 
weak per capita effect of eapoiin and sand lance nn md nn ampored to tho a m =  
effect an plaice (renuits of Cl  and C21 hns n stabilizing eliecl in mmmunity mnlcia. 
In the sirme way, thenegative per capita eNeet~rf cad nn its prey lC3) ia ~u~~es'crlnd W 
be much stmnger than the per capita elleet of plnicc on the name prey ICO. Tino 
results also suggest that direct comptitlve interactions (C6) are dest;tlriiicing in 
community models of type 14.31. ns compared to predolo~prey intcmctisns. This 
finding was also reported by Giavelii et al. f1980i, who found thnt pure predntiun 
models are relatively easy to stabiltze, but they tend to bemme unstahle when dirwl 
mmpetition is incorporated. The biological interpretation ir that the per cnpitil 
diredefied ofone speies'd~nsity en a eompetilois p w l h  rateshould hc rclotivaly 
weak when eompared with the same e L e t  in predatorprey relationships. 
Considerable mntmversy exists, however, ss to whether i n t e r ~ p e i l c  competition 
between fishes isimportant in large marine systems (sen Branch 1984 Lr a roview). 
The m u i t .  in swlion. 4.7.3, 4.7.4, and 4.7.5 a n  the mont general ones, and 
confirm Yodzia (1908a.b) suggestion that there is a grmt deal of indelenninacy in 
the long term outmme of spcies inleradions, s t  lead  as erpreaeed by detcrminiatic 
mndcis of form 14.11, The pmportion of species interaclions that are undetermined is 
naturally dependent on the degree of eonfidenee that one wants to put on long term 
predictions. However, even working a t  levels of eonfidenee that are ler. demanding 
than the umal 1i.e. 17/17 = 71% and 14/17 = 82% versus 951. and 991.). Table 14 
indicates that uncertainty about model structure still results in a v e y  high degree 
of structuml zndsterminacy 184% at  the 14/17 Iwel of confidence). Globally, the 
mnsequences of uncenainly about male1 parameters (type 12) only) are apparently 
milder 144% m d  48% of directional indetetminacy a t  90% and 95% levels of 
confidence; see Table 16). A great deal a1 directionally determined effects am. 
however. self-effects rather than interspecific effects (see Table 18). The similarity 
wllh Yodzis' (1988n,b) results are strilung. Yodzls analyzed only the eonsequences of 
uncertainly of type 12) (at the 95?&leveiaIeonlidenee)in 16 models alpublished food 
webs from n wide variety of habitats. and found that 27% of self-effects and 50 to 
58% of interspacific eLcts  nre directionally undetermined. The mnaequeneea of 
uneertointy of type 121 for our ability to predict whichspecies have important emcts 
on nnothcr species' dynam~c. m also severe (Tables 19 and 201, and the 
mmhinntian of the consequences of uncertainty of type 11) and (2) on our ability to 
make predictions is devsdnting (Table 17). 
What pmmotes indeterminacy in mmrnunity models ? Yad~is (1988a.b) plotted 
topulogied indeterminacy against species richness in his 16 food webs and found 
thnt thcre was o trend far topological indeterminacy to be less pronounced as the 
number of tmphospeeies in food webs increases. Since variation in number of 
tmphospeeies ia due primarily to differing degrees of aggregation of species in 
published food weba. Yodria (1988a.bl suggested that topological indeterminacy 
might be a pathology of highly aggregated madcis. However, the 17 viable models of 
the Grand Bank have little aggregation but high levels of indeterminacy. There is 
very littie variation in species numbera in the 17 models, so I have not altempted to 
mrrelnte indeterminney with number of species. Within the restricted bounds 016 
and 7 rpecies. Figs. 39 and 40 suggest that indeterminacy in the models is 
aasodeted with the number of non-null dements in the community matrix, i.e. L c  
total number of links in adigraph representation of the community. 
Topolo. Indeterminacy 
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Figure 41. Topological indeterminow ngninat upper mnnectonee for Ycldzir' 
(1988a.b) 16 f a d  webs. 
Since conneetanre and species number nre negatively correlated in rood webs 
(amtion 3.6.21, i t  is possible that Yodzis' negative correlation between indeterminacy 
and species richness is also a result of n positive correlation btween indeterminacy 
and aome meaaure of connedance. In Fig. 41 1 have plotted topologienl 
indeterminacy in Yodzis' 16 food webs ( d a b  fmm Ydzia 1988U ngainat upper 
connectanre (data B m  Briand 1983). Them is a positive significant mrralatinn [&= 
0.35, s i g z e a n t  at a = O.P5). Variance in indeterminacy increases with the mean, 

In the face oluneenointy, awnre a l  its hindenng ronsrquancns, and in prospect 
of counter-intuitive esmmunity responses, is there n best atratcgy to dcslgn 
managsment programs for natural resources ? The host of rontrov~mini iasuca 
raieed by this question goes far bepnd the r o p e  sf this thesis. I enn dn little more 
than to e~nvsy my own viewpoint, b i ~ e d  of course by my own resuit. but also 
reflectingother nuthor6'thoughts on management under uncenainty. 
The dominant practiee in fisheries management itas been the development ol 
deterministic prediclive models based on the best avdlshie population par.lmalera 
(estimated from historical data). Pmtsetion against uncertainty then involver 
recommending an exploitation pattern somewhat more mnservative than the modela 
predict to be the optimal. Some parameters nm revised onnunliy nnd, nvnilnhle 
informatian permiting, there is usually n small set or modeh used to cmss-check 
results. Wal tes  and Hilborn 11978) and Wdtem (1986) have callad this atmtcw 
passim sdontive manomment and pointed out its potential pitralls. An oitnrnnlivc 
is active adaptive management, whose b a l e  premise is that knowledge orlhc syalem 
will always be incomplete and therelore we should expose our doubts a t  the very 
beginning (Walters and Hiibom 1978). Active adaptive mnnagmenl storta by 
revealing uncertainties in the farm of dternntive working hypolhenes, rollowed by 
a n  assessment of risks and gains involved in the baseline 1eumntJ mnnugcment 
policy and in the experimentation a l  the aiternntivos. A decision should then bc 
taken on whether deliberate erperimentotion is worth pursuing or if it in better lo 
keep the more conservative baseline policy mrrently in efTeel 1Wdtem 1986. Wnlton 
and Roiling 1990). 
What is mmmon to both typos of adaplive manngcment is the recognition that 
the best action cannot be established a p r i ~ r i  but must be repeatedly reas.iaesaed 
thmugh a proeess of "learning by doing" (thus the word odopliuel. The iaanc thon in 
to know how to optimize the adaptive process: "Should resource management 
attempt to stabilize at& sizes andfar production rates a t  sole and ressonnbly 
productive levels, or should management instead deliberately permit or actively 
induce rnlormntivs variation in stock sixes thmugh variable harvest rekllations 7' 
IWoiter. 1985 p. 901. Actually, there is no indisputable evidenes thstpnssive aatiw 
management is not prefevable to deliberate experimentation. Uncontmllable natural 
factam for example, by driving the system scmss a wids ranm af states, may 
sometimes pmvide gmund for "natural erperimcnte" (Diamond 19861. There is, 
howwer, some computational evidence that natural varistirm might not provide the 
nmm olpapulation sires needed for sn optimal adaptive management, but rather 
would lend ro syrtemstiaaiiy erroncoua estimates afpmduetian retea (Welters 1986). 
In the situstion that :s most lamiliar to  fisheries ecologists. where functional 
relntinnshipn and error pmbab~litv distributions are very dimcult lo speeify, Waiters 
m d  Hllhorn (19781 remgnize that it might be imposs~ble to mndvct optimal adaptive 
management. There arc howwer subopt,mal active adaptive policies, where 
techniques such na th-e presented in Chapter 4 (namely model bvilding and preas 
pcrturbationsl might find their place. They inelude the erection of structurally 
dinerent models. where U e  state variables are not necessarily only apcdea (e.g. 
Pucein and Levins 19851, accompanied by alternstivs management polides including 
deliberate experiment. that would help to discriminate among the hypotheses 
(Wnlters and Hiibarn 1978). 
m thr context, perhaps the only encouraging reavlt of aection 4.7 is that our 
uncertainty about parameter values appears to have m~lder consequences then 
when we are also uncertain about model atrueture. There is thcoretisal gmvnd (e.g. 
Render et nl. 1984) on which to bsae s program of mearch aimed at  clarifying which 
species interactions are important and which are not, therefore diminiahi~q 
uncertainty of type 1 (regardless of whether the full implementation of such a 
program is practicable or not). Unrertainty o f t y p  A, however, i s  apparently beyond 
mntml. Given complete biological underatanding, we would still be faced with the 
action of unpredictable envimnmental agents an population parametzn. As May 
(1975) point. out, parameters in ths real world are better desrribed in pmbabilistic 
toms,  mnybe w e n  varying to  within an order of msgnitude greeter than the one 
used in the simulations presented here. It would be s till mow diaturl>ing il the 
sensitivity of long term predictions could not be significantly reduced by eralclecill 
research. 
SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 4 
We have mathematical twlr to make both short and long term prpdictians a h u t  the 
beheviour of mmpler systems even certain simplifying assumptions. In community 
ecology, however. long term predictions are very difficult because we are usually 
un..rtain about what are the mdor determinants of apecia gmwth rates and 
because of natural variation in papvintion parameters. Chapter 4 investigntea the 
limits to our knowledge about the dynamia of the marine community on the 
Southern G~ond Bank due to these types of uncertainty. Uncertainty about the 
'best" model structure of this mmmunity kept me fram predicting Use oukane of 
84% of nli ponsibic species interselion. (at the 82% level of confidence). The 
consequences of uncertainty about the "due of popu1otion psmmeters appear to be 
aasocieted ~ 8 t h  model camplerity laa measured by conneetance). In models with low 
connectnncs 1 was able to predict the outrame of as much as 82% of all poasibls 
spffies interactions (st the 95% level of confidence) but when models were complex I 
could not predict the outcome of about 80% of all the interactions. Unforhnmtely, 
long term predictions of eommvnity behaviour are therefore highly sensitive to 
initial eand~lion. in our models, rendering the behav%ur of the community to s large 
extmt ,"determinate. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusions 
Bmad geographic areas on the G ~ a n d  Bank are cherneterized by o reinlivciy 
persistent 0.e. constant in time) and homogeneous (i.e, mnetnnt i n  apnce) sp~eica 
composition. Classifteatory analysis of biological data from n 18-year limc series of 
Spring graundlsh surveys identiled sir such areas (Shallaw. Avalcm. NE 
Intermediate, SW Intermediate. NES Deep, and W Deep; see Fig. 3) whose consrum 
recur a t  approximately the  same geographic positions year altar year. There nrcns 
are strongly aligoed with bottom depth and are muphiy coincidant wilhmnjor wator 
types on the Grand Bank. American plaice, Atlantlr cud, yellowtail flounder, and 
thorny skate are the dominant speies in the areas of shdinw and inlemodinte 
depth, whereas red&h dominates in the deep areas (see Tahie 3 ond Fig. 1 lor 
details of species mmpaaitionl. Since some of the dominant species ore prenclll in 
more than one area, it is possible that some lpopvlntions may be distributed ucrma 
the houndsriea between direrent orens. Theae mnsiderotims nbaut hiolo~i~nl 
coherence led mc to merge Ule Shallow with the SW lntermedinte oren (originating 
the  Southern Region) and the Avalon witt: the NE Intermediate ares (originating 
the  Narthesstem Region). These t w  major a,ageographic regions or t h e  Grond 
Bank enmmpasd the year.mund movements of very abundant, mmmereiniiy 
important l a h  species, and define an appropriate hpatial scnle for studies a t  the 
community level. 
Food web graphs, epitomizing the major yenr.mund tmphis mlntionships 
within the two major zoogeographic regions (Southern and Notiheastern), indimte n 
wmplex network of species interactions t h d  suggest a synemlogisd appmeeh la 
community dynnmics. When the static propertin of the food web graphs are 
~ ~ m p a n d  with those of other marine 6 d  w e b ,  food chins on the Grand Bank 
appear to h e  as ahon as other mstine chins  (typically 2 to 3 l i n k  in benthic w e b  
and 3 la 6 links in pelagie webs) but there is an unusually high proportion of linkr 
between tap predatora and intermediate speeiea We. species having both predatora 
and prey). Thia is a eanaequenm ofa re ldvely  high d e p  of omnivory in the Grand 
Bank which, in turn, is a connegu~nce of ontogenetic changes i n  the die t  d the top 
predatm. Changes in diet were taken inta consideration when building the foad 
webs, but separate life stages were not  represented. AnoUler static property present 
in most published food webs, the interval w p h  property, was found U, characterize 
three ofthe four Grand Bank web. One can collapse the  information eonceming the 
diet overlap of the Grand Bank consumem into s single lsbstrad) dimension. This 
dimension was interpreted as representing consumer b d y  sire, which marches in 
good o p m e n t  with the importance usually attributed to body sire in determining 
resoordconsumer interactions in the sea. 
It is no1 poasible to infer community dynamice from static fod web 
representations alone. Ooe has  to resort lo aasumptiona shout the major factom 
determining population p t h  ram and the way these factors interact. Wen i t  is 
assumed t h a t  species growth mte. are mostly determined b y  biotic intor~etioon 
(predstorlprey, competition). the Grand Bank mmmunity c a n  b repreenled by 
biologically acceptable models involving only six or seven species. But even in theae 
aimpie models there ia considerable uncertainty concerning t h e  major outlines d 
species interactions. This type of uncertainty ahoul mad4 litrusture (uncertainty of 
type 11 adds ta uncertainly about the values t h a t  population parameters should take 
in community madds (uncertainty of t y p  2). and both types of uncertainty ixupoae 
limitations on our ability ta predict t h e  community dynamics. 
One way La investigate the extent to which uncertainties of type 1 and 2 limit 
our knowledge about mmrnunity dynamice i s  ta liimulata p~t'siatent environmentd 
(natural or rnnnmadel perturbations and then . m i n e  how uncertainty bampem 
our ability to predict the consequences for t h e  mmmunily. The pnrturbntinns arc 
simulated b y  means of a continuous removal of individuals of a given ~ ~ a i e s  in tha 
community. The cona~quenees of thia type of experiments (dubbed presa 
perturbations1 for the  density of even, apeeiea in the community, depend8 a n  the 
atructvral details of the modela rapresenting the mmrnunily (which nre nNeeted by 
uncertainty oftype 1) and on the v a l u e  lhst population parameters lnke (which nre 
affected by uncertainty of type 21. I n  the modeis of the Grand Bmk community. 
uacertsinty of t w e  I m d  2 combined, was highly dnmnging for long tern, 
predictions of community dynamics. I auld not predict Ulc outcome of 84% of nll 
possible rpt ipa  interactions (at the 82% Iwel of mnfideom) beeauae of my inability 
to decide what was the "best' model structure of tho Orend Bunk mmmunity. 
Uneertalnty of type 2, when iaoiated. was found lo be little damaging when tire 
models had a relatively low proportion of links betwscn npeeim 192% of the 
interactions muld be predicted a t  thc 95% level af mnfidcnwl bul hccnmc 
increasingly damaging as mmplerdty i n  the models inerenlod by incarpornling more 
links belween species. In t h e  most complex madds only 20% of the interactions 
could bepredicted a t  the 95% levelof confidence. 
The inclusion of an indiscriminate number of species ~nternr tbns  in 
community models (keeping the number of species conatsntl h a s  ns inflating ell'eel 
on the indeterminacy of community dynnmies, i.~.. eonneetonee prnmolcs 
indeterminacy. Ecologists ars w u d l y  uncertain about t h e  importance that 
interaetims oheaerved at t h e  individual level have a t  the level of populatim 
dynamics. As a matter ofmmpleteness, thoy som~times include a link i n  n foal weh 
whenever thersie some evidence for a predatorlprey interaction betvieen thcnpeeics, 
even ifthere ia no reason lo beliwe thatauch inleraction has a n y  mejor signllicanee 
at the p@pulpulatian level. If such interactions are included in community malsla, sida- 
by-side with thaas interactions that really do have profound population eNeete, tho 
result i san und~sirebiy high degree of indeterminacy in the long term behaviour or 
community models. My results th~refors suggest the need for be in^ very selective 
when vsmg infomation on feeding interactions to predict mmmvnity dynamics. 
Ideally, some measure of interaction strength should be attached to each l ink 
included in t h e  models. More research is needed. however, concerning t h e  factors 
that promote indetminscy in community models. 
N I  biolagieol communities ere likely ta have s certain degree of indeterminaoy 
in their long term behnvieur. This is probably ao inescapable fact *cause even if 
uncertainty of t y p  1 can (at least theoretidly) be diminished thmugh eeologicai 
rasearch, vncertninty of type 2 i s  pmmoted by environmental factors largely beyond 
nny eontml. Building complexity into eommvnity models k g . ,  adding more 
variables, adding non-linear relationships between varhblesl is n o t  always likely to 
Improva our ability to *redid community dynnmics because of ita inflating eLot o n  
uncertainly. The choice of the tight s la ts  variables in modela of typs14.11 lp. 138). 
dthough very impartant fa aecvrab predictions, is also no1 a guarmtee against 
indeterminoey. The substitution of8 biotic variable hy an ahiotie one, for example, 
dws not  necessarily deemlie either trpe afuncertainty. Ecologists and managers of 
natural rpsources are therefore condemned ta live with uneertaioty and, as a 
consequence, with indeterminacy in community behaviour. It is meial that they 
address the wide array of emlogied, s o d d ,  and politirai quwtions concerning the 
he91 atrxtcm t o  limit vncertointy in the management of natoral resources, evm if 
this implies s need La consider deliberate exprimenlation in the wild. 
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APPENDIX 1 
A Brief Summary of  Dipaph Madela and Loop Analysis 
Consider a community formed by the following a h  species: (1) Capl in ,  (2) 
Snnd lance. (3) Seabirds. (4) Cad. (5) American plaice, and (6)Thorny skate. & s u e  
tho1 the gmwth rate ofevery species can be represenM as in equation M.11, 
If the density of species j has any direct effect on the gmwth rate of species i, then 
the element all af the community matrix A defined by oil= ahlax; (equation [4.31), 
i8 nnn-null. The sign of ai, is the sign of that effect. For example, i t  i s  p ~ i t i v e  ifj is a 
prey and i is a predator. or it is negative if i and j compete. In the particular case 
where i = j . the  i.th diagonal element of A i. non.nui1. I t  is uaually assumed that 
when non-null, the diagonal elements a,, are negative, erpreaaing interactions 
m o n g  individuals of specie8 i. Suppose that the direct interactions between the 
above six apdes ean be described by the following mmmut~ity matrix, which 
mrreaponde to my model If (section 3.7.2): 
Capel Lsnce Sbird Cod Plaie Skate 
Cupelin -all 0 0 
-a l4  -alJ 0 
S. Lance 0 -au 0 
-al4 -az 
-aZs 
Seabirds all 0 -all o o o 
Cod a4, 812 0 0 841 0 
Plaice asl sS2 o -ay 0 o 
Skate 0 -a62 o o o -866 
All the information contained in the community m a t h  ean be displayed in a 
digraph (JeEries 1974, Levins 1974). where species are represented by vertices and 
every non-null *,'is represented by a link. A link headed by o dmie means that the 
donor has a negative effect on the recipient and an m w  means a positive elloet. 
The following digraph represents model If and surnmnrires nll the information in 
the commvoity matfix: 
A path (i.s. a series of links) that leaves one species and returns to that rnmc 
species in the digraph, is called a @. The number of links ofthot p a t h s  called the 
Ulendh. Conaider far example the following loop of length two thnt lenvrr and 
r e t u r n  la capelin goingthmugh plaice: gl. -815. Other examples are -all, o loop 
of length one (self.loap): or BSI, sr2. -al4. s loop of length four involving 
capelin, plaice, lance, and cod. When two loops share no ve-x in common they are 
called -. Iavins (1974, 1975) defined a function expressing the erect thnt o 
species has on itself by way of k intervening spRies in the system, the 
levelk, represented by Pk , in the BUowing way: 
where Llm,  kl is a product ofk links and m is the number of disjunct loopa involved 
in that pmduct. The sum is over all possible pmdueis of k links for each m 
1m. I. .... t). By definition Fo = -1. An an illustration, let uu mmpute feedback s t  the 
first two levels for model I t  At level k = 1, there ars four ioopa each involvinglust 
one vertex, therefore: 
At level k = 2. all paisibie products involving two vuticw (for m = 2 and m = 1) are 
added up ns follow: 
Levins 11975) demonstrated that when mat& A is locally stable, the feedbacks 
of Ule digraph mrreaponding ta A are negative a t  all levels. The demonstration takes 
advontap of the fact that the sueeesaive feedbacks fk = I, ... a1 of the digraph 
representation of A turn out ta equal the n eoellirients of the chara&xistie 
polynomial of A. Levins (1976) then applies the Routh.Hunvitz theorem, which 
impses conditions for the roots of the characteristic polynomid of m a t h  A to have 
only negative real p a d  (see Chen 1970 for technical erpaaitiondths mnditiane and 
proon. 
h p  analysis, the technique intmdueed in emlagy by Levins 11974. 19751, 
allows one not only to determine if matrix A is locally stable by inspection of the 
feedbacks s t  nll Iwels, but also to address the long term &ecb of preaa 
perturbations. Cevins (1975) has shown thst the inverse of the community matrix 
(whose element fi, j )  is given by eq. 14.61) ran be written: 
where F, is the feedback a t  level n (n is the total number of spetieel and is ncgntivc 
if matrix A is stable. PI;' ia the pmduet of the a, caeffieicnts in a non.looping path 
involving r species and linking s p t i e s  i and j in the digraph reprepentolion of the 
eammunitg. The righthand f s m r  io the numerntor is the feedback of the 
mmplementary subsystem to the open path (i.e. the subsystem including the n - r  
species not in path pi1]. The sum in the numerator is over all possible paths from 
speeies i to j. 
I a t  me illustrate the use of expression IAl.11. in the context of model If, to 
investigate the long term effect on the dennig of cod of n negative press porturbntit~n 
on capelin. Notice that the denominator of IAl.11 is nepntive because model If is 
loeally stable (seetian 4.7.11, and therefore IAl.11 bne the same aign o8 tha 
numerator. Them are three possible open paths (i.e. P:, loading fmm enpolin to 
cod. These are the lehhandside ofthe terms in the numerator oflAL.11: 
The f i t  path goes thmugh vertices 1 and 4; the  second thmugh verlie~s 1. I. 
4; and the third path through 1.5. 2,4. Each of the paths defines n eamplemcn8w 
subsystem that i. formed by the vertices that are not touched by the path. The 
eamplementan subsystem to the firat path is the set of vertices 3. 5, 2. 6; the 
complement of the second path is a, 2, 6; and the wmpiament of the third path is 3. 
6. The dghthand terms in the numerator of IAl.11 are the feedbaeka of these 
camplementan aubsptems: 
To mmputc the terms in the numerator of IAl.11 we multiply the paths by 
their mmsponding complementary feedbacks. Adding up theso t h e  produet. and 
simplifying, we get: 
It is very likely that the  sign of the numerator of [Al.11 will ha negative. 
Fallowing th8 criterion end symbolism defined in section 4.8.2, the number of 
negative terms (N) is 3 nnd there is only one positive term (M = 1). Since N+M = 4. 
and N = 3. I decide that the sign of the numerator of (Al.11 is negative. In other 
words, in the wntext of model If, a sustained removal of cspelin has a negative long 
term elfed on the density of cod. 
ANote on t h e  Application of Monte Csr lo  Methods 
Monte Carlo simulations are the basis of s considerable body or rood web 
theory developed in the past dozen years (see refs. in seclion 4.6.1). This i~ justified 
both by the mathematical intractability of the underlying food web models and 
beenure eeologints are  usually mare interested in finding stable regions of the 
parameter apace than sets of constant values unlikely La exist in the r e d  world 
(section 4.6.1). A review of food web literature suggests, however, thul 
recommendations coaspicuausiy flagged in text h o b  of simulntlon teehniqucs have 
ofien been ignored. The random generatom used and L e  mmspandinp statistical 
tests that they have undergone have rnrely been reported. Cohen's (1978 Chap. 6, 
aec. 6.31 bed experience is nevertheleas B warning. Even widely distributed random 
generatars have sometimes been found La be serioudy flawed. The multiplicative 
generator RANDU pmvided by IBM for systemi360 is one well known example 
(Foraythe e t  al. 1977, Kennedy and Gentle 1980). 
Mast algorithms generating paeudo-random numbers mnke some er~ential uar 
of h d w r e  andlor aofiwara characteristics, such ns word size and uver!law 
handling. Use of system peculiarities may increase computational eflidcney but 
simultaneously reduces portability, the ability of the aoRware to run on o dimrent 
system and yield similar results. It b unlikely that we will see a decline of the mle 
played by Monte Carlo methodology as a way of coping with uncertainty oftype (2) 
(section 4.5) in eealdcsl models. As in any scientific endeavour, however. 
repmducibility of results is desirable and portable sonware makes Ulis more eanily 
achievable. 
The moat common random generators are pmbably the mvltiplieati~e cangruential 
ones, erpmsed by the recurrent formula: Xi+l=oXimoduItu(nt), where Xi is the 
pseudo-random number generated in passap i. Thew is a considerebie M y  of 
knowledge about the appmptiate choices for the constante a and m 1e.g. Msmaglia 
1912. Knuth 19811. These generators satisfy deiced stathtical properties while 
retaining long period lengths (Knuth 19811, but the sequences pmduced are not 
tmiy random. in Bame simulations tbe failure of randomness in some sense may 
lead to erron~ous mnclusions. Msrsaglia 119681 showed that I a avceesaion of 
overlapping n-tupla. (u,, ul, ..., u,). lul, u3, ..., uWl) of uniform variates pmduced 
by these generators are viewed as paints in a unit cube of n dimensions, then all the 
points will lie on less than In! ml'k parallel hyperplanes intersecting the n-cube. 
Far example, consider a community matrix with, say. 20 non-null a$. M~ssglie'a 
rule indicates that every overlapping set of 20 a$ stemming from a multiplicative 
generator in a binary computer with 32-bit words (m=2311 will lie on Less than 
appmrimalely 25 hyperplanes in the 20-dimensional apace. This number of 
hyperplanes is many ordem of magnitude leas than the theoretical bound, were the 
numbers Vuly random. The senerstion of a large number of such matrices will give 
the misleading impression of an appropriate sampling in the parameter space. 
RANDOM 
There ore no perfect pseuda-random generatom. Probably the best way in 
reduce non-randwneas is to combine two or more individual generatom in a way 
thal makes up far the imperfections of each generator taken individually (Marssglia 
19851. Bearing portability in mind. I have selected the generator RANDOM for the 
simulation of the Smthern Grand Bank community matrices. RANDOM is a 
combination af three multiplicative genemlm presented by Wiehmann and Hill 
11982). I t  h prsctieally machine-independent and can be easily converted in ditlerent 
programming codes. 
Teats of random generators me usually divided into theoretical and empir id  
lor stattstienll tests (Knuth 19811. Well known theoretical tests such a. the  Mlice 
and spectral tests have been s h o w  to apply only to generators ofcertnin iypcs 
(Atkinaon 1980). 1 have applied only empirical tests to RANDOM. Although less 
stringent than theoretical tests, empir id  tests have bmsder nppiicnbility a d  
measure a type of randomness that is intvitively more clew. In empirical tcsts, b 
sample of pseudcrandom numbera is taken and statistieally assessed with no mgnrd 
to how the numbers were generated. 
The cycle lsn& of RAMMM exceeds 2.78 x 1013 (Wiehmann and Hill. 19R2). I 
have tested only part of this long ssquenee by means of a small battery of tests of 
vnifomity and independence. Wiehmann and Hill (19821 repart very satisfactory 
results from anathe, test battery. All tests were initiated with the  eome nrbltnxry 
triplet seedlix = 25691, iy = 13427, is= 233)loter used to initiate community molrir 
aimulstions throughout section 4.6. 
Kolmozorw test. IW.000 sequences with 165 paeudo-random numbers each wsm 
generated by RANDOM and tested to deteet dcpnrrurea from the null Ihypolhcaia $of 
being drawn fmm a uniform distribution function. The Kolmogomv slatistie (e.g. 
Conover 1980 Chap. 81 was computed far each sequence and checked inn twcaided 
test a t  the level of significance a= 0.05. The null hypothesis of uniformity won 
rejected for only 3.1% of the sequences. When the sire of eaeh single aquenee was 
increasedfmrn 155 to 250 numbers. the null hypathesis was rejected in 3.90 wles. 
Didt  Frequencies Test. This test compares the frequency of each dib6t (0 to 91 in any 
Cued position to the tight of the decimal point with the erpeded number under the 
null hypothesis of uniformity. The test was used for the firat. second, and third 
decimal position, in sequences of pscudo.random mxmbers fmm RANDOM. In eoch 
case 600,WO aequenees with 155 peudcrandom numbers each were tented by 
meam of the chi-square atstistie s t  the level of significance a= 0.05. Tho null 
hypothesis of uniformity was rejected in 6.11. 6.296, and 6.1% of the aequmcea. 
respectively for the rust, amond, and third decimal position. When the sire of eaeh 
sequence was increased from 155 to 250 numbers, the perfomnee improved u, 
4.9%.5.0% and 4.9%. 
RunsTest. This test detectz pmpmsity for the o c m e n e a  of monoteic 
eubsequences longer than expected i n  a sequence of pseudo-random numbers. Under 
the  hypothesis of independence and identical distribution (i.i.d.1 of the  elements in 
the  sequeoee, the test atatistie V has  an eppmrimate chi.square distribution with 6 
d.f. (assuming s sequenee longer than 4,000 numbers1 (see Knuth 19811. The test 
was done for both aecending ("runs up") and descending I"- dowd'l subaequm~oa. 
The version of the test used was the one of hvene and Wolfowitz (19441 
ineorparatiig the matrix of mvarianees between numbers of runs of a given Length 
(e.g. Morgan 1984 p. 144). Overall RANDOM performed better in the test for runs 
up than for rum down, meaning a dight propensity far descending monotonic 
sequences. In bath cases the  results were found dependant of the total length of the 
sequence tested. Table 2 1  summarizes the results for different sequence lengths. 
Values of V above 12.59 are significant a t  the 5% level. Table 22 preaents two 
examples of the mort significant deviations fmm the expected number of monotooic 
mna of lengths 1 to 6 (6 indudes runs 1 6) found in Table 21. 
TAXI,= 21. Summary of the application of the testof runs to RANOOM. Sequences ol 
pae~do-random numbers with different lengtha (1st mlumnl wen generated with 
L e  aame initial seeds. The values of V shown are a measure of diacrepnnry between 
observed and expected number of monotonic runs of direrent sirn. Undw the null 
hypthesia of i.i.d., V ia chi-square dist~ibuted with 6 d.f. (Chi-aq. w l 6  d.f. a a;O.OJ 
is 12.59). 
Run length Runs up Runs down 
T ~ L E  n. Details of two examples taken from Table 21 (above1 with signirx-t 
departures fmm the null hypothe~is of i.i.d.. 
Test for Runs Up of s sequence w/ length 20,000 
Leneth ofmonotonic(aseending1 run 
1 2 3 4 6 1 6  
Observed 3419 4062 1912 530 102 15 
Expected 3333 4166 1833 528 115 24 
Test far Runs Down of a sequence wllength 6,000 
Lengh of monotonie(descending1 run 
1 2 3 4 5 1 6  
Observed 848 1027 465 122 36 6 
Expected 833 1041 458 132 29 6 
V = 29.50, significant at a= 0.001 
Table 21 and various tables like Table 22, built for all sequence lengths 
analysed, suggested no systemetie departures fmm the null hypathssia of 
independence. Overall the generator displayed a very satisfactory behadour. 



